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Abstract

The interplay between order and disorder
in cholesteric hydroxypropyl cellulose films

Mélanie Marthe Bay

Structural colouration originates from the physical interaction between
light and nanostructured materials, unlike pigments and dyes, where colour
is achieved by selective absorption. The formation of a cholesteric liquid
crystalline phase is one route to achieve such structuring on the nanoscale.
An especially promising candidate is hydroxypropyl cellulose (HPC), a bio-
sourced, bio-compatible and water-soluble polymer, which spontaneously
assembles into a cholesteric mesophase reflecting bright and intense colours.
Previous work has often assumed that the structure is a perfect monodomain,
which would reflect metallic and iridescent colour. However, in macroscopic
HPC films, a multitude of domains of various orientations coexist and scatter
light multiple times, which results in a more matte appearance.

The aim of this thesis is to develop modelling methods for characterising
the interplay between order and disorder in polydomain cholesteric films.
First, an open-source Python toolkit (PyLlama) was developed to model the
optical response of arbitrary multilayer stacks, and applied to the specific
case of a monodomain cholesteric liquid crystal. These results were combined
with a statistical method (Monte Carlo) that simulates the penetration of
light inside polydomain cholesteric films and the resulting angular-dependent
scattering. The developed numerical model allowed for an understanding
of the structural arrangement of HPC films from their interactions with
light. The numerical results were found to be in good agreement with
experimental measurements on HPC films, validating this approach. Lastly,
the mechanochromic behaviour of large-scale HPC films is investigated
as a practical example of the importance of nanoscale structure to the
macroscopic optical response, with a potential application as a pressure
sensor.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The most striking colours in nature often arise from the physical interactions
between light and nanoscale-structured transparent materials [9]. Contrary
to colours originating from the partial absorption of visible light by pig-
ments and dyes, structural colours originate from physical mechanisms such
as reflection, diffraction or scattering. The periodic spatial modulation
of the refractive index of the material(s) at the same lengthscale as the
wavelength of visible light leads to constructive or destructive interference,
which manifests by the selective reflection of specific colours [10, 11].

A variety of geometrical structures can lead to such phenomena, for
example gratings, multilayer stacks and photonic crystals. A few species in
the plant and animal kingdoms that exhibit structural colours coming from
multilayer stacks or cholesteric structures are displayed on Figure 1.1. A
high regularity in the spatial modulation of the refractive index usually leads
to high reflectivity of a specific wavelength, at a specific angle. However,
the nanoscale structures are sometimes not perfectly ordered but present
irregularities in their organisation. This leads to novel optical effects such
as a broadening of the reflected wavelength range or changes in the optical
angular-response from specular to diffuse. Disordered structures possess
more degrees of freedom and their interactions with light are in general
more complex to describe [12–15]. Within this context, self-assembly has
been demonstrated to be an excellent route to produce a large variety of
optical effects by using a wide range of nano building blocks arranged in
controlled hierarchical organisations.

Cholesteric liquid crystals (or in short, cholesterics) are one of these
structures. They consist in birefringent units arranged into helicoidal
architectures. In nature, such structures are for example responsible for
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Multilayer
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Cholesteric
c d

Matte

60° 30° 0°
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Iridescente f Patternedg Responsiveh

Fig. 1.1 Structural colour coming from multilayer and cholesteric structures,
in nature and in cellulose-based synthetic materials. a, b, c, d) Structural
colour in natural species, originating from multilayer stacks a) in Begonia
leaves [1] and b) in the mallard duck’s feathers [2], or from cholesteric
structures c) in Pollia condensata (a fruit) [3] and d) in Gastrophysa viridula
(a beetle) [4]. e, f, g, h) Synthetic cholesteric materials leading to a variety
of visual effects: e) iridescent, flexible film made of CNCs [5], f) matte film
made of HPC [6], g) patterned film made of CNCs [7], h) responsive film
made of HPC [8]. a) Adapted from [1] with permission from Springer Nature
copyright 2016 Springer Nature. b) Adapted from [2] with permission from
The Royal Society copyright 2017 The Royal Society (UK). c) Adapted
from [3] with permission from PNAS. d) Adapted from [4] under Creative
Commons CC BY. e) Adapted from [5] under Creative Commons CC BY.
f) Adapted from [6] under Creative Commons CC BY. g) Adapted from [7]
under Creative Commons CC BY. h) Adapted from [8] under Creative
Commons CC BY.
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the vibrant blue of Pollia condensata fruits [3] and the shiny green of
Gastrophysa viridula beetles [4]. Cholesterics can also be fabricated through
self-assembly mechanisms using several bio-derived building blocks such as
cellulose nanocrystals (CNCs) [16, 17], chitin nanocrystals [18], cellulose
derivatives [19], or their composites [20, 21], with recent applications in
photonic ‘pigments’, printing and optical sensors [8, 22, 23]. Depending on
the orientations of the cholesteric building blocks inside the macroscopic film,
different visual effects can be obtained, such as a metallic blue-shift [24, 25]
or red-shift [26] of the colour at large angles, an angular-independent matte
appearance [6], or even complex coloured patterns [7]. A few examples
showcasing the variety of visual effects achievable with cellulose-based
cholesteric structures are shown on Figure 1.1.

Works that use cholesteric structures for their optical properties are
numerous, and in each system, the optical response consists in a complex
interplay between order and disorder at different lengthscales within the
hierarchical architecture. However, a robust method has yet to be developed
to model experimental observations. The aim of this thesis is to improve
the understanding of the optical properties of hierarchical cholesteric films
made of hydroxypropyl cellulose (HPC), a cellulose derivative, which spon-
taneously assembles into a cholesteric liquid crystal reflecting bright colours
in water [19, 27]. For this purpose, modelling methods were developed for
ordered (monodomain) and disordered (polydomain) cholesteric films and
they were compared to experimental measurements on films with increased
disorder. Simulations led to a better understanding of light’s interactions
with the films, and in the future, will allow to optimise structures in order
to obtain particular visual effects.

The work presented in this thesis is organised as follows:

• Chapter 2 gives an introduction to cholesteric liquid crystals and
their optical properties. In this Chapter, concepts that are used
throughout this work are defined and the main optical properties
of cholesteric liquid crystals are summarised, before HPC is more
specifically introduced.

• Chapter 3 lays out the materials that were used in this work, providing
details on the fabrication methods for a variety of HPC films, and
presents the experimental methods chosen to characterise them.
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• Chapter 4 presents PyLlama, a handy Python toolkit developed to
compute the electromagnetic reflection and transmission properties of
arbitrary multilayered media, including cholesterics, with the transfer
and scattering matrix methods. The code is associated to a physical
model that handles a selection of mechanical deformations of cholesteric
structures. In this Chapter, the electromagnetic theory underlying
the transfer and scattering matrix methods is presented, and the
architecture and main features of PyLlama are outlined. The code
is validated by comparison with available analytical solutions and its
numerical stability is demonstrated by modelling cholesteric media of
varying complexity.

• Chapter 5 introduces a new numerical approach based on Monte Carlo
methods to simulate the interaction of light with scattering media.
First, the classical Monte Carlo method for photon transport in ran-
dom media is briefly described. Then, this Chapter details how this
method is combined with PyLlama to create a novel algorithm that
models the multiple interactions of light with polydomain cholesteric
films. This Chapter presents how the widespread Monte Carlo algo-
rithm for scattering media is adapted to cholesterics, and details how
the algorithm’s outputs are processed to mimic experimental optical
instruments described in Chapter 3. Despite the fact that Monte
Carlo does not account for interference effects, the numerical method
is validated in specific conditions that are met by the experimental
measurements.

• Chapter 6 applies the numerical model developed in Chapter 5 to a
series of HPC films of varying thickness, in order to gain an under-
standing of the structural arrangement of the cholesteric domains from
their interactions with light. The disorder is characterised through
cross-section analysis of solid films and implemented into the model.
The numerical results were found to be in good qualitative agreement
with optical measurements on HPC films and were able to explain
experimental trends. Initial assumptions are challenged and several
possibilities are discussed to reach a quantitative agreement in the
future.

• Chapter 7 investigates the mechanochromic behaviour of large-scale
HPC films with a potential application as a pressure sensor. This
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Chapter gives a practical example of the impact of the nanoscale
architecture on the macroscopic optical response, and explains how
this translates into perceived colours.

• Chapter 8 summarises the findings of the previous chapters and offers
an outlook on the possible future use of the models developed in this
thesis, in light of the applications that have been proposed.





Chapter 2

Introduction to cholesteric
liquid crystals and their
optical properties

This Chapter provides context to the work described in the next chapters
and introduces useful definitions and concepts. A brief introduction to liquid
crystals in general is given, before focusing on cholesteric liquid crystals in
particular, and on their optical properties.

2.1 Liquid crystals

2.1.1 Brief historical overview

Liquid crystals were first discovered at the end of the nineteenth century by
Reinitzer [28], who was studying derivatives of cholesterol and noticed that
his samples possessed two melting points: upon heating, they first melted
into a cloudy flowing liquid (instead of a transparent, isotropic one), which
then turned into a transparent liquid at higher temperature. Additionally,
the cloudy liquids showed purple and blue colours upon cooling [29, 30].
Helped by the physicist Lehmann [31] who constructed an experimental set-
up combining a polarised optical microscope and a hot stage, they showed
that under a controlled temperature, the intermediate state of the cholesterol
derivative, between solid and liquid, was birefringent and interacted with
polarised light. The intermediate state of matter between solids and isotropic
liquids was named liquid crystals; other materials that exhibited a similar
behaviour were later discovered and/or fabricated, and classified according
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to their internal organisation by Friedel in 1922 (detailed in Section 2.1.2).
Early applications were mainly focused on liquid crystalline displays, starting
with the first proof of concept for a flat panel display controlled by an electric
field in the 1960s [32] that led to today’s TV screens, smartphones and smart
watches. An interesting early application in the 1970s, on which Fergason
(mentioned in Section 2.2.3) contributed, was liquid crystal thermography:
the aim was to try to detect cancerous breast tumour cells by coating a liquid
crystalline material on the skin and observing the change of colour triggered
by the temperature (tumours are warmer than normal cells) [33]. Today,
applied research still focuses on displays and sensing, but also on other
applications such as organic electronics, energy conversion, hyperspectral
imaging, and lasing [34, 35], in addition to the more specific application of
cellulose-based cholesteric liquid crystals as photonic pigments or optical
sensors [21–23, 36, 37].

2.1.2 Classification of liquid crystalline phases

Liquid crystals, as their name indicates, are an intermediate state of matter
between liquids and solid crystals. This intermediate phase is also called
mesophase (the prefix meso means intermediate), and mesogens is the name
given to compounds that make up this liquid crystalline state [38]. Liquid
crystals share with liquids their mechanical properties such as their ability
to flow; in addition, they share with crystalline solids the anisotropy of
their optical, electrical and magnetic properties [30, 39, 40]. Molecules in
liquids are free to move and their positions and orientations are uniformly
distributed, while the positions and orientations of molecules in a crystal
are locked in a lattice.

Liquid crystalline phases have been classified according to the positional
and orientational orders of their mesogens [30, 39, 41]. The positional
order refers to the regularity of the positions of the centres of masses of the
molecules, and the orientational order quantifies the variation of the local
orientation of the molecules [30, 39].

Nematic liquid crystals are liquid crystals whose mesogens exhibit a
long-range orientational order: the molecules tend to align along a particular
direction ϕ, called the director, which is uniform throughout the material at
equilibrium (provided there are no defects). The direction is defined without
a sign: ϕ(s) = −ϕ(s). There is no long-range positional order, even though
a short-range positional order may exist. Figure 2.1b shows a population
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Fig. 2.1 Nematic and cholesteric liquid crystals. a) Rod-shaped anisotropic
mesogen. b) Nematic liquid crystal: the average direction of the mesogens
is indicated by the director. c) Cholesteric liquid crystal: the director
rotates continuously around an axis. d) Field of directors and helical axis
of a cholesteric liquid crystal. The direction is defined without a sign
(ϕ(s) = −ϕ(s)) and the arrows are a guide for the eye to indicate the
rotation.

of rod-shaped mesogens and the average direction towards which they are
pointing.

Cholesteric liquid crystals (simplified as cholesterics in this work) are
also liquid crystals whose mesogens exhibit long-range orientational order
and no long-range positional order, with the particularity that the director
continuously rotates in a periodic way around an axis called the helical axis
m. At a given depth s along the helical axis, the elongated units point, on
average, towards a preferred direction n(s), which corresponds to a rotation
angle ϕ(s) around the helical axis [26, 42] (even if the direction of individual
mesogens may differ). The distance, measured along the twist axis, over
which the director completes a 360° rotation is called the pitch p, and the
periodic length of the cholesteric equals to half the pitch. The director’s
rotation angle can be calculated with:

ϕ(s) = 2πs/p (2.1)

Depending on the sense of rotation of the helix, the cholesteric liquid crystal
will be called right-handed or left-handed. Schematics of the birefringent
units is displayed on Figure 2.1a (single unit) and c (assembly of units)
while Figure 2.1d shows the directions of the rotating planes. A domain is
an ensemble of mesogens rotating along the same helical axis.
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Smectic liquid crystal are liquid crystals whose mesogens have their
centre of masses arranged in layers in addition to orientational order. The
molecules in each layer can be aligned perpendicular to the layers (this
phase is called smectic A, or smectic B when a hexagonal crystalline order
exists in each layer), or with a fixed angle (this phase is called smectic C ).

A wide variety of liquid crystalline materials exist, such as detergent
forming lamellar structures, solutions of DNA, suspensions of particles,
polymers, and many synthetic compounds [29].

2.1.3 Thermotropic and lyotropic liquid crystals

Liquid crystals can also be classified into thermotropic and lyotropic liquid
crystals, depending on the mechanisms that drive the mesophase formation.
Thermotropic liquid crystals result from a temperature change upon a mate-
rial (raising the temperature of a solid crystal or cooling down a liquid) [39,
43] and the mesophase can exist without the presence of a solvent [43].
Lyotropic liquid crystals are inhomogeneous phases and are obtained by
dispersing mesogens above a certain volume fraction; concentration is, in
this case, the most important parameter, however their behaviour can be
additionally temperature dependent [19, 39, 43].

2.1.4 Anchoring

At an interface, liquid crystal mesogens tend to orient along a particular
direction called the easy orientation axis [44]. The stronger the interaction
between the mesogens and the substrate, the more their director will be
aligned with the easy orientation axis. The following cases can exist [40,
44]: planar anchoring where the molecules are oriented uniformly parallel
to the interface, homeotropic anchoring where the mesogens are oriented
perpendicular to the interface, and tilted anchoring where the mesogens’
directors are uniformly tilted with respect to the interface. As a consequence
long-range orientational ordering can extend into the bulk of the material
due to the surface anchoring [41, 44].
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Fig. 2.2 Order parameter for various populations of rods. The left column
shows the distribution of orientations f(θ) (the dark, smooth line is the
theoretical distribution and the light, noisy line is the distribution calculated
from a population of 10,000 rods) and the right column shows a population
of 60 rods corresponding to these distribution for a) S2 = 0.7, b) S2 = 0.2
and c) S2 = 0.

2.1.5 Order parameter

The order parameter S2 quantifies the degree of orientational order in a
population of objects [30, 45]:

S2 = (3⟨cos2(θ)⟩ − 1)
2 (2.2)

where:
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• the average of the squared cosine is calculated with:

⟨cos2(θ)⟩ =

∫ π/2

0
f(θ) cos2(θ) sin(θ)dθ∫ π/2

0
f(θ) sin(θ)dθ

(2.3)

• θ is the angle between an individual object’s direction and the average
direction, assuming that the objects have polar symmetry (θ = 0 and
θ = π are equivalent)

• f(θ) is the orientation distribution function (a histogram that gives
the frequency of objects oriented along θ)

When the distribution of orientations is purely isotropic, ⟨cos2(θ)⟩ = 1/3
and S2 = 0; when all individual objects are aligned with the average
direction, ⟨cos2(θ)⟩ = 1 and S2 = 1. Figure 2.2 shows populations of rods,
the orientation distribution functions (ODFs) extracted from the rods and
the corresponding order parameters calculated with Equation (2.2) (60 rods
are shown and calculations are carried on populations of 10,000 rods). The
orientations of the rods were set according to the order distribution function
described in Section 6.2.2, which is calculated from an arbitrary S2; the
theoretical order distribution from the arbitrary S2 are shown on the dark,
smooth curves, and values calculated from the populations of rods are shown
on the light, noisy curves. The preferred direction here is horizontal.

An order parameter can for example be associated to the ordering
of mesogens in a nematic crystal or to the ordering of helical axes in a
polydomain cholesteric system [45].

2.2 Optical properties of cholesteric liquid
crystals

2.2.1 Bragg reflection

When light is incident from air upon a thin isotropic film, it can be reflected
at the top and bottom interfaces because of the refractive index mismatch
between the two materials. The reflected lightwaves interfere constructively
or destructively depending on the wavelength, the angle of incidence of
light, the thickness of the film and the refractive index of the material [11].
When several layers of different materials are stacked upon each other,
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Fig. 2.3 Reflection from a multilayer stack of two alternating media. a)
Schematics of light reflection and refraction at interfaces between different
media (light grey and dark grey) inspired by [9]. b) Optical spectra of Bragg
stacks b) with variable optical index contrast (the thickness of each layer i
remains λC/4ni cos θi) and c) with variable thicknesses. The black dotted
lines indicate the expected positions of the Bragg peaks. The spectra are
calculated with the method described in Chapter 4.

reflections can occur at each interface and it is again possible to obtain
multiple constructive reflections for a particular wavelength. Specifically,
the reflected wavelength depends on the optical pathlength in each layer,
defined as the distance multiplied by the refractive index (nihi cos(θi) for a
layer i of thickness hi and refractive index ni where θi is the angle of light
in the layer, defined with respect to the surface normal) [9, 11, 46].

Multilayer stacks enabling such selective light reflection are called Bragg
reflectors and act as colour filters for the range of wavelength that they do
not reflect, and therefore transmit [12]. Successive reflections are depicted
in Figure 2.3a for alternative layers of two materials.

It is possible to tune the structure to achieve particular reflection spectra:
the range of reflected wavelengths increases with the refractive index mis-
match (decreasing the selectivity of the filter), the intensity of the reflection
increases with the number of layers, and the wavelength in the centre of the
reflection band depends on the thickness of the layers and on the refractive
indices [12]. A Bragg stack is optimised for a given wavelength (and incident
angle) when the thickness of each layer hi equals to a quarter wave [11]:

hi = λC

4ni cos θi

(2.4)
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where θi is calculated with Snell’s law:

θi = sin−1
(
nentry

ni

sin θin

)
(2.5)

where nentry is the refractive index of the entry medium (typically, air) and
θin is the angle of incidence of light in the entry medium.

Figure 2.3b shows reflection spectra of Bragg stacks with various refrac-
tive index contrasts n2 − n1, optimised to reflect light around λC = 550 nm.
The thickness of the materials h1 and h2 are chosen according to Equa-
tion (2.4) and n1 is set to 1.2. We can see that the peak intensity increases
with the refractive index contrast, and that the peak position stays centred
around λC. Figure 2.3c shows reflection spectra of Bragg stacks with various
thicknesses: the refractive indices of the layers are set at n1 = 1.2 and
n2 = 1.4, and the thickness of the first material is kept at h1 while the thick-
ness of the second material is set as h2 + δh2. We can see that the position
of the Bragg peak shifts towards longer wavelengths when the thickness of
the second layer is larger than a quarter wave, and secondary oscillations
start to appear in the visible range. This illustrates how different spectra,
and therefore colours, can be achieved by combining the same set of two
materials in different structures. Spectra are calculated at normal incidence
and the Bragg wavelength is calculated as λC = 2 (n1h1 + n2(h2 + δh2)) [11].

2.2.2 Selective reflection from a single cholesteric do-
main

In isotropic materials, light waves propagate at a velocity that is independent
of their propagation direction. The incident light wave is usually expressed
as the combination of two independent waves, one whose electric field is
perpendicular to the plane of incidence (s-wave) and one whose electric field
is parallel to the plane of incidence (p-wave). These partial waves remain
independent throughout propagation. The transmitted and reflected waves
can be calculated (in terms of amplitude and phase of the electric fields)
by using 2× 2 matrices that describe, for each partial wave, the change of
amplitude caused by crossing an interface and the change of phase caused by
propagating through the medium. Ultimately, reflectance and transmittance
are calculated directly from these 2× 2 matrices [11, 47].

In contrast, in anisotropic uniaxial materials, the two indices of refraction
(ordinary and extraordinary) give rise to two partial waves inside the material,
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propagating at two different velocities depending on the angle of incidence.
Consequently, s-waves and p-waves each generate an o-wave (ordinary) and
an e-wave (extraordinary): light propagation inside an anisotropic medium
is described with a set of four partial waves. Coupling occurs between these
partial waves at the interfaces and an s-wave can give rise to a reflected
and transmitted p-wave and vice versa. Therefore, 4 × 4 matrices are
needed to describe the system. An anisotropic layer is again described
through interface-crossing terms and bulk-propagation terms. Reflectance
and transmittance are split into direct (s to s and p to p) and exchange (s
to p and p to s) quantities [11, 47, 48]. A whole stack of layers is easily
built up by matrix multiplication, which makes these techniques computer-
friendly [11]. The theory behind these calculations will be presented in
Chapter 4.

In a cholesteric liquid crystal domain, the average direction of mesogens
(represented by the director) rotates continuously in a helicoidal way along
the helical axis. By looking only at the directors, cholesteric liquid crystals
can be virtually split into parallel pseudo-layers of arbitrary thickness, where
each pseudo-layer has an incremental rotation angle with respect to the
previous one, as displayed on Figure 2.1d.

Each pseudolayer is optically anisotropic. Specifically, one refractive
index known as extraordinary refractive index ne = √ϵe lays in the average
direction of the long axes of the mesogens (the director), and the other one
known as the ordinary refractive index no = √ϵo lays in the directions of
the two small axes. Each pseudo-layer can be seen as a nematic crystal
whose optical anisotropy comes from the optical anisotropy of the individual
mesogens and their orientational order: the birefringence ∆n = ne−no of the
pseudolayers is proportional to the ordering strength of the mesogens within
this pseudolayer [49], described by the order parameter in Equation (2.2).

This leads to a permittivity tensor in shape of an ellipsoid that rotates
around the helical axis, as was first described by Oseen [50]. This means that
optically, a cholesteric structure corresponds to a permittivity tensor ϵ(ϕ(s))
rotating at an angle ϕ(s) around the helical axis, where ϵ(0) corresponds
to a birefringent pseudo-layer aligned with the plane of incidence (xz):
ϵ0 = diag(n2

e, n
2
o, n

2
o). The permittivity tensor can be expressed as a
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function of the position s along the helical axis m:

ϵ(ϕ(s)) =


ϵ̃+ ϵ̃ cos (2ϕ(s)) ϵ̃δ sin (2ϕ(s)) 0
ϵ̃δ sin (2ϕ(s)) ϵ̃− ϵ̃ cos (2ϕ(s)) 0

0 0 ϵo

 (2.6)

for a right-handed cholesteric liquid crystal, ϵ̃ = (ϵo + ϵe)/2 and δ =
(ϵo − ϵe)/(ϵo + ϵe) [50–52]. For modelling purposes, these continuous non-
homogeneous materials are assimilated to discrete stacks of slices where
each slice i (at depth si on the helical axis) possesses a director ni and
rotation angle ϕi, leading to a permittivity tensor ϵ(ϕi). More details about
the slicing are given in Appendix E.

When light propagates along the helical axis of a cholesteric liquid crystal,
it encounters a periodic change in the refractive index caused by the rotation
of the permittivity from one pseudo-layer to the other. Even if this change
is very small, successive reflections can build up at each interface, which
leads to Bragg-like reflection of light around a peak wavelength.

θ
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Fig. 2.4 Selective reflection from a single cholesteric domain. a) Illustration
of the angular-dependent selective reflection of a cholesteric liquid crystal
described by Bragg’s law. b) Reflection spectra with incoming RCP and
LCP light at different angles of incidence written in the circles (in degrees)
on a cholesteric domain with with ñ = 1.433 and p = 500 nm. The angles
were chosen to ensure an even spacing of the spectra. The spectra are
calculated with the method described in Chapter 4.
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This was first described by de Vries [42], who investigated the phase shift
of linearly-polarised light caused by successive reflections on discrete layers
inside one cholesteric pitch. He showed that the number of pseudo-layers
does not play any role in the phenomenon, while the spatial periodicity of the
optical properties determines which wavelength is constructively reflected:
the central wavelength λB of the reflection peak obeys Bragg’s law and is
proportional to the cholesteric’s pitch p and its average refractive index
ñ = 0.5(ne + no) such that λB = ñp, and the total reflection occurs between
the wavelengths λe = nep and λo = nop [42]. De Vries gave analytical
formula to calculate the reflectance spectrum. Additionally, he showed that,
at normal incidence, cholesterics reflect perfectly circularly polarised light
of the handedness that matches the rotation of the helicoid and that higher
orders (2λB, 3λB, etc) do not lead to constructive interference. This has
been later formulated, among others, by Chandrasekhar [53], Dreher [54]
and Belyakov [51] who showed analytically that light inside a cholesteric
structure can be decomposed into a partial wave that is circularly-polarised
in the sense of rotation of the structure (which will be reflected) and another
partial wave that is circularly-polarised in the opposite sense (which will
propagate unchanged).

At oblique incidence of light θin in a medium of refractive index nentry,
the central wavelength of the reflection peak shifts such that: [42, 51]

λB = ñp cos(θB) (2.7)

where
θB = sin−1

(
nentry

ñ
sin(θin)

)
(2.8)

Figure 2.4a shows a schematic of this situation. This implies that a
cholesteric liquid crystal whose pitch enables reflection in the visible spec-
trum appears iridescent under white, diffuse illumination: the reflected
colour changes from red towards blue when the viewing angle increases [42,
49, 51].

The light’s interaction with the structure is more complex to describe
because the mesogens are tilted with respect to the direction of light propa-
gation, and in the light propagation direction, the permittivity is an ellipse
with an unchanged long axis ne and a short axis written as [55]:

nθ = neno√
n2

e sin (θ)2 + n2
o cos (θ)2

(2.9)
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As a consequence, light inside the cholesteric structure is no longer separated
into two circularly-polarised partial waves, but into elliptically-polarised
partial waves. This means that the structure is less polarisation-selective
at oblique than at normal incidence: the reflected lightwave is elliptically-
polarised, and at large angles of incidence, any polarisation can be totally
reflected. A second order reflection peak can also be observed [49, 51, 52,
54, 56].

Figure 2.4b shows reflection spectra for various incident angles on a
cholesteric domain (ñ = 1.433, ∆n = 0.006) for incident RCP and LCP
light: at large angles of incidence, the cholesteric structure reflects both
RCP and LCP light.

As shown in Equation (2.6), the optical response of the cholesteric
structure directly relates to the periodic modulation of directors around
the helical axis. Cholesteric structures that are distorted (for example by
mechanical deformations such as compression or shear, as will be described
in Section 2.2.4) reflect both circular polarisations [26, 57].

2.2.3 Scattering from a tilted domain in the mesophase
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Fig. 2.5 Selective reflection from a tilted cholesteric domain in the mesophase.
a) Illustration of the scattering properties of a tilted cholesteric liquid
crystal domain described by Fergason’s formula. The angles of incidence
and reflection θin and θout are different from each other because light is
refracted at the boundaries of the sample. b) Relationship between the
tilt of a domain and the outgoing angle for various incident angles for a
cholesteric sample with ñ = 1.433) embedded in air (nentry = 1).
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A cholesteric domain is defined as the population of mesogens that rotate
around a constant helical axis. The direction of the helical axis typically
changes throughout macroscopic cholesteric samples (for example, due to
the presence of defects), and each helical axis corresponds to one domain.
When a cholesteric liquid crystal domain is located inside the bulk of a
material (for example, inside the rest of the liquid crystalline mesophase in
a thick sample) and its helical axis is tilted with respect to the boundaries
of the sample, the situation is slightly different than for a monodomain
film. Light is still reflected specularly at the cholesteric domain’s interface
(in the plane perpendicular to the helical axis where s = 0). However, the
angles of incoming incident light and outgoing reflected light θin and θout

measured relative to the surface of the sample differ from the local incident
and reflected angles on the tilted domain. This is depicted schematically in
Figure 2.5a. Fergason took this into account by correcting Bragg’s law with
Snell’s law [24]:

λB = ñp cos
(1

2

[
sin−1

(
nentry

ñ
sin (θin)

)
+ sin−1

(
nentry

ñ
sin (−θout)

)])
(2.10)

where nentry is the refractive index of the entry medium, typically air
(nentry = 1), in which θin and θout are defined. As a result, a multido-
main cholesteric sample macroscopically exhibits a scattering behaviour due
to the consecutive local specular reflections occurring inside the mesophase,
at the tilted interfaces of its domains.

The local tilt of a domain β can be extracted from the incoming and
outgoing angles defined with respect to the interface of the macroscopic film
with [26]:

β = 1
2

[
sin−1

(
nentry

ñ
sin (θin)

)
− sin−1

(
nentry

ñ
sin (−θout)

)]
(2.11)

This equation is represented on Figure 2.5b. Experimentally, the tilt of the
domains present in a polydomain cholesteric film can be accessed by optical
angular-resolved scattering measurements, as described in Section 3.4.2.

We define all angles with their sign: on Figure 2.5b, θin is positive, and
θout and β are negative. Formulas can differ from sources that use other
conventions. The vertical axis is the z axis; when β = 0, the cholesteric
domain’s helical axis is parallel to the z axis.
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2.2.4 Impact of mechanical deformations on the opti-
cal properties

Compression

Recently, Frka-Petesic et al. developed a physical model to represent a
cholesteric structure, as well as the perturbations it encounters upon compres-
sion that affect the periodic directors and modify the optical response [26].
This model describes the impact of vertical compression without volume
conservation (representing a drying cholesteric sample) on the twisting of
the directors, the tilt of the helicoid and its pitch, while a shorter previous
version focused on vertical compression with volume conservation (represent-
ing an external mechanical deformation imposed on a sample in the liquid
state) [8]. The model described here is a generalisation of these two cases.
The compression phenomenon can be described by a 3 × 3 deformation
tensor:

α =


α1 0 0
0 α2 0
0 0 α3

 (2.12)

In the case of vertical compression without volume conservation, α1 =
α2 = 1 [26]; in the case of vertical compression with volume conservation,
α1 = α2 = α

−1/2
3 [8].

The model consists in defining a box of unit volume around a cholesteric
domain, expressing the coordinates of the box after deformation, expressing
the field of directors after deformation, and deducing the new helical axis
and pitch. A vector u in the box before deformation becomes u′ = αu after
deformation. Importantly, the model insists on the fact that physical objects,
represented by their directors, are affected by the mechanical deformation,
while the helical axis (from where we define the tilt) is only a virtual
construction and should be defined as being perpendicular to the directors
before and after deformation.

After deformation, the new directors n′ are defined as:

n′ = αn =


α1 cos(β) cos(ϕ)

α2 sin(ϕ)
−α3 sin(β) cos(ϕ)

 (2.13)
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and the new twisting angles ϕ′(s) are defined as:

tan(ϕ′(s)) = tan(ϕ(s))√
α2

1 cos2(β) + α2
3 sin2(β)

(2.14)

Figure 2.6 shows the twisting of the directors of a tilted cholesteric (β =
−50°) before and after vertical compression (α3 = 0.4), with and without
volume conservation as a function of the position s on the helical axis. The
permittivity of the cholesteric structure defined in Equation (2.6) directly
depends on the rotation of the directors.

b
c
d

p = 500 nm
β = −50°

p = 280 nm
β = −25°

p = 298 nm
β = −17°

a b c d

Fig. 2.6 Compression of a cholesteric domain. a) Director’s rotation angle ϕ
as a function of the depth on the helical axis s for a tilted cholesteric that
is not compressed (schematic b), compressed without volume conservation
(schematic c) or compressed with volume conservation (schematic d). α3 =
0.4.

The new helical axis can be re-defined as perpendicular to the new
directors, and from it, the new pitch p′ and the new tilt β′ can be extracted:

p′

p
= α1α3√

α2
1 cos2(β) + α2

3 sin2(β)
(2.15)

and
tan(β′) = α3

α1
tan(β) (2.16)

For the situation depicted on Figure 2.6, the initial pitch is 500 nm and the
initial tilt is −50°, which gives for the compressed domain without volume
conservation a pitch of 280 nm and a tilt of −25° and for the compressed
domain with volume conservation a pitch of 298 nm and a tilt of −17°.

Applying vertical compression on an ordered film of HPC induces a
shortening of the pitch, which visually translates into a blueshift of the
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reflected wavelength [8]. The pitch of tilted domains is less shortened than
the pitch of non-tilted domains by a given vertical compression.

Shear

A similar model was developed for shear [8]. The helical axis is in the
(xz) plane and the shear direction is along the x axis. The shear phenomenon
can be described by a 3× 3 deformation tensor:

δ =


1 0 δ

0 1 0
0 0 1

 (2.17)

After deformation, the new directors n′ are defined as:

n′ = δn =


cos(β) cos(ϕ)− δ sin(β) cos(ϕ)

sin(ϕ)
− sin(β) cos(ϕ)

 (2.18)

and the new twisting angles ϕ′(s) are defined as:

tan(ϕ′(s)) = tan(ϕ(s))√
(cos(β)− δ sin(β))2 + sin2(β)

(2.19)

The tilt and pitch after shear can be calculated with:

p′

p
= 1√

(cos(β)− δ sin(β))2 + sin2(β)
(2.20)

and
cotan(β′) = cotan(β)− δ (2.21)

Interestingly, the pitch of sheared domains can be either shortened or
enlarged depending on the orientation of the helical axis and the shear
direction. Figure 2.7b shows a tilted domain before shear. On Figure 2.7c,
the applied shear is in the same direction as the helical axis (δ = −0.5):
the pseudolayers move further apart from each other, the pitch is enlarged
and the domain becomes even more tilted. Contrarily, on Figure 2.7d,
the applied shear is in the opposite direction as the helical axis (δ = 0.5):
the pseudolayers move closer to each other, the pitch is shortened and the
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Fig. 2.7 Shear of a cholesteric domain. a) Director’s rotation angle ϕ as a
function of the depth on the helical axis s for a tilted cholesteric that is not
sheared (schematic b), sheared in the direction of the tilt with δ = −0.5
(schematic c) or sheared against the direction of the tilt with δ = 0.5
(schematic d).

tilt decreases. The distortion of the helicoidal structure is displayed on
Figure 2.7a.

This simple model was qualitatively compared to experimental data to
explain the blueshift and redshift of sheared HPC films [8]. However, this
simple model disregards many parameters, such as the flow alignment of
the directors. The viscosity represents a material’s resistance to flow upon
the application of shear and it is the same in any direction for an isotropic
material. Nematic liquid crystals are usually constituted of mesogens with
a strongly anisotropic shape (such as rods), and the material’s resistance to
flow depends on the shear direction with respect to the nematic director.
Figure 2.8a, b and c represent three elementary situations that have been
studied to model the impact of shear on a nematic liquid crystal [58]:
the nematic’s director may be aligned with the shear gradient, with the
flow direction, or perpendicular to both. If the director is free to rotate,
it will generally stably align with the flow direction, but it might also
continuously tumble; the impact of shear is difficult to predict as it also
depends on the magnitude of shear, on elastic forces (forcing the mesogens
to stay aligned with one-another), on the nematic’s order parameter, on the
strength of surface alignment, etc. For cholesteric liquid crystals, similar
elementary situations have been identified and studied on cells made of
monodomain crystals [58, 59]: the cholesteric’s helical axis may be parallel to
the shear gradient (Figure 2.8d), parallel to the flow direction (Figure 2.8e)
or perpendicular to both (Figure 2.8f). In situations where the cell thickness
is comparable to the pitch size, the directors align with the flow direction,
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a b c

d e f

Fig. 2.8 Elementary situations to study the shear of a nematic liquid crystal
and a cholesteric domain. For the nematic liquid crystal: a) the director is
parallel to the shear gradient, b) the director is parallel to the flow direction
and c) the director is normal to the shear gradient and the flow direction.
For the cholesteric: d) the helical axis is parallel to the shear gradient, e)
the helical axis is parallel to the flow direction and f) the helical axis is
normal to the shear gradient and the flow direction. Schematic inspired
by [58].

which causes local winding and unwinding of the helicoid, and the modulation
of the directors’ angular rotation around the helical axis depends on many
parameters such as the cell thickness. The situation would become even more
complex to model for polydomain cholesteric films whose domains exhibit
different helical axis orientations. However, for HPC, it has been shown
that under low shear regimes, the cholesteric domains orient themselves
relative to flow but only unwind at high shear rates [60, 61]; ‘low’ shear
rates can be qualitatively defined as shear rates enabling the mesophase
to relax almost instantaneously after cessation of shear (for HPC in the
coloured regime, this means that the colour re-appears almost immediately).
The simple model described at the start of this paragraph can be used, in
first approximation, to determine the change in pitch and orientation of
HPC domains after a low shear.

2.3 Concluding remarks

In this Chapter, the complex optical properties of cholesteric liquid crystals
were presented. For a given cholesteric system, its optical characteristics
is due to a convolution of the ordering of mesogens within a nematic
pseudolayer, the distortion of the pseudolayers in a cholesteric domain,
and the orientation of a domain inside a polydomain film. As a result, it
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remains difficult to directly access the optical behaviour of specific cholesteric
systems from their hierarchical organisation. In this thesis, several numerical
methods to address this issue will be proposed (in Chapter 4 and 5) and their
outputs are verified against experimental data for hydroxypropyl cellulose
films (in Chapter 6).





Chapter 3

Materials and methods

This Chapter presents the materials that were used in this work and details
the fabrication methods for a variety of HPC films. It then presents the
experimental methods chosen to characterise the films, which include inte-
grated and angular-resolved optical measurements, and details useful data
analysis processes.

3.1 Hydroxypropyl cellulose

3.1.1 A cellulose-based liquid crystal polymer

Cellulose has been used for centuries for many applications, such as building,
energy, clothing and papermaking. It is the main constituent of plant cell
walls, to which it provides their stiffness, and as such, cellulose is a widely-
available, renewable, biocompatible resource [62, 63]. Cellulose derivatives
retain these advantages and contrary to cellulose, they are often soluble in
water or in organic solvents, which makes them more processable [19, 63].

Hydroxypropyl cellulose (HPC) is a cellulose derivative with hydrox-
ypropyl substituants, represented in Figure 3.1. The degree of substitution
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Fig. 3.1 HPC molecule: a cellulose backbone on which some hydroxyl groups
are substituted by hydroxypropyl groups.
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Fig. 3.2 HPC/water phase diagrams from R. Werbowyj and D.G. Gray [27],
S. Fortin and G. Charlet [67] and S. Guido [64] adapted by [68]. All di-
agrams display a purely isotropic domain at low concentration and low
temperature, a purely anisotropic (liquid crystalline) domain at high con-
centration, and a domain of coexistence in-between. Due to the difficulty
to precisely access the concentration, temperature and phase composition
simultaneously, the boundaries differ. Reproduced from [68] with permission
from Springer Nature copyright 2016, EDP Sciences, SIF, Springer-Verlag
Berlin Heidelberg.

is usually between 2.5 and 4 per sugar ring unit (the schematic represents
two units) [25]. In the literature, the molecular weight of HPC mostly ranges
between 40, 000 and 100,000 g mol−1, depending on the polymer source [25,
64–66].

HPC is chiral and it is a lyotropic and thermotropic liquid crystal polymer.
Above a certain volume fraction that depends on temperature, HPC self-
assembles in water and in other solvents into a right-handed cholesteric
liquid crystalline phase. The mesogen unit is not the entire polymer, but
relatively stiff segments of it. The critical concentration mostly depends on
the stiffness of the polymer and on the flexibility of the side chains [19, 25, 27].
Other cellulose-based polymers have been found to be thermotropic without
requiring the presence of a solvent (for example, acetoxypropyl cellulose)
or to self-assemble into a left-handed helix (for example, ethylcellulose in
chloroform) [19].

3.1.2 Phase diagram

Due to the combined dependency of concentration and temperature, the
phase diagram for HPC in water is not straightforward to obtain, and
several versions can be found in the literature, depending on experimental
techniques [27, 64, 67]. They are displayed on Figure 3.2.

Even though the concentration and temperature ranges differ, the three
phase diagrams qualitatively agree on the phenomena that take place. HPC
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in water forms a clear isotropic solution at low temperatures and low
concentration. At room temperature and at high concentration, HPC in
water forms an anisotropic phase: the polymer chains disentangle from
the isotropic phase to form the cholesteric liquid crystal domains [25].
Concentrations above 58 wt% enable the strongly coloured reflection, from
red at 58 wt% to green and then blue around 70 wt% [27, 64, 66, 67]. This
is the visible consequence of a pitch decrease with increasing concentration,
a behaviour that is common among lyotropic liquid crystals [64]. The pitch
dependency on the concentration follows the power law 1/p ∝ ϕ3

v where
ϕv is the volume fraction [64, 69]. Practically, this means that drying of
an HPC/water mesophase that reflects red light gradually shifts the peak
wavelength towards the blue, and it will eventually result in a transparent
film that reflects UV light. In addition to the concentration dependency,
the phase depends on the temperature: upon temperature increase, HPC
becomes less soluble in water, aggregates start to form and the suspension
becomes cloudy due to light scattering [68]. The minimum temperature
at which the phase separation between isotropically dissolved HPC and
un-dissolved aggregates start to form is called the lower critical solution
temperature (LCST). The precise values of the LCST differ on the phase
diagrams shown on Figure 3.2 but they all present a region where the
isotropic and anisotropic phases co-exist.

3.1.3 HPC mesophase preparation

Dry hydroxypropyl cellulose powder (HPC SSL SFP 1, 40,000 g mol−1 as
reported by the manufacturer, food-grade) was obtained from Nisso Chemical
Europe.

HPC is soluble in water below a critical temperature (around 40 °C
depending on the concentration) [64]. The dissolution of HPC in water is
laborious because of the formation of undissolved lumps and the trapping
of air bubbles [25]. To solve these problems, HPC can be dissolved at low
concentrations before heating up the solution [25], stirred into water very
gently over a period of several weeks [27, 64], or the HPC/water mixture
can be centrifuged after mixing [25, 65], which ensures a precise control of
the final concentration.

1Super Special Low, Super Fine Powder
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a b

2.5 cm

Fig. 3.3 Impact of centrifugation on the scattering of the mesophase.
HPC/water mesophase a) before and b) after centrifugation. The con-
centration of the mesophase shown here is about 65 wt%.

The concentration determines the colour of the mesophase, and also
influences its viscosity. A relatively low concentration was chosen (the
mesophase is coloured between 58 wt% and 70 wt%), to ensure that the
blueshifted scattered signal would remain in the visible range and because
lowering the viscosity facilitated the fabrication of the films.

In this work, HPC and water (Milli-Q) were mixed at a concentration of
65 wt% in a planetary mixer (Thinky ARE-250) for about 20 min, until all
lumps had dissolved. This led to a white viscous liquid, which indicates that
the scattering from the trapped air bubbles dominated the selective Bragg
reflection of the HPC domains. To ensure a bubble-free mesophase and
remove the dominant scattering caused by trapped air bubbles, degassing of
the mixture was carried out by centrifugation at 5000 × g (Thermofisher
SorvallTM LYNXTM 6000, with T29 rotor) over a minimum of 2 h. This
led to a brightly coloured red solution. Figure 3.3 shows a green solution
before and after centrifugation.

3.1.4 Optical properties

In its anisotropic phase, HPC in water self-assembles in a right-handed
cholesteric liquid crystal. The two refractive indices of the HPC/water
mesophase were measured as a function of concentration in 1985 by Onogi et
al. [70] and are approximately ne = 1.436 and no = 1.430 in the concentration
range that leads to visible colours at room temperature. The right-handed
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a b c

Light from
the front

Light from
the back

Fig. 3.4 HPC mesophase. a) Bottle (10 cm high) of HPC/water mesophase
turned upside down to demonstrate that the solution is a viscous liquid.
b, c) Photographs of an HPC bottle (6 cm high) reflecting in the green
region of the spectrum, taken with a direct light source coming b) from
the front of the bottle (normal incidence) and c) from behind the bottle
(ballistic conditions). The concentration of the mesophase showed here is
about 67 wt%.

helicoidal arrangement leads to the selective reflection of right-handed
circular polarised light around a peak wavelength that matches the pitch of
the helicoids [69], as was described in Section 2.2.2.

The photograph on Figure 3.4a indicates that the mesophase is a viscous
liquid, and the photographs on Figure 3.4b and c illustrate its photonic
behaviour: the mesophase selectively reflects green-blue light, while it is
transparent to yellow-red light. Illuminating the bottle from the front gives
rise to a blue-green colour, while illuminating it from the back gives rise
to the complementary yellow-red colour. In contrast, a bottle containing a
green pigmented solution would absorb yellow-red light and would be dark
when illuminated from the back.

Figure 3.5a and b illustrate the shift of the reflection peak towards bluer
wavelengths for tilted domains. The HPC domains in the bottle are aligned
to the curved glass interface, therefore they face light at different angles. As
described by Bragg’s law, the reflected wavelength is redder in the case of
a small angle of incidence (or small tilts) and bluer in the case of a large
angle of incidence (or large tilts).
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ba

Fig. 3.5 Illustration of the angular-dependent scattering of HPC. a) Top-view
photograph of HPC mesophase in a round bottle (about 5 cm diametre),
illuminated from the side. The domains are aligned to the glass interface
and they face light at different angles: therefore, they specularly reflect
different wavelengths. b) Schematic of the situation. The concentration of
the mesophase shown here is about 65 wt%.

3.2 Fabrication of the films

3.2.1 Anchoring

When the HPC/water mesophase is inserted between microscope glass slides,
domains tend to align parallel to the surface [25]. Due to an attenuation of
the strength of the surface anchoring in the bulk of the film, thicker samples of
HPC exhibit a wider distribution of orientations of the tilted domains, which
impacts the optical properties of the sample: the reflection (or transmission)
peak broadens, and the polarisation-selectiveness decreases [61, 65]. Charlet
prepared samples of Aldrich HPC ranging from 100 µm to 1 mm and referred
to samples thinner than 200 µm [65] as ‘ordered’, while Onogi estimated
the ordered region to reach 120 µm in a 650 µm-thick sample of Klucel-L
HPC [61]. In addition to the HPC-glass interface, the presence of impurities
in the mesophase induces alignment with respect to these impurities [65].

Two routes can be followed to improve the anchoring strength: the glass
plates can be mechanically treated by rubbing with an abrasive material
in one direction (for example diamond paste) [52, 65], or the glass plates
can be moved back and forth to induce one-directional shear of the sample
in one direction [65]. The second technique is based on the shear memory
of HPC [65]. The cholesteric order is destroyed by shear and restored after
cessation of the flow [19], and the equilibrium state is largely dependent
on shear history [71]. Charlet and Gray [65] tried to minimise the disorder
(and maximise the anchoring) in HPC films and reported that they achieved
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the best alignment with a constant, low shear rate of 10 to 20 µm s−1, for
linear displacements ranging from 200% to 5000% (the thickness of their
films ranges from 100 µm to 1 mm).

In thick HPC films, the polydomain structure leads to a change in
the optical properties compared to thin films. The domains are oriented
in various directions, not only in the direction perpendicular to the film
boundaries. As described by Fergason’s law and observed experimentally in
1984 by Werbowyj and Gray [69], tilted domains reflect bluer wavelengths
and at larger angles. A broadening of the total transmission peak was
observed by Charlet and Gray in 1989 [65] towards smaller wavelengths, when
the thickness of the film, and therefore its disorder, increases. Additionally to
the films becoming less wavelength-selective, thick films are less polarisation-
selective [65].

3.2.2 HPC samples

To control the thickness of the films, spacers of various thicknesses (from
60 µm to 1 mm) were fabricated by stacking up layers of polypropylene and
double-sided tape, and were attached to the long edges of a 76 mm× 52 mm
microscope glass slides. The thinnest films were made with 3M Acrylic
Adhesive Transfer Tape 467 (7952MP), whose thickness is reported by the
manufacturer as 50 µm and was found closer to 55 µm.

The HPC/water mesophose was manually spread on each glass slides
and encapsulated by laying down a second microscope glass slide on the top.
The four edges of the samples were then sealed with tape to prevent drying,
which would have resulted in a blue-shift of the reflected wavelength; the
spectra measured from the samples did not change during at least 4 days
after fabrication.

The samples were then left to rest overnight to let the HPC self-assemble
and relax before optical measurements were taken. Figure 3.6a shows a
schematic of the layout of the samples and Figure 3.6b shows a photograph
of a typical sample. To the eye, the colour looks homogeneous.

The fabrication method was optimised to minimise its impact on the
ordering of the films, which then impacts their optical properties. Initially,
films were fabricated with standard 26 mm× 75 mm microscope glass slides
and the mesophase was spread by hand with a flexible spatula and with
strength. This led to a high variability in the optical measurements, and
residual signal from shear would not relax. Then, a coating stage was used
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Fig. 3.6 HPC film. a) Schematic of the sample. b) Photograph of an HPC
sample. Goniometer measurements are taken in a plane perpendicular to
the sample and passing through the white dashed line.

to spread the mesophase onto the samples, which led to better repeatability;
however, the optical response changed as a function of the coating speed,
indicating that the mesophase was still ordered according to shear. Lastly,
large glass slides were used with large spatula and gentle spreading, leading
to repeatable results that were not noticeably impacted by shear (this will be
discussed in Section 6.5.1) and had a shelf life of up to 4 days. Appendix A
summarises the challenges that had to be overcome to lead to the design a
suitable fabrication method.

The optical properties of the films can also be altered by the scattering
from air bubbles trapped inside the mesophase. Given that the baseline
of transmission measurements carried on the films did not vary with the
thickness of the films, the scattering from air bubbles can be neglected.

3.2.3 HPC-MA samples

The HPC polymer was recently functionalised by Chan et al. to make
it cross-linkable in order for it to retain colour in the solid state [72].
After cross-linking, the structure is locked into place, which suppresses
the concentration dependency of the pitch upon drying. The pitch is
only sensitive to the vertical compression that occurs during drying, and
tuning the initial concentration allows one to obtain final pitches that
reflect wavelengths in the visible range. Two routes have been explored
for cross-linking: functionalisation with glutaraldehyde where the cross-
linking is triggered by heat [6], and functionalisation with methacrylate
(MA) where the cross-linking is triggered by UV illumination [72]. Here,
HPC-MA was used to fabricate solid films in order to acquire scanning
electron microscopy (SEM) images of their cross-section. HPC-MA was
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prepared by C. L. C. Chan following the experimental protocol described
in [72] with HPC SSL SFP from Nisso Chemical Europe.

Dry HPC-MA takes the form of white fluffy aggregates. It was mixed
with water following the protocol described in Section 3.1.3 to achieve a
concentration of 67.5 wt%, which is expected to result in a similar pitch in
the wet state to 65 wt% of non-functionalised HPC.

The samples were prepared following the protocol described in Sec-
tion 3.2.2, except that the second microscope glass plate was replaced by a
thinner microscope slide of similar dimensions, which was easier to break.
After resting overnight, the samples were cross-linked with UV light supplied
by a Omnicure S2000 Spot UV curing system. Cross-linking is expected
to be almost instantaneous. Optical measurements were carried out about
30 min after cross-linking. The thin microscope glass slides were then broken
and removed, and the samples were left to dry in open air.

3.2.4 Samples for compression

Small HPC samples were fabricated to study the macroscopic pressure
response of HPC and calibrate a large scale (more than a metre) HPC
laminate fabricated with a roll-to-roll machine by H.-L. Liang. The samples
were designed to replicate the features of the large-scale laminate: the
concentration of the HPC/water mesophase was set at 60 wt%, the thickness
of the spacers was 800 µm and the closing glass slide was replaced by a
flexible rectangle of black PET.

3.3 Sample characterisation

3.3.1 Thickness measurement

The thickness of the samples was measured by taking several images of the
cross-section with an optical microscope (Zeiss AxioScope optical inverted
microscope) equipped with a ×5 objective (Zeiss, LD EC Epiplan-Neofluar)
and a CMOS camera, and measuring the size of the gap between the two
glass slides with the open-source software ImageJ. The number of images
taken depended on whether the top and bottom glass slides could be together
in focus for a long distance. Between 2 and 5 images were recorded for each
film.
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Fig. 3.7 Vector field analysis performed with OrientationJ. The local directors
are overlayed in yellow onto an HPC-MA cross-section image acquired by
SEM.

3.3.2 Scanning electron microscopy

Description of the set-up

Scanning electron microscopy was performed by Z. Lu on a TESCAN MIRA3
FEG-SEM system at 5 kV. Cross-linked HPC-MA samples previously frac-
tured under liquid nitrogen were sputter coated with 10 nm platinium
(Quorum Technologies Q150T ES) prior to measurement and attached to
an aluminum SEM stub with carbon tape. Images were acquired at high
magnification from the top surface to the bottom surface with a small
overlap and were stitched together manually using Adobe Photoshop.

Data analysis

Cross-section images were analysed with the open-source software ImageJ
and a vector field analysis was conducted with the plug-in OrientationJ [73].
The plug-in analyses the local 2D intensity gradients in a grayscale image
to extract local directors, identified as the direction that gives the lowest
intensity gradient. Figure 3.7 shows a portion of an HPC-MA cross-section
SEM image analysed with OrientationJ. The vector field analysis enables
one to extract the orientation of the cholesteric domains throughout the
cross-section of the sample.
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Fig. 3.8 Integrating sphere measurement in a) reflection and b) transmission
configuration.

3.4 Optical measurements

3.4.1 Total reflectance and transmittance

Description of the set-up

The integrating sphere is a widely used instrument to measure the total
reflectance and transmittance of a sample. This instrument consists in
a hollow sphere internally coated with a highly diffusive material. The
integrating sphere used here is an integrating sphere from Labsphere coated
with Spectralon, which offers a reflectance above 99% in the UV, visible
and IR regimes. The integrating sphere is equipped with a variety of ports
(coated with the same material) that can be opened or closed depending on
the desired experimental configuration.

In the reflection configuration (schematised on Figure 3.8a), the sample
was illuminated using a Xenon lamp Ocean Optics HPX-2000 coupled
into a 100 µm-core optical fibre (Avantes FC-UV100-2-SR) at 5° incidence.
Non-normal incidence allows one to capture the specular signal as well
as the scattered signal; the effective angle of incidence after the air/glass
refraction is 3.3° according to Snell’s law. Diffuse light scattered by the
sample was collected by a 1000 µm-core optical fibre (Avantes FC-UV1000-
2-SR) connected to a spectrometer (Avantes HS2048). The diameter of
the illumination fibre was chosen to keep the lightbeam smaller than the
opening of the port (5 mm). The diameter of the collection fibre was chosen
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as wide as possible to maximise the intensity of the signal. The reference
was taken with a Lambertian white diffuser in place of the sample.

In the transmission configuration (schematised on Figure 3.8b), the
sample was illuminated using the same lightsource coupled into a 1000 µm-
core optical fibre (Avantes FC-UV1000-2-SR) at normal incidence. Diffuse
light scattered by the sample was collected by a 1000 µm-core optical fibre
(Avantes FC-UV1000-2-SR) connected to a spectrometer (Avantes HS2048).
The reference was taken without any sample at the illumination port.

When specified, LCP or RCP polarisation filters (CP42HE and CP42HER
from Edmund Optics) were inserted to the light path in the transmission
configuration, between the collimator and the sample. Separate references
were taken with the LCP and RCP filters.

Data analysis

As seen in Section 2.2.2, the peak wavelength λB = ñp cos θ reflected by
each cholesteric domain inside the sample is proportional to λ0 = ñp, which
is the Bragg wavelength at normal incidence 2. Therefore, reflection and
transmission spectra can be plotted against the normalised wavelength λ′,
which was already introduced by de Vries [42]:

λ′ = λ/λ0 (3.1)
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Fig. 3.9 Total transmittance data analysis. a) Raw transmission spectra
taken on 650 µm HPC films. b) Normalisation of the wavelength by the
peak wavelength. c) Average and standard deviation. The total reflectance
spectra are analysed similarly.

2λ0 is a notation chosen by de Vries [42] for the peak wavelength at normal incidence,
not to be confused with the wavelength in vacuum for which the same notation is often
used.
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where λ is the wavelength of light in vacuum. Reflected (or transmitted)
intensity at λ′ = 1 corresponds to light interacting with non-tilted domains,
while reflected or transmitted intensity at λ′ < 1 corresponds to light
interacting with tilted domains. λ0 is identified as the peak wavelength,
and the local pitch for each measurement can be extracted from λ0 = ñp.
When the reflectance is plotted as a function of the normalised wavelength,
measurements performed on several locations in one film, or on several
equivalent films, can be averaged together to display the average shape and
intensity of the peak. Figure 3.9 shows this data processing for a series of
transmission spectra. Throughout in this work, the experimental data will
be displayed as on Figure 3.9c.

The tilt can directly be extracted from the peak wavelength by combining
Equations 2.10 and 2.11:

β(λ′) = cos−1 (λ′)− sin−1
( 1
ñ

sin (θin)
)

(3.2)

This means that for each wavelength, we can as a first approximation
associate the reflected (or transmitted) intensity to the tilt of the domains
it originates from. In reality, the extraction of the tilt from the wavelengths
of the experimental spectra is approximate because it can be biased by:

• the width of the reflection peak of a single domain: we are assuming
that every wavelength in our optical spectra is a peak wavelength, and
that reflection peaks of individual domains have no width;

• the possibility for light to be scattered multiple times (either by several
domains or by the HPC/glass interface); and/or

• the potential co-existence of multiple pitches

3.4.2 Angular-resolved scattering

Description of the set-up

Angular-resolved optical spectroscopy measurements were performed using
the setup described in detail in Figure 3.10 and called the optical goniome-
ter. The positions of the x, y and z axes with respect to the sample are
showed in the insert of Figure 3.10a. The sample was illuminated by a
collimated light source (Ocean Optics HPX-2000 xenon lamp) coupled into
an optical fibre (Avantes FC-UV100-2-SR, core diameter 100 µm, diameter
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of the illuminated spot 5 mm) at normal incidence (θin = 0°, lightsource
along the z axis). The scattered light was collected in the (xz) plane as
a function of the outgoing angle (θout from −90° to 90° with a step of
1°) by a moving arm rotating around the sample, carrying an optical fibre
(Avantes FC-UV100-2-SR, core diameter 200 µm) attached to a spectrometer
(Avantes HS2048). The spectra were referenced against one single spectrum
collected from a white Lambertian white diffuser (Labsphere) under normal
illumination at θout = 15°. Quantitative data (referenced against the inten-
sity of the incident lightbeam collected ballistically) is difficult to capture
experimentally because the scattered intensity collected by the detector at
a given angle is several orders of magnitude lower than the intensity of the
incident light.

Convention for the angles

The collection angles of the goniometer are defined within the device following
the convention showed in pink on Figure 3.10: the detector angle equals
90 deg when it is located on the positive side of the x axis and −90 deg
when it is located on the negative side of the x axis 3. The angles then have
the same sign as the outgoing direction of light as depicted on Figure 2.5.
This means that, under normal illumitation, a domain with a positive tilt
(β > 0) reflects light in the goniometer’s negative quadrant, and its outgoing
direction forms a positive angle (θout > 0) with the z axis.

Data analysis

A selection of angular-resolved scattering spectra acquired at normal inci-
dence are shown on Figure 3.10b where each spectrum has been incrementally
shifted upward. The spectra are typically displayed as a pseudocolour plot,
as shown on Figure 3.10c. No data can be acquired in the angular region
where the detector shadows the lightsource around θin.

At each collection angle, the Bragg wavelength λB can be extracted by a
peak analysis for each individual spectrum. Knowing the incident angle of
light, the local pitch can be extracted using Fergason’s law (Equation (2.10))
and the average pitch can be calculated. The red dots on Figure 3.10b and
the red dashes on Figure 3.10c show the Fergason fit. Knowing the angle

3If the reader is a goniometer user, the reader should be aware that this convention
is the opposite to the angular convention displayed on raw measurements taken with the
goniometer.
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Fig. 3.10 Angular-resolved scattering measurement and data analysis. a)
Schematic of the instrument. b) Selection of scattered reflection spectra
with θin = 0 and θout from 10° to 70° with steps of 10°. The spectra
are incrementally shifted upward for clarity. The red dots correspond to
Fergason’s wavelength. c) Pseudocolour plot of all acquired spectra. The
red dashed line corresponds to Fergason’s law. d) Normalisation of the
scattered spectra by the Bragg wavelength for each outgoing direction. e)
Pseudocolour plot of scattered intensity for each tilt, where the tilt can be
extracted either from the wavelength or from the outgoing direction.
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of incidence of light, Equation (2.11) allows one to calculate the tilt β that
reflects light in a given direction. This means that for each outgoing angle
θout, we can associate the reflected (or transmitted) spectrum to the tilt of
the domains β(θout) it originates from.

As schematised in green (tilt of a domain) and in orange (collection
angle) on Figure 3.10, the collimator will in reality collect light escaping the
sample at θout±dθ where dθ depends on the collimator’s diameter and on its
distance from the sample; dθ is estimated to be about 1°. The detector also
collects light that was potentially reflected multiple times, either by several
domains or by the HPC/glass or glass/air interfaces. However, the spectral
width of the reflection spectrum of single domains and local variations of the
pitch do not disturb the analysis here: an individual spectrum is collected
for each outgoing direction, and we can calculate the local pitch of the
addressed domains using Fergason’s law.

For each scattered spectrum, we can carry the analysis described in
Section 3.4.1 and extract β(λ). We can convert the pseudocolour plot’s
axes (λ, θout) into (β(λ), β(θout)). This new pseudocolour plot is shown
on Figure 3.10e in logscale. As expected, the maximum intensity follows
the line β(θout) = β(λ) (white dashes); however, a non-negligible part of
the signal falls outside from this line. This gives a qualitative idea of the
approximation made on Section 3.4.1.

3.4.3 Polarised optical microscopy

Microscope measurements in a bright field geometry were not collected as
they were dominated by the specular reflection coming from the film surface.
However, dark-field microscopy enables one to remove the specular signal
and to collect light that is scattered at larger angles. Dark field microscopy
was carried out using a Zeiss Scope A1 microscope at 5× magnification (Zeiss
EC Epiplan-NEOFLUAR 5×/0.13 HD DIC objective). To record reflectance
spectra, the microscope was coupled to a spectrometer (Avantes AvaSpec-
HS2048), with a 600 µm core optical fibre (Thorlabs FC-UV600). All
spectra were measured relative to a Lambertian white diffuser (Labsphere).
Circularly polarised optical microscopy was performed using an analyser
composed of a linear polariser and a quarter-wave plate with its slow axis
oriented either at 45° or −45° to selectively probe RCP or LCP. Images were
captured with a CMOS camera coupled onto the microscope. The advantage
of using optical microscopy is being able to capture the optical signal coming
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Fig. 3.11 Experimental set-ups designed to characterise the mechanochromic
behaviour of HPC films. Schematic view of a) the integrated sphere set-up
and b) the camera set-up. The film is placed on top of the recording device
and topped with a force sensor. Pressure is applied manually. a) The
incident light is scattered by the internal coating of the sphere to ensure
diffuse illumination onto the sample, and reflected light is collected at normal
incidence. Pressure and spectra are recorded automatically over time at
different rates due to the limits of the devices. b) The incident light is
diffuse and the colour is collected at normal incidence. Pressure is recorded
every 400 ms and triggers the recording of an image.

from a small portion of the sample; however, as will be detailed in Section 5.5,
measurements taken on areas smaller than a millimetre cannot be compared
with simulations, therefore optical microscopy was rarely used in this work.

3.5 Pressure response measurements

3.5.1 Principle

Samples fabricated as described in Section 3.2.4 were illuminated by diffuse
light, and spectra or images were collected at normal incidence by the
integrating sphere or a camera. A force sensor (SingleTact 4.5 N, compatible
with Arduino) was placed on top of the black PET layer. Pressure was
applied with the experimentator’s finger. The force sensor was attached to
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an Arduino set-up and recorded the pressure over time, which was paired
with the time-resolved spectra or images. The Arduino was programmed to
record force values every 400 ms.

3.5.2 Reflection spectra with the integrating sphere

The sample was placed on top of the integrating sphere with a port aperture
of 5 mm diameter, as represented in Figure 3.11a. The illumination port
of the integrating sphere was chosen at oblique incidence, facing the white
coating material. The sphere was illuminated by a collimator coupled to a
600 µm optical fibre connected to the Xenon lamp (Ocean Optics HPX-2000
xenon lamp). Diffuse illumination reached the sample. The detector port of
the integrating sphere, chosen in front of the sample port, was connected to
a collimator coupled to an optic fibre connected to a spectrometer (AvaSpec-
HS2048, Avantes). The collected intensity was normalised with respect to
a Lambertian white diffuser. The spectral measurements were performed
by collecting light during 1 s for each spectrum, and automated to record
continuously while pressure was applied to the sample.

3.5.3 Colour with a commercial camera

The HPC/water sample was secured above a webcam (Logitech c920) with
two diffuse KL 1500 LCD light sources placed underneath. Each pressure
input from the Arduino was set to trigger the capture of a video frame by
the camera. This method enabled a perfect colour-pressure match. The
set-up is depicted in Figure 3.11b.

3.5.4 Optical microscope images

Optical microscopy was performed using a Zeiss AxioScope optical inverted
microscope equipped with a ×5 Zeiss objective and a CMOS camera. The
sample paired with the pressure sensor was secured above the objective,
which allowed one to apply pressure from above (this would not have been
possible with a standard microscope). Screenshots from the camera display
were taken automatically by the computer at each pressure input.



Chapter 4

Modelling monodomain
cholesterics with matrix
methods

4.1 Introduction

Light interaction with multilayered media is a widespread topic cover-
ing a variety of optical phenomena. In optical engineering, multilayered
anisotropic media have been used to fabricate linear polarizers, waveplates
and birefrigent filters for laser and telecommunication technologies, imaging
systems, displays or gas sensing [74, 75]. More recently, in nanophotonics,
they opened new perspectives for subdiffraction wave focusing [76, 77] and
low-loss surface wave guiding [78, 79].

The specific case of periodic anisotropic multilayered media, such as
cholesteric structures, is of particular interest for structural colour production
in different contexts. Building upon a fertile literature concerned with the
optical response of molecular liquid crystals [42, 52, 69, 80], a renewed
interest has recently been catalysed by the discovery of similar chiral nematic
architectures responsible for the colouration of living species [3, 81] and for
their potential use as photonic pigments or optical sensors [21–23, 36, 37].

Analytical solutions for the optical properties of anisotropic multilayers
are only available in specific situations (e.g., for periodic cholesterics, at
normal incidence [42, 53] or at oblique incidence with certain restrictions [24,
51]). A rigorous and general theoretical framework was established with
the seminal contributions of Billard [82], Teitler and Henvis [83], and Berre-
man [48], who expressed the electromagnetic problem as a 4 × 4 matrix
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ordinary differential equation. 4× 4 matrix formalisms experienced many
developments over the years [47, 84–90], including faster algorithms [91] and
a correct treatment of degeneracies causing singularities [92, 93]. Besides
commercial solutions, such as the powerful program WVASE [94] dedicated
to ellipsometry analysis [95], freely-available and open-access codes [96,
97] generally exploit the elegant transfer matrix method [98] to propagate
the solution from layer to layer, as originally proposed by Berreman [48].
Unfortunately, such an approach can become numerically unstable for large
systems in presence of evanescent modes due to the coexistence of exponen-
tially decaying and growing waves (in the forward propagating direction) in
the multilayer. This shortcoming was addressed by Ko and Sambles [85],
who suggested to use a scattering matrix to treat all evanescent modes as
forward or backward decaying waves. Scattering matrix formalisms have
gained popularity in the framework of the rigorous coupled wave analysis
(RCWA) for periodically-corrugated multilayered media [99–103] to avoid
numerical instabilities. Some freely-available RCWA codes [104–106] can be
used for uncorrugated multilayered anisotropic media, yet with an unnec-
essary complexity. The scattering matrix method has been implemented
recently for the study of cholesterics but at normal incidence only [57].

Here, a freely-available and open-source Python toolkit named ‘PyL-
lama’ 1 that implements both the transfer matrix and the scattering matrix
methods is presented. It allows one to compute the reflection and transmis-
sion properties of arbitrary (linear and uncorrugated) multilayered media in
all possible situations. While the transfer matrix method proves faster, the
scattering matrix method ensures numerical stability in all cases. This work
was motivated by the apparition of numerical errors during the computation
of reflection and transmission spectra for birefringent stacks with a large
number of layers with the transfer matrix method [96, 97]: PyLlama can deal
with systems composed of an arbitrary number of layers of any thicknesses,
mixing isotropic and anisotropic, absorbing and non-absorbing materials,
studied at all possible incident angles and wavelengths for both linear and
circular polarisations.

In addition to robustness, the code is designed to be convenient to
use and includes tools that are particularly suitable for the modelling of
cholesteric liquid crystals:

1Python toolkit for multilayered anisotropic media
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• Layers are treated as building blocks. The optical calculations occur
internally at the layer level and the user can write their own routines,
in form of new classes, to pile up layers into stacks according the
parameters of their choice without having to handle optical parameters.

• The code is organised in modules. Periodic structures can be easily
combined into master structures with sub-periodicities, and different
pre-defined structures can be stacked onto each other, in order to
enable the modelling of complex situations, such as beetle cuticles
made of a combination of cholesterics and absorbing layers [81, 107]
or stacks of cellulose nanocrystal cholesteric structures separated by a
nematic layer [108].

• Once the user has defined which structures they need to model, a level
of automation has been added to allow for the calculation of spectra
and the export in MATLAB and/or Pickles with only a few lines of
code.

• A physical model [26] that describes the cholesteric helicoid in various
situations (choice of handedness, tilt, vertical compression of tilted
helicoids) is incorporated in the code. In particular, this enables
the optical modelling (at normal and oblique incidences) of distorted
cholesterics for which the distortion impacts the angular response, po-
larisation selectivity, and overall reflection spectrum of the structure [6,
21, 26, 57, 109].

PyLlama addresses a need from the scientific community for a simple,
robust and flexible program, with many possibilities for future developments
and improvements thanks to its object-oriented organisation and detailed
documentation.

In this Chapter, the electromagnetic theory underlying the 4× 4 matrix
formalism is described, as well as the transfer matrix and scattering matrix
methods to propagate the solution throughout the multilayer stack. The
architecture and main features of PyLlama is then outlined and several
practical examples of optical computations and comparisons with analytical
solutions are given to illustrate the method and show its versatility. Lastly,
the performance and stability of the transfer matrix and scattering matrix
methods are compared on the example of a cholesteric structure.
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Fig. 4.1 Multilayer stack and notations. a, b) Schematic of an incident and
a reflected s-polarised waves (a) or p-polarised waves (b) upon the stack.
The plane of incidence is the (x, z) plane. The wavevectors ki and kr form
an angle θ with the z-axis. c) Schematic of the multilayer stack bounded by
the entry and exit half-spaces. This schematic clarifies the notations used
in the main text.

4.2 Theory

4.2.1 Description of the problem

Following the approach initially developed by Berreman [48], we consider
a multilayer stack composed of N layers perpendicular to the z axis and
translationally-invariant in the (xy) plane, as showed in Figure 4.1. The
layers are indexed from 0 to N − 1 to match Python’s indexing convention.
Each layer i is bounded by two interfaces at zi and zi+1, with an arbitrary
thickness hi, and described by an arbitrary permittivity tensor ϵi, which
may contain complex values to describe absorbing materials. The multilayer
stack is enclosed between two semi-infinite isotropic media called ‘entry’
and ‘exit’ with refractive indices nentry and nexit, respectively.

The multilayer stack is illuminated from the entry half-space by a
planewave at frequency ω propagating in the (xz)-plane at an angle θin from
the surface normal z. The wavevector k of the incident planewave is thus
given by

k =


kx

ky

kz

 = k0


Kx

Ky

Kz

 , (4.1)

with k0 = 2π
λ

. Here, Kx = nentry sin(θin) and Ky = 0 are constant throughout
the multilayer stack.
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In the isotropic half-spaces and layers, planewaves can be decomposed
into s and p polarisations, see Figure 4.1a and b. The s-polarised wave has
its electric field perpendicular (s from the German senkrecht, perpendicular)
to the plane of incidence (xz), along y, and the p-polarised wave has its
electric field in the plane of incidence (xz). Of particular relevance for
helicoidal structures, the waves can also be described in a circular polarisa-
tion basis denoted as R and L for the right and left-handed polarisations,
respectively. Our objective here is to compute the complex reflection and
transmission coefficients of the multilayer stack, defined as rkj and tkj, where
j indicates the polarisation of the incident wave, either in the linear or the
circular polarisation basis, and k indicates the polarisation of the reflected
or transmitted wave, respectively. Note that for multilayers containing
anisotropic layers, the cross-terms in the linear polarisation basis (rps, rsp,
tps and tsp) can be non-zero. The reflectance and the transmittance can
then be calculated respectively as [11]

Rkj = |rkj|2 (4.2)

and
Tkj = |tkj|2

cos (θin)
cos (θout)

(4.3)

where θout = sin−1 [nentry sin(θin)/nexit] is the angle of the planewave trans-
mitted in the exit half-space.

4.2.2 4× 4 matrix formalism

Maxwell’s equations set relationships between the 3 components of the
electric field and the 3 components of the magnetic field of a lightwave in a
given medium, which, in a matrix form, read as
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. (4.4)

Introducing the permittivity ϵ, permeability µ and optical activity ρ and ρ′

tensors of the material to relate the D and B fields to the E and H fields,
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applying translational-invariance in the x and y directions and considering
harmonic fields (the exp (−iωt) convention is used hereafter), Equation (4.4)
can be rewritten as

0 0 0 0 − ∂
∂z

0
0 0 0 ∂

∂z
0 −iKx

0 0 0 0 iKx 0
0 ∂

∂z
0 0 0 0

− ∂
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0 −iKx 0 0 0 0
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(4.5)

Expressing the normal (z) components as a function of the tangential (x, y)
components, taking out the third and six rows and rearranging the matrices
finally leads to the famous 4× 4 matrix ordinary differential equation [48,
82, 83]

∂Ψ(z)
∂z

= iω

c
∆(z)Ψ(z), (4.6)

where Ψ = [Ex, Hy, Ey,−Hx]T is a vector describing the field at position z.2

The elements of the matrix ∆ depend on the wavevector constant
component Kx and on the material permittivity, permeability and optical
activity. When the material is non-magnetic and non-optically active, the
matrix ∆(z) explicitly reads as

∆(z) =


−Kx

ϵzx

ϵzz
1− K2

x

ϵzz
−Kx

ϵzy

ϵzz

Kx

ϵzz

ϵxx − ϵxzϵzx

ϵzz
−Kx

ϵxz

ϵzz
ϵxy − ϵxzϵzy

ϵzz

ϵxz

ϵzz

0 0 0 1
ϵyx − ϵyzϵzx

ϵzz
−Kx

ϵyz

ϵzz
ϵyy −K2

x −
ϵyzϵzy

ϵzz

ϵyz

ϵzz

 , (4.7)

where the z-dependence is in the permittivity tensor ϵ.

2The field can indifferently be represented by the vector Ψ = [Ex, Hy, Ey,−Hx]T as
in Refs. [48, 57, 87, 91, 93], or by Ψ = [Ex, Ey, Hx, Hy]T as in Ref. [96].
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4.2.3 Propagation in a homogeneous layer

Let us now consider a homogeneous layer i located between two interfaces
at positions zi and zi+1, as showed in Figure 4.1c. The corresponding 4× 4
matrix ∆i is then constant throughout the layer thickness and Equation (4.6)
directly leads to

Ψ(zi+1) = exp (ik0hi∆i) Ψ(zi) = RiΨ(zi) (4.8)

where hi = zi+1 − zi is the layer thickness and Ri describes the propagation
from zi to zi+1.

Discarding the layer label i for the sake of legibility, there are different
ways to calculate the propagator R:

1. Expanding R as an infinite sum, as exp (ik0h∆) = 1 + ik0h∆ −
1
2k

2
0h

2∆2 + ... as suggested by Berreman [48], or via Padé’s decom-
position as in Ref. [96]. This is directly implemented in the matrix
exponential function expm in Python’s package Scipy (version 1.4.1)
and in MATLAB (version R2019b).

2. Using an algorithm based on Sylvester’s formulas applied to biaxial
crystals, as proposed by Palto et al. [91], which is expected to converge
faster and requires less calculation steps than Padé’s decomposition.

3. Factorising ∆ = PQ∆P−1 where Q∆ is a diagonal matrix containing
the eigenvalues and P the eigenvectors of ∆. This leads to an eigen-
decomposition of R as R = PQP−1, with identical eigenvectors and
eigenvalues straightforwardly related those of ∆, see below. This was
also suggested by Berreman [48] and is implemented in Passler and
Paarmann’s code [93, 97].

The eigendecomposition is necessary for the scattering matrix calculation,
which is described later 3. Using this approach, the fields in the layer are
decomposed into four partial waves [11]. The eigendecomposition has a clear
physical meaning, as sketched in Figure 4.2a. The matrix P contains the
eigenvectors pj of ∆ as

P =
[
p0 p1 p2 p3

]
, (4.9)

3A different approach could be implemented for the transfer matrix method, with
a loss of compatibility with the scattering matrix method and a loss of the physical
meaning of accessing the partial waves. One would have to compare their calculation
speed.
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where pj = [Ej,x, Hj,y, Ej,y,−Hj,x]T in P thus represent the partial wave
field components in the homogeneous layer. The diagonal matrix Q =
exp(ik0hQ∆) depends on the corresponding eigenvalues qj of ∆ as

Q =


eik0hq0 0 0 0

0 eik0hq1 0 0
0 0 eik0hq2 0
0 0 0 eik0hq3

 . (4.10)

It thus describes the coherent propagation of the partial waves in the layer,
where the eigenvalues qj represent the z-components of the corresponding
wavevectors Kj,z.

The four partial waves can generally be represented as a pair of waves
travelling forward (towards +z, subscript →) and a pair of partial waves
that travel backward (towards −z, subscript ←). The two partial waves
within each pair can then be identified according to their polarisation. We
sort the partial waves as follows

• j = 0: forward direction (→), mostly polarised along the x axis,

• j = 1: forward direction (→), mostly polarised along the y axis,

• j = 2: backward direction (←), mostly polarised along the x axis,

• j = 3: backward direction (←), mostly polarised along the y axis

but this is only one possibility 4. Details about the numerical analysis of
the partial waves is provided in Appendix B.

It is important to note that the sorting is quite irrelevant to obtain
the transfer and scattering matrices of the multilayer stack (when one
does not wish to extract transfer and scattering matrices for subsets of the
system), the only constraint being that the intermediate matrices used in
the calculation be invertible. The sorting allows one to avoid such situations.

4.2.4 Transfer matrix method

The computation of Ri for layer i allows us to relate, via Equation (4.8), the
tangential components of the electric and magnetic fields at the interface zi

to those at the interface zi+1.
4In Ref. [47], the partial waves are sorted according to their polarisation first and

their direction second (which would correspond to the order 0, 2, 1, 3, here).
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Fig. 4.2 Schematics of the concepts behind the transfer and scattering matrix
methods and notations. a, b) Schematic representation of the variables used
to describe the light interaction with the layer i a) with the transfer matrix
method and b) with the scattering matrix method. Both methods are based
on the phenomena of transition and propagation, which are schematised with
wide red or blue arrows labelled with the corresponding matrices used in
the equations. c) 3D representation of a layer and its interfaces. Transition
occurs at the interface between two layers and propagation occurs within
the thickness of the layer. d) Schematic representation of the transfer matrix
method and the scattering matrix method.
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Imposing the continuity of the field tangential components at each
interface naturally leads to a generalization of the propagator for a multilayer
stack of N layers (N + 1 interfaces) as [48, 98]

ΨN = RΨ0, (4.11)

with

R =

↶
N−1∏
i=0

Ri =

↶
N−1∏
i=0

PiQiP−1
i , (4.12)

and
↶∏N−1

i=0 is a left-side matrix product.5

It is usually more convenient to express the electromagnetic field in
terms of s and p polarisations in the entry and exit isotropic half-spaces.
For a planewave in an isotropic medium, the s- and p-polarised components
of the electric and magnetic fields are related to the tangential components
of the fields as [11] 

Ex

Hy

Ey

−Hx

 = L


Ep,→

Es,→

Ep,←

Es,←

 , (4.13)

with

L =


cos(θ) 0 cos(θ) 0
n 0 −n 0
0 1 0 1
0 n cos(θ) 0 −n cos(θ)

 . (4.14)

Here, n = {nentry, nexit} and θ = {θin, θout} for the entry and exit media,
respectively. Combining the corresponding matrices, Lentry and Lexit, at
both ends of Equation (4.11), we can now define the transfer matrix T of
the multilayer stack relating the ingoing and outgoing fields at the first

5Here, the matrix Qi is defined similarly to Berreman [48], but its inverse (Q′
i =

Q−1
i ) is sometimes used in the literature [93, 96]; in this case, the left-side product in

Equation (4.11) should be replaced by a right-side product
↷∏N−1

i=0 PiQ′
iP

−1
i , leading to a

propagator that is the inverse of the one considered here.
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interface z0 to the ingoing and outgoing fields at the last interface zN ,
Ep,→(zN)
Es,→(zN)
Ep,←(zN)
Es,←(zN)

 = T


Ep,→(z0)
Es,→(z0)
Ep,←(z0)
Es,←(z0)

 . (4.15)

with
T = L−1

exitRLentry. (4.16)

The complex reflection and transmission coefficients are finally obtained
as

rpp = T30T23 − T20T33

T22T33 − T32T23

rps = T31T23 − T21T33

T22T33 − T32T23

rsp = T20T32 − T30T22

T22T33 − T32T23

rss = T21T32 − T31T22

T22T33 − T32T23

tpp =T00 + T02rpp + T13rsp

tps = T01 + T02rps + T03rss

tsp =T10 + T12rpp + T03rsp

tss = T11 + T12rps + T13rss (4.17)

These coefficients can conveniently be assembled into a Jones matrix and
expressed on the circular polarisation basis from [11]

rRR rRL

rLR rLL

 =
1 1

i −i

−1 rpp rps

rsp rss

 1 1
−i i

 (4.18)

tRR tRL

tLR tLL

 =
 1 1
−i i

−1 tpp tps

tsp tss

 1 1
−i i

 (4.19)

where, as defined in Section 4.2.1, R and L respectively refer to right-handed
and left-handed circularly-polarised light.
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4.2.5 Scattering matrix method

The scattering matrix method was proposed as a solution to the numerical
instabilities encountered by the transfer matrix method in certain situations,
such as cholesteric liquid crystals [85]. The scattering matrix relates the
waves coming in the multilayer stack from both sides to the waves coming
out from it, in contrast with the transfer matrix which relates the waves at
the first interface to the waves at the last interface, see Equation (4.15).

Following the transfer matrix formalism above, the transition from the
set of partial waves in layer i to those in layer i+ 1 can simply be expressed
as

Pi+1

Ei+1,→(zi+1)
Ei+1,←(zi+1)

 = PiQi

Ei,→(zi)
Ei,←(zi)

 (4.20)

Knowing the travel direction and the z coordinate at which the electric fields
are evaluated enables us to determine whether they are ingoing or outgoing
waves, as schematised on Figure 4.2b. Equation (4.20) can be rearranged
with linear operations to dispatch the forward- and backward-propagating
waves into ingoing and outgoing waves, leading to

Pi,out

 Ei,→(zi+1)
Ei+1,←(zi+1)

 = Pi,in

Ei+1,→(zi+1)
Ei,←(zi+1)

 ,
Ei,→(zi+1) = Qi,→Ei,→(zi),
Ei,←(zi+1) = Qi,←Ei,←(zi),

(4.21)

where the matrices Pi,out, Pi,in, Qi,→ and Qi,← are defined as

Pi,out =
[
pi,0 pi,1 −pi+1,2 −pi+1,3

]
,

Pi,in =
[
pi+1,0 pi+1,1 −pi,2 −pi,3

]
,

Qi,→ =


eik0hqi,0 0 0 0

0 eik0hq1,0 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

 ,

Qi,← =


1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 eik0hqi,2 0
0 0 0 eik0hqi,3

 .

(4.22)

where pi,j is the j-th column of the matrix Pi, following the naming con-
vention from Eq. (4.9).
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Ei,→(zi+1) and Ei,←(zi+1) can then be eliminated from Equation (4.21),

Pi,outQi,→

 Ei,→(zi)
Ei+1,←(zi+1)

 = Pi,inQi,←

Ei+1,→(zi+1)
Ei,←(zi)

 . (4.23)

This eventually leads to the definition of the scattering matrix Si,i+1 between
interfaces i and i+ 1, asEi+1,→(zi+1)

Ei,←(zi)

 = Si,i+1

 Ei,→(zi)
Ei+1,←(zi+1)

 (4.24)

with
Si,i+1 = Q−1

i,←P−1
i,inPi,outQi,→. (4.25)

Evidently, the combination of scattering matrices to describe multilayer
stacks cannot be as straightforward as matrix multiplications in the case of
the transfer matrix method. For example, the construction of Si,i+2 would
require removing Ei+1,→ and Ei+1,←. As above, this can be done by linear
operations.

Rewriting the scattering matrices in terms of their 2× 2 quadrants,

Si,i+1 =
S(1)

00 S(1)
01

S(1)
10 S(1)

11

 ,
Si+1,i+2 =

S(2)
00 S(2)

01

S(2)
10 S(2)

11

 ,
Si,i+2 =

S(0)
00 S(0)

01

S(0)
10 S(0)

11

 ,
(4.26)

eventually leads to the following expressions for the quadrants of Si,i+2,

S(0)
00 = S(2)

00 C−1S(1)
00 ,

S(0)
01 = S(2)

01 + S(2)
00 C−1S(1)

01 S(2)
11 ,

S(0)
10 = S(1)

10 + S(1)
11 S(2)

10 C−1S(1)
00 ,

S(0)
11 = S(1)

11 S(2)
11 + S(1)

11 S(2)
10 C−1S(1)

01 S(2)
11 ,

(4.27)

with

C =
1 0
0 1

− S(1)
01 S(2)

10 (4.28)
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Carrying this combination for all layers of the stack, including the
isotropic entry and exit media (with analytical formulas for their eigenvectors
and with their propagation matrix set to identity), and expressing the
forward- and backward-propagating electric fields in terms of incident,
reflected and transmitted waves eventually leads to the total scattering
matrix of the multilayered stack,

Ep,→(zN)
Es,→(zN)
Ep,←(z0)
Es,←(z0)

 = S


Ep,→(z0)
Es,→(z0)
Ep,←(zN)
Es,←(zN),

 . (4.29)

The reflection and transmission coefficients can be then obtained straight-
forwardly from the scattering matrix elements,

rpp = S20

rps = S21

rsp = S30

rss = S31

tpp = S00

tps = S01

tsp = S10

tss = S11

(4.30)

The reflection and transmission coefficients in the circular polarisation
basis can finally be obtained from Eqs. (4.18) and (4.19), respectively.

4.3 Implementation

4.3.1 Code architecture

‘PyLlama’ 6 is a freely-available and open-source Python toolkit that im-
plements both the transfer matrix and the scattering matrix methods to
compute the reflection and transmission properties of arbitrary (linear
and uncorrugated) multilayered media in all possible situations. While
the transfer matrix method proves faster, the scattering matrix method
ensures numerical stability in all cases. PyLlama can thus deal with sys-

6Python toolkit for multilayered anisotropic media
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pyllama.Wavepyllama.Structure
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Fig. 4.3 Schematic of the code organisation. The optical calculations are
carried out in the classes Structure, Layer with its subclass HalfSpace
and Wave. The children classes of Model generate Structures from chosen
parameters according to the user’s need and are more convenient to handle.
Some models are predefined (a slab with SlabModel, a periodic stack with
StackModel, a cholesteric with CholestericModel and a combination of
several models with MixedModels) and the user may write their own ad-
ditional routines. Lastly, the class Spectrum gives an additional level of
automation and allows the user to use the code as a black box, when and if
needed.
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tems composed of an arbitrary number of layers of any thicknesses, mixing
isotropic and anisotropic, absorbing and non-absorbing materials, studied
at all possible incident angles and wavelengths for both linear and circular
polarisations.

PyLlama is practically structured to separate the implementation of the
theory from the user, and at the same time to allow the user to access details
about the optical calculations on demand. As schematically illustrated on
Figure 4.3, the code is organised into:

• Classes that carry the optical calculations: the class Structure rep-
resents the multilayer stack and lists the layers it consists of; the
class Layer represents one layer and its partial waves, its child class
HalfSpace being the equivalent for the entry and exit semi-infinite
media; and the class Wave represents optical waves.

• Classes that contain routines to construct Structures from appropri-
ate parameters. They are children of a master class Model and solely
serve the purpose of building Structures in a way that is easier to
manipulate for the user than the class Structure itself. A few models
are already implemented in PyLlama.

• A class Spectrum that allows for a further level of automation for
common operations such as calculating a full spectrum (in linear or
circular polarisation) and exporting the calculated data. This class
enables the use of the code as a black-box – though any detail on the
optics remains accessible.

Details about the classes are given in Appendix C.

4.3.2 Optical calculations

Each partial wave in PyLlama is represented by the class Wave that contains
fields for the electric field (Wave.elec), the magnetic field (Wave.magnet),
the Poynting vector (Wave.poynting) as well as the constant component of
the wavevector Kx = qj (Wave.Kx).

The class Layer contains fields for the layer permittivity ϵ (Layer.eps),
its thickness h (Layer.thickness), and the wavevector constant projec-
tion on the x axis kx = Kxk0 (Layer.Kx and Layer.k0). With these
parameters, the 4× 4 matrix ∆ (Layer.D) is calculated with the function
Layer.build_D() from the other fields of Layer. The class Layer also
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implements the calculation of the partial waves described in Section 4.2.3 as
a list of four Wave instances stored in a field Layer.partial_waves. The
entry and exit isotropic media are represented by the class HalfSpace, which
is a children of Layer with the only differences residing in the calculation
of the eigenvectors (calculated analytically) and eigenvalues (set to 1 for no
propagation phenomena).

The eigenvalues and eigenvectors are calculated from the matrix ∆
(Layer.D) with Python’s numerical package Numpy or Python’s symbolic
package Sympy. The eigenvalues are unique but the eigenvectors are defined
up to a normalisation factor that depends on the algorithm (for example,
Numpy normalises each eigenvector so that its module is 1). The eigenvectors
calculated with one or another numerical method might therefore differ by
a factor −1 or i, which will inhibit their sorting in the way that is described
in Appendix B. This does not prevent the use of the transfer or scattering
matrix methods to go from one layer to the next. However, the eigenvectors
of the entry and exit HalfSpaces need to be set in a specific order to allow
for the decomposition of the incident, reflected and transmitted electric
fields into their appropriate components. In general, if the eigenvectors are
calculated analytically (formulas may be found in the literature for specific
anisotropic media [11, 57, 86, 87, 91]), the analytical formulas enable us to
sort them as forward and backward pairs with distinct polarisations (as p
and s in the isotropic entry and exit semi-infinite spaces) and this would
allow the user to access intermediate transfer or scattering matrices for
specific layers in the stack.

One key point emerging from the 4 × 4 matrix formalism is the pos-
sibility to treat all layers of the stack independently: once the matrix
∆ has been calculated for each layer (and the eigenvalues, eigenvectors
and partial waves that arise from it) as instances of the Layer class, the
Layers can be treated as building blocks to build a stack. In PyLlama,
the multilayer stack is represented as a Structure, which contains a list of
Layers (field Structure.layers) as well as the entry and exit half-spaces
(fields Structure.entry and Structure.exit). Once all Layers of the
Structure have been characterised, they can be combined together with the
half-spaces, either with the transfer matrix method or with the scattering
matrix method, to obtain the reflection and transmission coefficients.

The class Structure contains several functions that implement the
optical calculations:
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• Structure.build_transfer_matrix() calculates the transfer matrix
of the stack (entry half-space, consecutive layers, and exit half-space)

• Structure._build_scattering_matrix_to_next(this_layer, next_layer)
calculates the scattering matrix for the layer this_layer and the in-
terface between this_layer and the following layer next_layer

• Structure._combine_scattering_matrices(S_ab, S_bc) combines
the scattering matrices Sa,b S_ab and Sb,c S_bc into the scattering
matrix Sa,c

• Structure.build_scattering_matrix() calculates the scattering
matrix for the complete multilayer stack

• Structure.get_fresnel(method=<"SM"|"TM">) calculates the reflec-
tion and transmission coefficients, which take the form of a Jones ma-
trix. The user may choose the underlying matrix method with the ar-
gument method. The reflection coefficients can be converted to circular
polarisation with the function Structure.fresnel_to_fresnel_circ.

• Structure.get_refl_trans(method=<"SM"|"TM"|"EM">, circ=<True|False>)
calculates the reflectance and transmittance directly. The argument
circ enables to choose between linear and circular polarisation bases.
The transfer matrix can also be calculated with the direct exponential
of ∆ (without the diagonalisation) through the choice "EM".

The user manual contains tutorials and a detailed documentation [110]
containing all implemented classes and functions as well as their parameters
and returns.

4.3.3 Periodic stacks

Many interesting multilayer stacks are periodic (such as Bragg stacks and
cholesterics). Their optical properties can be modelled by building a periodic
structure “by hand” (e.g., a periodic list of permittivities) but they can
also be characterised by their repeating unit to speed up the calculations:
transfer matrices and scattering matrices can therefore be calculated for a
repeating unit only, and combined together in a second step.

The basic situation is straightforward for the transfer matrix method.
As shown in Equation (4.11), the propagator R of a stack of N layers
(excluding the entry and exit isotropic half-spaces) is equal to the product of
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the propagators of all layers, R =
↶∏N−1

i=0 Ri. When the N layers of the stack
correspond to Nper repeating units made of n layers each, the propagator of
the repeating unit is Rper =

↶∏N−1

i=0 Ri such that the transfer matrix of the
Nper repeating units is R =

↶∏Nper−1

i=0 Rper.
To speed up the computation time, the decomposition of the stack is

different to multiplying one matrix per repeating unit. The total number of
repeating units Nper is decomposed in powers of two: Nper = ∑ 2k for the
appropriate list of kps (the list of kps associated with Nper is the binary form
of Nper: it is obtained by converting Nper to binary). The transfer matrix
for sub-units that contain 2m repeated units Rm

per for m between 0 and the
higher power of two in the decomposition are calculated, and then stored in
a database. Then, the matrices that are needed to build up the full system
of Nper repeated units are selected.

For the scattering method, Equation (4.27) shows how to combine Si,i+1

(the scattering matrix of the layer i and its next interface with the layer i+1)
with Si+1,i+2 (the scattering matrix of the layer i+ 1 and its next interface
with the layer i+2) into the scattering matrix Si,i+2, which encompasses the
layer i, the layer i+1, and the interface from the layer i+1 to the layer i+2.
For a periodic stack, the repeating unit starts at the layer 0 and finishes at
the interface between the layer N − 1 and the layer 0 of the next repeating
unit. However, the last period of the stack does not end by an interface
between the layer N − 1 and the layer 0, but with an interface between
the layer N − 1 and the isotropic half-space. Therefore, the combination of
the repeated motive is only done Nper − 1 times (with the decomposition
of Nper − 1 into powers of two) for the Nper − 1 first periods, and the last
period is added afterwards.

4.3.4 Practical examples

Figures 4.4, 4.5 and 4.6 shows examples of results obtained with our different
models and validated with available analytical formulas.

Figure 4.4 displays the case of an isotropic Bragg stack. The system
consists of a periodic unit of two layers that are repeated 10 times, including
the entry and exit half-spaces that are the same as the first and last layers
(with no thickness). The reflection spectra of the isotropic Bragg stack
calculated with our code and the model StackModel agrees with Yeh’s
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Fig. 4.4 Comparison of PyLlama’s results with other methods in the case of
an isotropic Bragg stack. a) Schematic of the situation: the system consists
of a periodic pattern of two layers that are repeated 10 times (the entry
and exit half-spaces are the same as the first and last layers). b) Reflection
spectrum of the isotropic Bragg stack calculated with PyLlama and with
Yeh’s matrix method [11] for an angle of incidence θin = 60°.

a b

Fig. 4.5 Comparison of PyLlama’s results with other methods in the case of
an isotropic non-homogeneous slab with an exponentially varying refractive
index. c) Refractive index profile: index varying continuously (blue), dis-
cretely with 20 layers of the same thickness (orange) and discretely with
4 layers of the same thickness (green). d) Reflectance calculated with PyL-
lama in the discrete scenarios and with Yeh’s analytical formulas in the
continuous scenario [11].

matrix method [11] for s and p-polarisations. Here, spectra for an angle of
incidence θin = 60° are displayed.

Figure 4.5 displays the case of an isotropic non-homogeneous slab anal-
ysed by Yeh [11]. The slab has a thickness L in the order of hundreds of
nanometers, a refractive index n0 at z = 0 and a refractive index zs at
z = L. The refractive index profile across the slab is continuous with an
exponential profile defined by:

n(z) = n0

(
ns

n0

)z/L

(4.31)

Yeh gives analytical formulas for the reflection spectrum and also shows
analytically that a series of N discrete layers with appropriate thicknesses
and refractive indices can be used to model the non-homogeneous slabs,
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θin = 0°

θin = 60°

a

b

Fig. 4.6 Comparison of PyLlama’s results with other methods in the case
of uniaxial crystals. The uniaxial crystals are extracted from a cholesteric
structure with a rotation angle around the z axis ϕi = 0°, 15°, 30° and
45°. The direction of the electric field of the four partial waves calculated
numerically with PyLlama matches these calculated analytically [87]. The
angle of incidence is a) 0° and b) 60°.

with a precision that increases when the resolution N increases. A Model is
created that takes a list of N permittivities (calculated from the N refractive
indices) and a list of N thicknesses, all identical, as inputs, to produce the
stack. StackModel could also have been used and the individual thicknesses
of the layers would have been calculated outside, but it was more convenient
to create a dedicated model. If we were to work often with non-homogeneous
slabs, we could also have imagined a model NonHomogeneousSlabModel
taking a function n(z) (lambda z : n0 * (ns / n0) ** (z / L) in our
case) as a parameter and automatically handling the splitting in layers of
the same thickness. This illustrates the main idea behind the creation of
models: the user can write up the classes (children of Model) that they
wish in order to model structures by handling the parameters that the user
thinks are convenient.

Figure 4.6 shows the direction of the eigenvectors computed for a single
layer of nematic crystal (taken here as an individual Layer in a Structure
generated by a CholestericModel) and compares it with analytical predic-
tions [87], for two angles of incidence. The agreement is quantitative. It
is interesting to note that the electric field follows the cholesteric rotating
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Compressede Distortedf

Left-handedb

Tilted & oblique incidenced

Right-handeda

Tilted & 0° incidencec

Fig. 4.7 Collection of cholesteric-specific situations implemented in PyLlama
(a) right-handed cholesteric, b) left-handed cholesteric, c) tilt, d) oblique
incidence, e) vertical compression, f) distortion combining a tilt and a verti-
cal compression), and their reflection spectra spectra calculated numerically.
The user can easily mix-and-match these situations. Both the 3D representa-
tions of the cholesterics and the optical spectra are automatically computed
through PyLlama.

director at normal incidence, as predicted by de Vries [42] and confirmed
here.

Cholesterics are of special interest in the present work. For modelling
purposes, these continuous non-homogeneous materials are assimilated to
discrete stacks of slices where each slice i (at depth si on the helical axis)
possesses a director ni and rotation angle ϕi, leading to a permittivity
tensor ϵ(ϕi). A more general discussion on the permittivity of cholesterics
is provided in 2.2.2.

The Cholesteric library allows the user to manipulate (distort, com-
press) the structure in a physical way, and then export the slices’ directors
to build up the corresponding multilayer stack from which to calculate the
reflectance. Details about the physical model’s derivation and how it handles
vertical compression may be found in Ref. [26]. This enables us to easily
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model different configurations of practical interest. Figure 4.7 showcases
a few configurations that the Cholesteric library can generate and that
PyLlama can optically model: a right-handed cholesteric, a left-handed
cholesteric, oblique incidence of light upon a straight or tilted cholesteric, a
vertically compressed cholesteric, and a distorted cholesteric. To account for
the tilt of a helicoid, the z-axis is set along the helical axis and the effective
angle of incidence upon the stack is calculated from the absolute angle of
incidence and the tilt of the Cholesteric.

As we can see from the cases represented here, the handedness, the angle
of incidence and the distortion strongly impact the peak wavelength, the
peak shape and the polarisation selectivity (reflectance from unpolarised
light can even be higher than 50% in some cases). Each time, a Cholesteric
object describes the physical architecture and the required parameters are
extracted to build up an optical model upon it and enables to calculate
reflection spectra in the circular-polarisation basis. These examples illustrate
results obtained with PyLlama and demonstrate how flexible it is to handle
custom structures.

4.3.5 Mixing multiple stacks

Throughout the code, Layers are treated as independent units and can be
added to a Structure provided that the wavevector x-component stays
the same. Similarly, Structures can be stacked together to model the
behaviour of complex samples such as understanding the self-assembly of dry
cellulose nanocrystal films that creates distorted domains [111], explaining
the polarization independence of hydroxypropyl cellulose films distorted by
cross-linking [6] or tuning the distortion to obtain samples with a particular
polarization selectivity [57] or gaining insight on mechanical deformations
imposed on cellulose nanocrystal elastomers [21]. Combining models into
a master model allows to take advantage of sub-periodicities within each
model and to keep the computation time short.

The class MixedModel, child of Model, takes as additional parameter a
list of models models_list to be combined (in the order of the list). They
are screened in order to add only the models that are compatible with the
first one from the list (in terms of the conservation of the wavevector’s tangen-
tial component). The function MixedModel.get_refl() overrides its parent
function Model.get_refl() and calls for get_refl_TM_multiple_structures
(respectively, SM), which builds up transfer or scattering matrices for each
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Fig. 4.8 Illustration of mixing multiple stacks. a, b) Schematic representation
and reflection spectra under 45° incidence of a) a right-handed and b) a
left-handed cholesteric with the same pitch (500 nm) and with the same
number of pitches (30). c, d) Reflection spectra for the stacks of c) the
right-handed cholesteric on top of the left-handed cholesteric and d) the
left-handed cholesteric on top of the right-handed cholesteric.

sub-model and combines them with a cautious handling the interfaces
between consecutive models for the scattering matrix method.

An example is given on Figure 4.8 where two periodic CholestericModels
of opposite handedness and same pitch are stacked upon each other in a
different order. The resulting spectra for the stacked cholesterics under
oblique incidence show a difference depending on which cholesteric is on top
of the other.

4.4 Comparison between the transfer matrix
and scattering matrix methods

The calculations behind the transfer matrix and the scattering matrix
methods have been detailed in Section 4.2.4 and 4.2.5, and show that the
combination of subsequent Layers with the transfer matrix method simply
consists of matrix multiplications, Equation (4.11) while their combination
with the scattering matrix method requires one to individually extract
matrix elements, to combine them externally and to reassemble them into a
new scattering matrix, Equation (4.27). The scattering matrix method is
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consequently slower than the transfer matrix method, but it is also more
robust and stable.

Figure 4.9a shows the evolution of selected (representative) matrix ele-
ments from the transfer and scattering matrices when the number of layers
in a cholesteric structure increases (Appendix E provides details about the
structure). They are plotted in the complex plane. As one can see, the
values obtained with the transfer matrix method are continuously growing,
while the values obtained with the scattering matrix method are converg-
ing. In fact, at each calculation step, the values of the scattering matrix
represent transmission and reflection coefficients, Equation (4.30), and their
modulus is therefore always under 1, while with the transfer matrix method,
reflection coefficients are calculated as ratios between given matrix elements,
Equation (4.17).

Usually, reflection spectra calculated from both methods lead to the same
result (Figure 4.9c: a cholesteric structure with a birefringence ne − no =
0.015 and 375 pitches). However, when the number of layers becomes too
large or the birefringence becomes too high, the transfer matrix method
fails dramatically (Figure 4.9d: a cholesteric structure with ne − no = 0.035
and 1125 pitches) while the scattering matrix remains stable. Figure 4.9b
displays which combinations of birefringences and number of pitches are not
compatible with the transfer matrix method.

The transfer matrix method remains useful as it is faster than the
scattering matrix method: computing a spectrum on the visible range (400
to 800 nm with a resolution of 1 nm) corresponding to the cholesteric
structure on Figure 4.9c takes on average 6.5s with the transfer matrix
method against 14.0s with the scattering matrix method (averaged over 10
runs with HP EliteBoox x360 1030 G2, with a standard deviation under
0.1).

4.5 Concluding remarks

PyLlama is a stable and versatile Python toolkit for the electromagnetic
modelling of anisotropic multilayer stacks. PyLlama relies on known con-
cepts and numerical techniques, but it answers a need from the scientific
community for a simple, freely-available and open-source program for the
purpose. It is accessible to use without extended programming experience
even for complex multilayer stacks (distorted cholesterics, stacks containing
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Fig. 4.9 Comparison between the scattering matrix (SM) and transfer matrix
(TM) methods. a) Evolution of two matrix elements of indices (0, 0) and
(2, 0) in the complex plane. The size of the system increases from one layer
to a full pitch made of 20 layers to 125 pitches made of 125× 20 layers. b)
The pseudocolour plot displays the combinations that cannot be calculated
with the TM method. The configurations a), b) and c) are pinpointed on
the pseudocolour plot. c, d) The TM and SM methods give identical results
at low birefringence and for thin systems (c) while the TM method becomes
numerically unstable at high birefringence and for thick systems (d). The
pitch and the Bragg wavelength λBragg are given in Chapter 2: the pitch p
is the periodicity and the Bragg wavelength equals ñp cos(θin), where ñ is
the average refractive index of the cholesteric.
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periodic sub-structures...), and it is also easy to customise without having
to re-write any optical calculation.

The strength of PyLlama is undoubtedly its capability to deal with
arbitrary multilayers even in extreme situations (large number of layers,
high birefringence, grazing angles of incidence) thanks to the implementation
of the scattering matrix method, and to switch seamlessly to the transfer
matrix method for faster computation speed, when suitable. PyLlama thus
allows performing a side-by-side comparison between the transfer matrix
and the scattering matrix methods.

Many additional functionalities could be added in the near future with-
out considerable efforts, like the possibility to incorporate magneto-optic
effects [89], and to compute spatial field distribution in the stack [93] and
Bloch modes for periodic media [112]. Classes dedicated to the acquisition
of datasets other than reflection and transmission spectra could be created
quite easily, such as for ellipsometry measurements [95] or critical angle
measurements [113], which are useful tools to characterise samples. The
necessary calculations are already carried out in the core of PyLlama, which
paves the way to the implementation of a dedicated framework similar to
the class Spectrum. The scientific community will hopefully adopt PyLlama
and contribute to its evolution.





Chapter 5

Modelling polydomain
cholesterics with a Monte
Carlo method

5.1 Introduction

Existing modelling methods for polydomain cholesteric films simply consist
of integrating reflection spectra calculated with a matrix method (presented
in Chapter 4) for different angles of incidence [114–116], the weight attributed
to each angle of incidence depending on the disorder. However, multiple
scattering events cannot be taken into account, and sometimes, the spectra
themselves are simplified into the peak wavelength only [26].

Monte Carlo methods are computational methods that rely on averaging
multiple independent random samples to obtain ensemble-averaged numeri-
cal results. They are used to statistically model phenomena for which an
output directly relates to a random variable in a deterministic way, and
their versatility allows one to model complex systems. In optics, Monte
Carlo methods are often used to model light propagation into a scatter-
ing medium that is described by probability distributions. Applications
encompass understanding the impact of structural variations of biological
tissues on light propagation for biomedical applications [117, 118] or food
quality assessment [119, 120], optical path enhancement for solar energy
conversion [121], and the study of the depolarisation of a laser beam by
clouds and dusts for sensing applications [122, 123].

This Chapter presents a new application, namely, to use a Monte Carlo
algorithm to model light transport inside a polydomain cholesteric film,
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including multiple scattering events. The classical Monte Carlo algorithm for
scattering media is first briefly described, and its adaptation to polydomain
cholesteric films is then detailed. Lastly, the validity of using an incoherent
method is discussed through a comparison between results obtained with
Monte Carlo and with results obtained with PyLlama.

5.2 Monte Carlo algorithm for scattering me-
dia

Analytically, the transfer of energy that occurs as a photon beam travel
through a scattering medium can be described with the radiative transfer
equation (RTE) [124]. The RTE is based on energy conservation within
an infinitesimal homogeneous volume. The lightbeam loses energy through
divergence (if the beam is not collimated) and extinction (absorption by
the medium, and/or scattering of light away from the incident direction
of the beam) and gains energy from light sources inside the medium and
scattering of light towards the incident direction of the beam. Coherence and
non-linear effects are neglected. When the incident light beam is collimated
and the medium itself contains no light source, the remaining phenomena
are extinction that attenuates the luminance, and scattering of light towards
the beam’s path that increases the luminance; in this case, the RTE can be
written as:

1
c

∂L(r, ŝ, t)
∂t

= −µtL(r, ŝ, t) + µs

∫
4π
L(r, ŝ′, t)P (s · s′)dΩ′ (5.1)

where:
• L is the energy flow through the unit area normal to ŝ, per unit solid

angle and per unit time, and r is the position, ŝ is the unitary direction
vector and t is the time where and when the luminance is evaluated

• µt = µs + µa is the extinction coefficient of the scatterers, sum of the
scattering coefficient µs and the absorption coefficient µa

• P (s · s′) is the phase function describing the probability for light
incident with the direction ŝ′ to be deflected at an angle ŝ into dΩ′,
an infinitesimal solid angle around ŝ

• c is the speed of light in the surrounding medium
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The RTE is typically difficult to solve because it has 7 independent variables:
the three coordinates of r, the three coordinates of ŝ, and t.

Light transport through a scattering medium can be equivalently mod-
elled numerically with Monte Carlo simulations [124]. Photons incident
on a medium containing many randomly distributed scatterers typically
encounter multiple scattering events before exiting the medium. If the mean
distance between consecutive scattering events is larger than the wavelength
of light and the size of the scatterer, the scattering medium is considered to
be loosely packed and the scattering events are considered to be independent;
otherwise, the medium is considered to be densely packed, scattering events
are coupled. The algorithm described here is valid for independent scat-
tering events. The trajectory of the photons inside the scattering medium
is modelled as a persistent random walk where each step depends on the
previous step (at each scattering event, the scattering direction depends
on the incident direction) but does not depend on the other previous steps.
The wide spacing of the scattering events allows to neglect coherent effects
during light propagation and to consider the random walkers as independent
photons, which is required for the statistical method.

The scattering medium is statistically represented by two distributions: a
distribution that describes the step size of a photon between scattering events,
and a distribution that describes the deflection of a photon’s trajectory after
a scattering event. Random walkers representing light are launched onto the
virtual sample and are deflected at a given direction and moved at a given
distance after each scattering event, until they exit the sample [124, 125].
The Monte Carlo method enables to calculate the mean scattered intensity
by averaging out a large number of realisations of the two probability
distributions; importantly, it should be noted that the statistical method
does not describe the trajectory of photons scattered by a fixed set of
particles. Increasing the number of random walkers increases the number
of realisations, and therefore increases the quality of the statistical output
that converges towards the exact solution that would have been obtained by
the RTE. Figure 5.1 schematically represents random walks in a scattering
medium.

Monte Carlo algorithms for light transport in scattering media consist
of the following steps: [124, 125]

1. Launching a random walker: the incident position and direction of
the random walker match those of the light beam.
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Scattering
medium

Incident beam

Random walk 3Random walk 2

Random walk 1

Fig. 5.1 Schematic of random walks in a scattering medium. The sample
is constituted of scattering particles. The intensity of the light beam in
the incident direction decreases along the thickness of the sample (in light
grey) while light is scattered in different directions. Three random walks
are represented: the random walker 1 exits the sample in reflection, the
random walker 2 exits the sample close to the incident direction, and the
random walker 3 exits the sample far from the incident direction.

2. Generation of the propagation distance: the probability density func-
tion for the propagation distance r follows Beer-Lambert’s law and is
proportional to exp(−µtr) where µt is the extinction coefficient; this
means that the random walker is more likely to travel short distances
between two scattering events. The random walker then travels the
chosen distance r along its current direction.

3. Generation of the scattered direction: once it reaches the next scatter-
ing site, the random walker is scattered. The scattered direction ŝ′

often follows the Henyey-Greenstein phase function [126] given by:

P (cos(θs)) = 1− g2

2 (1 + g2 − 2g cos(θs))3/2 (5.2)

where ŝ · ŝ′ = cos(θs), θs is the polar angle and g is the optical
anisotropy of the medium and has a value between −1 and 1 (a
value of 0 corresponds to isotropic scattering and a value close to 1
corresponds to forward scattering). The azimuthal angle is drawn
from a uniform distribution. The direction of the random walker is
then updated with its scattered direction.
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4. Termination: steps 2 and 3 are repeated until the random walker has
moved past the boundaries of the sample. Then, a new random walker
is launched.

Additional steps can be included, such as Fresnel reflection at the sample’s
boundaries and absorption.

5.3 Adapted algorithm for disordered cholester-
ics

5.3.1 Algorithm

Description of the problem

We consider a polydomain cholesteric film of thickness t bounded by two
parallel cholesteric/glass interfaces at z = 0 and z = −t and two glass/air
interfaces at z = tglass and z = −t − tglass, where tglass is the arbitrary
thickness of glass layers (much larger than the coherence length of light).
The cholesteric film and the two glass layers are infinite in the x and y

directions. Figure 5.2 displays a system consisting of two glass layers and an
HPC sample. In the cholesteric film, the tilts of the domains, their thickness
and their pitch follow arbitrary probability distributions. As mentionned in
Section 3.2.2, the mean free path between scattering events from air bubbles
trapped inside the mesophase is assumed to be larger than the thickness
of the virtual films, and these scattering events are neglected during the
computation. In the glass layer, the absorption is neglected 1.

The sample refers to the cholesteric film and the system designates the
combination of the glass and cholesteric layers 2.

An infinitely narrow lightbeam impinges on the top air/glass interface
at θin (polar angle) and ϕin (azimuthal angle). The objective of the method
is to model light’s interactions with the system (in particular, with the
polydomain cholesteric film) and to obtain measurable physical quantities
such as the total reflectance and transmittance and the angular-dependent
scattered intensity, as well as to describe the penetration of light inside the
sample (penetration depth, number of interactions, etc.).

1In principle, absorption could be considered, but we will focus on wavelengths outside
the UV absorption peak of glass.

2In principle, an arbitrary number of layers can be added to the system. Trials have
been done with no layer (where the system only consists in the sample).
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Fig. 5.2 Monte Carlo algorithm: several situations encountered by a random
walker interacting with a polydomain cholesteric film.
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Launching a random walker

The Monte Carlo algorithm begins by launching a random walker onto the
system [124, 125, 127]. A large number of walkers Nw > 10, 000 are launched
in total. Each random walker is independent and has a given wavelength λ

and a given polarisation (set to either RCP or LCP). The initial position of
each random walker is:

x = 0
y = 0
z = 0

(5.3)

and its initial direction d = (dx, dy, dz) is:

d =


sin (θ′in) cos (ϕin)
sin (θ′in) sin (ϕin)

cos (θ′in)

 (5.4)

where θ′in is the angle of incidence in the cholesteric sample obtained by
Snell’s law:

θ′in = sin−1
( 1
ñ

sin (θin)
)

(5.5)

with θin the angle of incidence in air and ñ the average refractive index of
the cholesteric.

To increase the computation speed, the initial reflections at the air/glass
and glass/cholesteric interfaces are taken into account after the computation:
if Nw walkers reach the sample and T is the transmittance of the first
interfaces, Nw(1− T )/T walkers were reflected before touching the sample
(and swapped polarisation). The reflection at the glass/cholesteric interface
followed by a reflection at the glass/air interface back towards the sample is
neglected.

On Figure 5.2, the points 1⃝ and 2⃝ show the position of the walker
before and after the air/glass refraction; the computation starts with the
walker at 2⃝.

Interaction with a cholesteric domain

Figure 5.3a represents a scattering event with a spherical particle. The
incident random walker impinges at a given angle onto the scattering particle.
The angular scattering pattern (often obtained through Mie theory) gives
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Fig. 5.3 Similarities between Monte Carlo for scattering particles and for
cholesteric domains. Interaction between a random walker and a) a spherical
particle or b) a cholesteric domain. The random walker impinges on the
scatterer at a known angle. The polar plots schematically represent the
probability for the walker to be scattered in a) or direction according to
the scattering phase function and b) the specular or ballistic directions
depending on the reflectance and transmittance.

the probability for the walker to be scattered in a given direction. Its new
direction is determined randomly, according to this probability distribution.
After a scattering event, the distance travelled by a random walker before
the next scattering event is determined by generating a random number
from an exponential distribution characterised by the scattering mean free
path. Thus, on average, the ballistic light is attenuated exponentially and
scattered towards different directions [124, 125, 127].

In our case, physically, light incident upon a cholesteric domain is
consecutively reflected by each pseudolayer and the light intensity is damped
through the domain (the damping depends on the orientation of the domain
and the polarisation of the incident light). In the Monte Carlo algorithm,
this process is described statistically from the probability distribution of the
tilt of the domains and the probability to be either specurarly reflected or
ballistically transmitted. Thus, on average, the ballistic light decays through
a statistical representation of the cholesterics at this depth, and is reflected
along different directions. At each interaction with a cholesteric domain,
the random walker can only either be specularly reflected or ballistically
transmitted. The probability to be reflected is given by the reflectance (at a
given wavelength, for a given polarisation) and depends on the thickness (t),
the pitch (p) and the orientation (polar angle β and azimuthal angle ϕ) of
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the domain. Each of these parameters can be associated with a probability
distribution function, enabling us to draw a pseudorandom set (t, p, β) at
each interaction. Figure 5.3b represents an interaction between a random
walker and a cholesteric domain arbitrarily tilted. The travelling distance
to the next scattering event takes into account the size of the domain
represented by the current scattering event.

The thickness of a domain should not be more than a few microns to
allow us to neglect coherent effects and to consider all interactions to be
independent. Similarly, for scattering particles, the mean distance between
scattering events should be greater than the wavelength of light to consider
scattering events to be independent [124].

The helical axis m of the domain is [26]:

m =


sin(β) cos(ϕ)
sin(β) sin(ϕ)

cos(β)

 (5.6)

and the angle between the helical axis of the domain and the incoming
direction of the random walker θeff is obtained by the scalar product:

θeff = d ·m (5.7)

The cholesteric domain can be modelled by the transfer or scattering
matrix method described in Chapter 4. In the circular polarisation basis
(right circular polarisation denoted R and left circular polarisation denoted
L), the reflectance of the cholesteric domain is split between RRR, RLL as well
as the cross-terms RRL and RLR. The cross-terms are equal to zero at normal
incidence (θeff = 0), for a non-distorted domain. A pseudorandom number
ξ is drawn from a uniform distribution between 0 and 1 and compared to
the reflectance and transmittance. For a right circularly polarised random
walker, two options are possible:

1. ξ ≤ RRR +RLR: the walker is reflected specularly

2. ξ > RRR +RLR: the walker is transmitted ballistically

Decisions are taken equivalently for a left circularly polarised random walker.
When the walker is transmitted, its direction remains unchanged and

the pathlength corresponds to the size of the domain. When it is reflected,
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the specular direction d′ can be calculated with: [128]

d′ = Hd (5.8)

where H is called the Householder matrix and is defined as: [128]

H =


1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1

− 2 (m⊗m) (5.9)

The pathlength then takes into account a short penetration inside the
domain before specular reflection takes place, to account for the fact that the
reflectance is the result of multiple reflections from the first pseudolayers of
the cholesteric domain (described in Chapter 2 Section 2.2). The penetration
depth is set at the depth that gives the average probability of having been
reflected. The pathlength is only relevant when one wants to consider
absorption, which will not be discussed here.

On Figure 5.2, at point 2⃝, the random walker is interacting with
domain 1 and is transmitted to point 3⃝. At point 3⃝, the random walker is
interacting with domain 2 and is reflected specularly. Later on, at point 4⃝,
the random walker interacting with domain 3 is again transmitted and
reaches point 5⃝: the HPC/glass interface.

Interaction with a flat interface

When a random walker hits a flat interface between medium 1 and medium 2
(cholesteric/glass, glass/air, glass/cholesteric), the reflectance for unpolarised
light can be calculated with Fresnel’s formulas as:

R(θeff) = 1
2

∣∣∣∣∣n1 cos θ1 − n2 cos θ2

n1 cos θ1 + n2 cos θ2

∣∣∣∣∣
2

+
∣∣∣∣∣n1 cos θ2 − n2 cos θ1

n1 cos θ2 + n2 cos θ1

∣∣∣∣∣
2
 (5.10)

where θ1 is the angle of incidence in medium 1 of (average) index n1 and θ2

is the refracted angle in medium 2 of (average) index n2. The normal to
the interface is (0, 0, 1) and θ1 is obtained by the scalar product:

θ1 = d · (0, 0, 1) = cos−1(dz) (5.11)
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The refraction angle θ2 is obtained by Snell’s law:

θ2 = sin−1
(
n1

n2
sin (θ1)

)
(5.12)

The reflectance for unpolarised light corresponds to the reflectance for circu-
larly polarised light at normal incidence. At oblique incidence, the reflected
light becomes elliptically polarised but the reflectance for unpolarised light
is approximately used.

A pseudorandom number ξ is drawn from a uniform distribution between
0 and 1 and compared to the reflectance. Two options are possible:

1. ξ ≤ R: the walker is reflected specularly, its polarisation swaps (RCP
becomes LCP, LCP becomes RCP)

2. ξ > R: the walker is transmitted, it is refracted and its polarisation
does not change

On Figure 5.2, at point 5⃝, the random walker is interacting with the
HPC/glass interface and is transmitted to point 6⃝. The refraction is
very small: n1 = 1.433 and n2 = 1.5. At point 6⃝, the random walker
is interacting with the glass/air interface and is reflected specularly. Its
polarisation swaps and it travels back towards the sample.

Termination

The travel of a random walker ends when it is transmitted through a glass/air
interface. Some walkers may stay within the system for an extremely large
number of computation steps. A threshold is put in place to interrupt the
computation once a certain number of interactions is reached (typically,
when the walker travelled 10× back and forth in the sample). It is likely
that light following a similar path would be deflected so much that it would
escape the sample outside the detection area.

5.3.2 Implementation

Sampling of a random variable

The Monte Carlo method requires the sampling of random variables from
their probability distributions. Pseudorandom numbers are typically drawn
from a uniform probability distribution between 0 and 1, and some computer
packages such as Python’s Random library [129] can directly draw random
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numbers from other distributions, such as a Gaussian or an exponential
distribution.

The inverse distribution method allows to draw random numbers from
arbitrary probability distributions [124]. The probability distribution to
sample is p(ζ): the probability that a random variable takes the value ζ. The
integral of p on (−∞,∞) is 1 but p is not bounded and typically, multiple
values of ζ can have the same probability. The cumulative probability
distribution P is defined as

P (ζ) =
∫ ζ

−∞
p(t)dt (5.13)

P is bounded between 0 and 1 and is an increasing function. This allows us
to sample ζ by drawing a pseudorandom number ξ = P (ζ) from a uniform
distribution between 0 and 1 and calculating ζ = P−1(ξ), which is unique.

Inputs and outputs

The user chooses parameters that characterise the system:
• the thickness of the sample in micrometres
• the wavelength range, the polarisation and the angle of incidence of

the light
• the probability distributions for the domain sizes, pitches and tilts
• the number of random walkers to launch
• the maximum number of iterations

The random walkers are described by:
• their position x, y, z
• their direction d = (dx, dy, dz)
• their wavelength λ

• their polarisation (RCP or LCP)
• their pathlength
• tracking counters such as the number of reflections by a cholesteric

domain and the number of interactions with a cholesteric domain
They are initialised as described on Section 5.3.1 and are updated while the
random walkers interact with the system until they exit the system or until
the maximum number of iterations is reached.
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Reflectance database

To decrease the computation time, the reflectances are calculated in advance
for a large variety of situations. The database consists in a multi-dimensional
array of reflectances for wavelengths ranging from 400 to 800 nm with a step
of 1 nm, a single pitch of 450 nm and effective angles of incidence ranging
from 0 to 90° with a step of 1°. The slicing of a cholesteric domain into
layers is detailed in Appendix E.

Loading this array in the computer’s memory takes almost 1 GB. Ideally,
the array would have a finer resolution in terms of wavelength and angles
of incidence, and transmittances would be stored as well, but the Python
interpreter could not load more data. The directions of the walkers are kept
‘exact’ (15-digits precision) throughout the computation, but the reflectance
is evaluated for the closest angle of incidence available. Different pitches
are accessed by calculating an effective wavelength λeff = λ(450/p) and the
discretisation might also slightly alter the reflectance.

Parallel computation

Input: A walker
Output: A decision for the next step
if the walker is interacting with the sample:

Draw 3 random variables;
Use the inverse distribution method to characterise the thickness,
pitch and tilt of the cholesteric domain;

Calculate the effective angle of incidence with the walker;
Fetch the reflectance from the database;
Draw a random variable;
Decide if the walker is reflected or transmitted;
Store the decision;

elif the walker is interacting with an interface:
Characterise the interface encountered;
Calculate the reflectance;
Decide if the walker is reflected or transmitted;
If necessary, change its polarisation;
Store the decision;

else:
The walker has already left the system: do nothing.

Algorithm 1: Generation of a decision, executed in the CPU

The main drawback of the Monte Carlo method is its computation time:
thousands of random walkers need to be launched into the system to achieve
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Input: A walker, a decision
Output: None (the walker is updated)
if the walker is interacting with the sample:

if the walker is reflected:
Update the walker’s direction with the specular direction;
Update the pathlength;
Update the position;

else:
Keep the current direction;
Update the pathlength;
Update the position;

Update the state of the walker: is it still in the sample?;
elif the walker is interacting with an interface:

if the walker is reflected:
Update the walker’s direction with the specular direction;
Update the position;

else:
Keep the current direction;
Update the pathlength;
Update the position;

Update the state of the walker: is it back to the sample?;
Update the state of the walker: is it still in the system?;

else:
The walker has already left the system: do nothing.

Algorithm 2: Application of a decision, executed in the GPU
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a sufficient signal-to-noise ratio. Since the walkers are independent, time can
be saved by using parallel computation tools [130]. Parallel computing can
be done on the computer’s graphics processing unit (GPU), while ‘normal’
iterative computing is carried on the computer’s central processing unit
(CPU). In Python, the package CUDA enables the user to run functions on
NVIDIA GPUs [131]. In short, CPUs and GPUs are divided in cores, each
core executing an independent sequence of instructions. A CPU contains
only a few cores that execute instructions (for example, 4 cores) and a large
amount of memory to store temporary data (for example, Python has access
1 GB); in contrast, a GPU contains a large number of cores (for example,
1024 cores) that can each access a small amount of memory (for example,
128 MB). Parallel computation methods consist in creating functions that
are loaded by the CPU on the GPU and run in parallel on the multiple
cores of the GPU, instead of using an iterative loop in the CPU; the CPU
specifies the number of (independent) runs to be computed by the GPU,
and the package CUDA automatically starts a new run on the GPU each
time a core becomes free, until all runs have been completed [131, 132]. The
GPU cannot access the data stored on the CPU’s memory and it cannot
use functions from imported Python packages (such as Numpy).

In our case, the characterisation of a cholesteric domain and the deter-
mination of its reflectance heavily rely on custom functions that cannot be
implemented in the GPU, and require a reflectance database that largely
exceeds the memory capacities of the GPU. However, the geometric move-
ment of the walkers after each interaction only requires simple mathematical
operations. Therefore, the code can be split between decisions taken in the
CPU (Algorithm 1) and corresponding geometric movements carried in the
GPU (Algorithm 2).

The computation time highly depends on the number of interactions
between the random walkers and the system. For the system used in
Chapter 6, using both the GPU and the CPU is typically between 25% and
30% faster than only using the CPU. The GPU used is GeForce GTX 1080
Ti and the CPU used is Intel Core i7-4770.

5.4 Mimicking the optical instruments

The analysis described in this section enables us to process the Monte
Carlo data in ways that are directly comparable with experimental measure-
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Fig. 5.4 Monte Carlo goniometer analysis. a) Schematic of the virtual
instrument. b) Selection of the random walker in the collection band. c)
Binning of the walkers in the band by outgoing angle.

ments carried with the integrating sphere and the goniometer (described in
Chapter 3).

5.4.1 Integrating sphere

The total reflectance measured with the integrating sphere corresponds to
the ratio between the intensity of the incident and reflected light. The
outgoing direction of a random walker simply determines if it is reflected
(dz > 0) or transmitted (dz < 0). For a given wavelength, the modelled total
reflectance corresponds to the ratio between the number of walkers launched
onto the system (including those that would have been reflected at the first
interface) and the number of walkers that exit in the reflection direction.
The total reflectance can be split between RCP and LCP by examination
of the polarisation of the outgoing walkers, knowing the polarisation of
the incoming walkers. The same analysis is carried for the modelled total
transmittance.

5.4.2 Goniometer

Each random walker impinges on the sample with a direction din and leaves
the sample with a direction dout that depends on the tilt of the domain(s)
that reflected it. Figure 5.4a shows the incident direction and the outgoing
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direction of a walker reflected by a single domain on the (xz) plane. The
detector orbiting around the sample collects the scattered light on a collection
band with a fixed angular range that corresponds to the diameter of the
collimator. On the trajectory of the detector, its range is the same in the
(xz) plane and vertically along the z axis (because the collimator is circular)
and can be estimated by knowing the error dθ described in Section 3.4.2.
Figure 5.4b shows a top view of the walkers’ directions and the collection
band along which the detector is moving, at an azimuthal angle ϕ around
the z axis and along a line r 3. Once the random walkers in the collection
band are extracted, they are binned according to their outgoing direction in
the (rz) plane, as displayed on Figure 5.4c.

In principle, such modelled measurements are quantitative. However,
to better mimic the experimental set-up, a virtual Lambertian diffuser was
modelled with Monte Carlo by setting the reflectance of the ‘domain’ at 1,
using a uniform tilt distribution, and removing the glass layers; the scattered
signal was captured with the virtual detector at θ = 15° and ϕ = 0 and used
as a reference for modelled goniometer data.

5.5 Comparison between the coherent ma-
trix methods and the incoherent Monte
Carlo method

The transfer and scattering matrix methods take into account coherent
effects occurring when light propagates through a succession of parallel
cholesteric domains, but is limited to stacks of non-tilted domains. Inversely,
the Monte Carlo method is designed to model arbitrarily tilted domains, but
it considers them to be completely independent and suppresses all coherent
effects at the boundary between two consecutive domains. Intuitively, the
Monte Carlo method does not seem suitable to model systems whose optical
response heavily relies on coherent effects. However, this section shows that
both methods agree with each other in certain conditions that correspond
to our experimental measurements.

Cellulose nanocrystal (CNC) films are cholesteric films that reflect visible
colour in the solid state. The cellulose nanocrystals self-assemble in water

3On the physical goniometer, the detector rotates in a fixed plane and one has to
rotate the sample to probe different azimuthal angles.
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Fig. 5.5 Hyperspectral imaging of a stripy pattern on a cellulone nanocrystal
(CNC) cholesteric film. a) Macroscopic image of a CNC film. b) Microscopic
image of a region with a stripy pattern. c) Optical spectra taken along
the direction r on b). The incident light is left-circularly polarised and
the cholesteric helicoid is left-handed. Adapted from [133] under Creative
Commons CC BY.

into cholesteric domains with a large pitch and a large variety of tilts. Upon
water evaporation, the domains are kinetically trapped and compressed,
and they remain tilted in the solid state. B. Zhu et al. [133] observed that
top-view microscope images of CNC films display stripy patterns with a
succession of green and orange bands, and optical spectra collected in the
direction r across the stripes alternate between green and orange peaks.
Figure 5.5a, b and c) display a macroscopic and microscopic view of the
sample and experimental optical spectra collected along the arrow r marked
on Figure 5.6b.

A cross-section analysis of the sample revealed that it consists of a
stack of domains with very similar pitches and small tilts with respect to
one another. This situation is schematically depicted on the left side of
Figure 5.6c in the case of two domains with the same pitch p, the bottom
one having a tilt β. The authors showed that this stack of tilted domains
can be modelled using a matrix method and considering the bottom domain
as a non-tilted domain; the experimental and modelled hyperspectral data
are showed on Figure 5.6a and b). The effective pitch of the bottom domain
is set as its Bragg pitch p cos(β). Along the r axis, at the boundary between
the two domains, the director of the top domain is constant, but the director
of the bottom domain rotates along the z axis at an angle ψ(r) with a
spatial period ∆, shown on the left side of Figure 5.6c. This is modelled
by adding an angular mismatch ψ(r) between the top and bottom domains,
schematically illustrated on the right side of Figure 5.6c.

Modelling the reflection spectrum of these two domains with a matrix
method creates interference patterns that depend on their angular mismatch
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a) Schematic representation of the 4 tilted domains. b) Spectra obtained
with Monte Carlo, PyLlama averaged over a distance > ∆, and an example
of a single spectrum obtained with PyLlama. c) Goniometer analysis of the
data obtained with Monte Carlo.

ψ. Figure 5.6d shows the variations of the peaks and dips for p = 450 nm
and β = 5°. In the original paper, series of experimental and modelled data
with different mismatches are confronted and PyLlama was used to compute
a database of a variety of possible stripy patterns [133].

Interestingly, averaging spectra for ψ between 0 and 180° produces a
single reflection peak (black dashes on Figure 5.6e). This average over ψ
corresponds to a spatial average of measurements taken over a distance
∆ = p/ (2 sin (β)) along the r direction. Here, ∆ is equal to 2.6 µm. For
comparison, optical measurements taken with the integrating sphere or with
the goniometer average spectra over a circle of 5 mm diameter.

Figure 5.7a shows a similar situation in the case of 4 domains (indexed
from 0 to 3) with the same pitch p = 450 nm and respective tilts βi = 0°,
5°, 10° and 15°. The polydomain stack is modelled with the matrix method
using the Bragg pitches pi = p cos (β) and the periods ∆i = p/ (2 sin (βi)),
which determine the mismatches ψ0,1, ψ1,2 and ψ2,3 at a given position in
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the r axis. An example of a spectrum with interference fringes is shown on
Figure 5.7b. Each individual modelled spectrum corresponds to a different
position on the r axis. The spatial average of 50 spectra modelled over a
distance of 10 µm on the r axis is also shown on Figure 5.7b. As expected,
the spatial average suppresses the interference fringes.

The total reflectance spectrum of the polydomain stack modelled with
Monte Carlo quantitatively agrees with the spatial average of reflection
spectra modelled with a matrix method, which validates the use of the
incoherent Monte Carlo method to model polydomain cholesteric films when
the modelled data is compared to experimental data averaged over a large
area. With the Monte Carlo method, the direction of the outgoing light
can be analysed with a virtual goniometer to obtain angular-dependent
reflection spectra, shown in Figure 5.7c as a pseudocolour plot. The virtual
polydomain film is embedded into index-matching media (which suppresses
the refraction at the top and bottom interfaces), and scattered intensity is
collected at θout = 2βi for each domain i in the film. This validates the use
of Monte Carlo and showcases its advantages over the matrix methods for
the modelling of polydomain samples.

5.6 Concluding remarks

Monte Carlo is a well established statistical method for the optical modelling
of scattering samples. This Chapter presented its adaptation to the particu-
lar case of polydomain cholesteric films and demonstrated that coherence
effects between the domains can be neglected when the modelled spectra
are compared to experimental spectra averaged over a few millimetres: a
quantitative agreement between the Monte Carlo method and matrix meth-
ods was obtained in this case. The strength of Monte Carlo lies in the
amount of data that can be extracted in addition to total reflectance and
transmittance spectra, such as angular-dependent response of a sample and
statistics regarding the light penetration in the bulk. This algorithm will
hopefully be a step towards a better understanding of the interplay between
order and disorder and its impact on the angular response.

The cholesteric Monte Carlo method is versatile and easily allows the
user to change the illumination conditions (a narrow beam, diffuse illumina-
tion, and any intermediary numerical aperture), to replicate experimental
instruments (the integrating sphere, the goniometer, a microscope), and
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to customise the distributions of pitch, size and tilt of the domains. The
first version of this Monte Carlo algorithm contains several approximations
discussed above, and their validity will be discussed in Chapter 6 when
experimental data is compared with Monte Carlo data.

Many additional functionalities could be implemented in the future by
taking inspiration on more advanced algorithms for scattering particles, such
as a better description of the polarisation state of the walkers [134] or the
incorporation of absorption [135]. Implementing the complete algorithm on
the GPU could also dramatically increase the computing speed.



Chapter 6

Impact of disorder on the light
scattering of HPC films

6.1 Introduction

Introducing disorder into periodic structures can dramatically alter their
optical response. A variety of plants and animals that possess various
disordered photonic structures have been studied by scientists [12] and pro-
vided inspiration for the fabrication of nanoscale materials with engineered
disorder that give rise to tunable visual effects [13–15]. However, such
disordered structures may be difficult to describe and model. In particular,
in hierarchical architectures, the optical response consists in a complex
interplay between order and disorder at different lengthscales. For example,
bottle-brush block copolymer self-assembling into multilayer stacks have
been recently assembled into films with tunable disorder, leading to either
an iridescent or a matte appearance [136] 1.

The formation of a liquid crystalline phase is one such route to structuring
matter into nanoscale building blocks. An especially promising candidate is
HPC, which is bio-sourced, bio-compatible, edible and water-soluble. As
detailed in Chapter 2, mixing HPC powder with water in different ratios
enables us to tune the reflected colour of the mesophase. Being able to
predict, with the hope to later control, the visual appearance of polydomain

1Block copolymers are mixed with a thermosetting resin and multilayered structures
self-assemble starting from different nucleation sites in the material. Depending on
the molecular weight, chain mobility and interface proximity, the output material is
susceptible to show a variety of internal organisation, from a perfect monodomain film
which reflects light directionally (iridescence) to an isotropic distribution of ordered
multilayer structures that scatter light in a diffuse way (matt appearance without angular-
dependent colour).
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HPC films, would be a first step towards potential applications in the
cosmetics or food colouring industries.

This Chapter applies the PyLlama toolkit presented in Chapter 4 and
the Monte Carlo model presented in Chapter 5 to model polydomain HPC
films of varying disorder. The internal disorder of the films is controlled
by varying their thickness, as had been showed by Charlet et al. [65] in
early experiments in 1989: the planar anchoring of the mesophase at the
interfaces of a film only propagates to a certain extent to the bulk. First,
the disorder is characterised through cross-section analysis of solid films and
its implementation into the model is discussed. Then, numerical results are
compared with experimental data in order to gain a better understanding
of the interactions between light and the disordered films. Lastly, initial
assumptions are challenged and several possibilities are discussed to better
implement the disorder and to reach a quantitative agreement in the future.

6.2 Characterisation of the disorder and an-
choring

6.2.1 Cross-section imaging

Modelling the interactions of light with an hydroxypropyl cellulose (HPC)
film with the Monte Carlo method described in Chapter 5 requires to deter-
mine probability distributions for the tilts of the domains, their thickness
and their pitch. In the mesophase, the tilt of the cholesteric domains close
to the HPC/glass interfaces are expected to be close to 0° due to the pla-
nar anchoring, and to be more disordered in the bulk [25, 61]. The tilt
distribution should therefore vary with the thickness.

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) imaging of the cross-section of a
film in the solid state enables to get a direct view of the disorder. Cross-
linked HPC methacrylate (HPC-MA) samples were used instead of pure
HPC in order to lock the structure in place before drying. Section 3.2.3
detailed the material fabrication and the measurement method was described
in Section 3.3.2.

SEM images were acquired over the whole thickness of HPC-MA films
and over a 20 µm width at high magnification, to allow for the tilts to
be extracted. Figure 6.1a shows the tilt distributions that were obtained.
Regions of a few micrometres at the top and at the bottom could not be
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analysed due to the presence of particles from the cut or to buckling caused
by the drying. Thin samples show a very good alignment (most tilts close to
0°) while thick samples show a lot of disorder in the bulk. Images illustrating
various situations found in the films are displayed in Figure 6.1b (ordered
region), Figure 6.1c (thick tilted domain), Figure 6.1d (very disordered
region with small domains) and Figure 6.1e (local alignment caused by an
air bubble). Figure 6.1d is an extreme example and most domains were
found to be thicker. Many domains were also tilted out of plane. The
boundaries between the domains is not always clearly defined, but their size
seemed to vary between 5 or 10 pitches to more than 50 pitches, and tilted
domains are not necessarily smaller.

The volume compression αv of the HPC-MA film is defined as:

αv = Vdry

Vwet
= ϕHPC (6.1)

and is equal to the volume concentration ϕHPC, given that the wet films are
made of HPC and water and all the water is dried away. The mesophase is
fabricated at a known mass concentration, from which the volume concen-
tration can be calculated. The mass and volume concentrations of HPC in
water are related according to:

cHPC = ρHPCϕHPC

ρHPCϕHPC + ρwater(1− ϕHPC) = 67.5% (6.2)

where cHPC is the mass concentration, ϕHPC is the volume concentration,
ρHPC is the density of HPC and ρwater = 1 g ml−1 is the density of water.
The density of HPC is not known but it is related to the density of the
HPC/water mesophase:

ρHPC/water = ρHPCϕHPC + ρwater(1− ϕHPC) = 1.14 g ml−1 (6.3)

where ρHPC/water is the density of the HPC/water mesophase. This leads to
the volume concentration:

ϕHPC = 1 + (cHPC − 1)ρHPC/water

ρwater
= 0.623 (6.4)

Details on the measurement of the density of the HPC/water mesophase
are given in Appendix D.
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of various thicknesses. b, c, d, e) Examples of interesting situations: b) an
ordered region, c) a thick tilted domain, d) a very disordered region with
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The vertical compression ratio is defined as:

αz = hdry

hwet
(6.5)

where hdry is the thickness of the film in the dry state and hwet is the thickness
of the film in the wet state. The dry and wet thicknesses and the vertical
compression ratios are indicated on Figure 6.1a. The vertical compression
ratios of the medium and thick samples are close to the volume compression
ratio, which indicates that the compression is mostly vertical. The vertical
compression ratio of the thin sample is bigger than the volume compression
ratio, indicating that the wet thickness could have been underestimated (the
thickness is measured as the gap between the glass slide and the coverslip,
but the coverslip is smaller than the glass slide and it is not possible to
simultaneously focus on both on the four edges).

Ideally, one would have applied the equations in Section 2.2.4 to work
out the tilts of the domains in the HPC-MA films before compression;
however, the results were not precise enough to be used quantitatively.
Out-of-plane tilts can also disrupt the tilt distributions. However, imaging
and analysing this selection of samples already provides useful information
and qualitatively confirms information found in the literature:

• the bulk is disordered and the domains close to the interfaces are
ordered

• a reasonable estimation of the anchoring depth (in the wet state) is
between 100 µm and 200 µm, which is consistent with values from the
literature (Chapter 2, Section 3.2.1)

• the disorder increases with the thickness of the film and depends on
the depth

• films up to 250 µm (in the wet state) can be considered to be well
ordered

At equilibrium, a polydomain HPC/water film should have a uniform
pitch, which does not require a distribution function. Other cholesteric
systems can have other distributions of pitches: for example, the pitch of
cellulose nanocrystal films (briefly introduced in Section 5.5) varies according
to the tilt of the domains due to the strong vertical compression (α = 0.1)
that takes place during the drying process. Due to local compression and
expansion phenomena that can take place during the cross-linking [72] and
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Fig. 6.2 Orientation distribution function fβ for S2 = 0, 0.5 and 0.9 (colour-
coded). a) Probability distributions. b) Cumulative probability distributions.
c) Orientation of helical axes drawn according to the ODFs for S2 = 0, 0.5
and 0.9.

the presence of out-of-plane tilts that artificially increase the pitch, the pitch
distribution was not measured in the HPC-MA samples.

6.2.2 Implementation

Tilt distribution and order parameter

The order distribution function (ODF) of polydomain cholesteric liquid
crystals with a preferred direction m0 can be expressed as: [45, 137]

fβ(β) = 1√
π
4γ

erfi
(√

γ
) exp

(
γ(m0 ·m)2

)
(6.6)

where m is the helical axis of a domain with tilt β and γ represents the
coupling between a force that aligns the domains in a preferred direction
and a force that resists the alignment (k is the Boltzmann constant and T
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Fig. 6.3 Thickness and pitch variations within each thickness group. Boxplot
analysis of a) the thickness and b) the pitch. Each boxplot represents a
thickness group (a group of samples that have the same spacer). On b), the
pitch value used in Monte Carlo simulations is showed.

is the temperature):

m =


sin(β) cos(ϕ)
sin(β) sin(ϕ)

cos(β)

 (6.7)

γ ∝ −Ealignment

kT
(6.8)

Equation (6.6) was introduced in the context of magnetic field alignment
of cellulose nanocrystals. Conveniently, the order parameter S2 can be
expressed as a function of the coupling parameter γ [45]:

S2 = 3
4γ

√4γ
π

exp (γ)
erfi(√γ) − 1

− 1
2 (6.9)

which allows us to produce ODFs for a given S2 without calculating γ, and
to quantify the disorder. In 3D, the ODF is normalised by the surface area
so that its integral equals 1

2π
. This means that when S2 = 0, all the helical

axes are distributed isotropically in space; when S2 = 1, all the helical axes
are aligned with the z axis. Figure 6.2 shows ODFs calculated for S2 = 0, 0.5
and 0.9, as well as the associated cumulative probability functions (needed
to sample the random variables, as explained in Section 5.3.2) and sets of
orientations drawn according to these distributions.
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Pitch and domain size distributions

Several films were fabricated with spacers of various thickness. The thickness
of each individual film was measured according to the protocol described
in Section 3.3.1. The pitch of each individual film was extracted from the
peak analysis of integrated sphere measurements. Then, films were grouped
together by spacer thickness and for each thickness group, the average
thickness (from at least 6 measurements per individual film) and the average
pitch (from at least 6 spectra per individual film) were measured. Figure 6.3
shows the average pitch and thickness for each group. The boxes show the
first and third quartiles (Q1 and Q3), excluding the outliers (points falling
outside Q1 − 1.5(Q3 − Q1) and Q3 + 1.5(Q3 − Q1)), represented by dots.
The mean and median values are represented by blue and orange marks,
respectively. The thickness variations are relatively small within each group.
The pitch of the thinnest films is slightly smaller than the pitch of the
thicker films, probably because these films dried a little faster. The pitch
value used in Monte Carlo simulations is 450 nm. It corresponds to the
pitch of the thinnest films, for which a small over- or underestimation of
the pitch will have the highest impact on the number of domains present in
the system.

In addition, a pitch distribution was introduced to obtain a closer
agreement between simulations and experimental data, and a Gaussian
distribution was chosen to represent a small perturbation around the average
pitch p̃. The pitch distribution is defined as:

fp(p) = 1
(σpp̃)

√
2π

exp
(
−(p− p̃)2

2(σpp̃)2

)
(6.10)

where the average pitch was set at p̃ = 450 nm and modulated by a Gaussian
perturbation of standard deviation σpp̃, usually set at σp = 0.01. Details
about the validity and origin of the pitch variation are given in Section 6.5.1.

Monte Carlo results did not noticeably vary when the size of the domains
changed and the size distribution is likely only a discretisation problem.
The size distribution was set as a uniform distribution between 5 pitches
and 50 pitches.
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Disorder profile

The SEM analysis of HPC films showed that the domains close to the
interfaces are ordered, while the domains in the bulk are disordered. The
disorder can be quantified by the order parameter S2 defined in the range
[0, 1], with higher values indicating greater order. The disorder profile S(z)
should start at 1 at both HPC/glass interfaces, decrease slowly in a region
close to the interfaces, then decrease quicker to reach its minimum in the
centre of the film. A bump function was chosen to model the variation
of S2 as a function of the depth in the film. A bump function (shown on
Figure 6.4) is defined as:

s(x) =
 exp

(
−1

1−x2

)
if x ∈ [−1, 1]

0 otherwise
(6.11)

The baseline of the bump function is 0 and it reaches its maximum exp(−1)
at x = 0. The baseline of the disorder profile S(z) is 1 and the disorder
profile reaches its minimum S2 in the centre of the film and was similarly
defined as:

S(Z) =
 1− 1−S2

exp (−1) exp
(
−1

1−Z2

)
if Z ∈ [−1, 1]

0 otherwise
(6.12)

where the depth z between 0 and −h is mapped between −1 and 1 as:

Z(z) = 2
h− 2a

(
−x− h

2

)
(6.13)
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where h is the thickness of the film and a is the anchoring depth. The
anchoring depth allows to define a thin layer of perfectly ordered domains
close to the interface. The closest agreement between simulations and
experimental data was obtained with a = 18 µm (a is defined in micrometre
and one pitch is 450 nm: this corresponds to an ordered domain of 40 pitches)
and S2 = 0.6 for h = 1200 µm, and interpolating the central value S2 for
thinner films. The sections below will detail which experimental features
were captured using this disorder profile and how a change in the disorder
profile affects the optical properties of the virtual film.

6.3 Impact of the disorder

6.3.1 Intensity and shape of integrated spectra

A series of HPC films of thickness ranging from 60 µm to 1100 µm were fab-
ricated, and their total reflectance and transmittance spectra are displayed
on Figure 6.5a and b. The reflectance increases and the transmittance
decreases when the thickness of the film increases, and the peak widens.
The variation of the intensity and shape of the transmittance spectrum with
thickness was already reported in the past by Charlet et al. [65].

At the peak wavelength λ′0 = 1 (which corresponds to a tilt β = 0), the
intensity in reflection is equal to one minus the intensity in transmission and
local variations are very small (Figure 6.5e). The peak intensity is expected
to originate from ordered domains that reflect light close to normal incidence.
The domains located next to the HPC/glass interface are anchored with
their helical axis perpendicular to the interface, and this order propagates
to the bulk. In the case of thin films (under 300 µm), the peak reflectance
increases quickly with the thickness because each domain in the bulk is close
enough to the surface to benefit from the surface alignment. In the case of
thick films (above 400 µm), the peak reflectance increases more slowly with
the thickness, because the bulk domains are too far from the interfaces and
are not necessarily oriented at β = 0.

Examples of modelled spectra are given on Figure 6.5c for a thin film
(180 µm) and on Figure 6.5d for a thick film (650 µm) and compared to
experimental data. The shadowed areas correspond to the range of experi-
mental values. The shape of the modelled spectra resembles the shape of
the experimental spectra. The modelled peak reflected and transmitted
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Fig. 6.5 Total reflectance and transmittance measurements for films of
increasing thickness, and comparison with simulations. a) Reflectance R
and b) transmittance T measured on films of different thickness, indicated
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tilted at β = 22.13°.
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Birefringence Δn

Fig. 6.6 Peak intensity increase with the birefringence for one domain,
calculated with PyLlama with p = 450 nm, ñ = 1.433, in indexed-matched
isotropic media. The size of the domains is indicated in the caption.

intensities are displayed on Figure 6.5e. The simulation captures the trend
described above, despite a lower intensity.

In the case of thin films, reflectance spectra have the same shape as
transmittance spectra and close to no light is reflected for wavelengths
smaller than a normalised wavelength λ′c corresponding to a tilt β = 22.13°.
However, in the case of thick films, the transmittance spectra show a tail
towards the blue wavelengths. This is illustrated by the thin and thick films
on Figure 6.5c and d. Modelled spectra successfully capture the presence
of this tail for thick films. When comparing the reflectance and one minus
transmittance at λ′c (Figure 6.5f), we can see both experimentally and on
simulated data that the intensities start to differ for films that are thicker
than 300 or 400 µm.

The intensity difference can be explained by a birefringence that is
underestimated: the intensity of light that is reflected by an individual
domain increases quickly when the birefringence increases, as shown on
Figure 6.6. We used a birefringence ∆n = 0.006, a value that was measured
by Onoigi et al. using HPC from a different supplier (Klucel) [70]. However,
for nematic liquid crystals (corresponding to a given pseudolayer in a
cholesteric domain), the birefringence increases when the ordering of the
mesogens increases [138]. The intrinsic birefringence of HPC varies between
0.04 and 0.02 depending on the crystallinity of the packing and becomes
0.01 when HPC is in water [61], and the local nematic-like disorder in
each pseudolayer lowers this value to the effective birefringence that we
use. It is reasonable to expect a different supplier to produce HPC with a
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Fig. 6.7 Critical tilt analysis. a) Reflection and transmission spectra of
isolated domains with a range of arbitrary tilts (on the secondary x axis).
b) Percentage of lost walkers for incident RCP light for each tilt. c) Tilt
distribution as a function of S2. d) Disorder profile as a function of the
thickness of the film. In each plot, the red dashed line represents the critical
tilt βc = 22.13° or the higher order parameter that noticeably gives this tilt.

different ordering within each cholesteric pseudolayer (due to variations in,
for example, the degree of substitution on the polymer chains) and with
a different birefringent. Therefore, we will rather focus on analysing the
spectral shape, the scattering pattern, and on understanding the relationship
between the disorder and the optical features.

6.3.2 Critical tilt

Isolating a single domain of controlled tilt allows us to understand why the
total transmission spectra show a tail towards the blue wavelengths that is
absent from the total reflection spectra.
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On Figure 6.7a, a single domain with an arbitrary tilt ranging from 0° to
40° is modelled with Monte Carlo. As expected, the peak wavelength of the
transmission spectra blueshifts when the tilt of the domain increases. Using
Fergason’s law as detailed in Section 3.4.1, the tilt can be extracted from
the peak wavelength (Equation (3.2)), and inversely, the peak wavelength
can be predicted for a given tilt:

λ = λ′ñp = cos
(
β + sin−1

( 1
ñ

sin (θin)
))

ñp (6.14)

The vertical dashed lines on Figure 6.7a and b represent the expected peak
positions. They coincide with the peaks of the simulated spectra. For
small tilts, the peak position in reflection also corresponds to the expected
wavelength. However, no reflection peak is captured for domains whose tilt
exceeds a critical tilt βc = 22.13°, corresponding to the tilt that deflects
light in a direction that leads to total internal reflection at the glass/air
interface. An analysis of the percentage of lost walkers for incident RCP
light on Figure 6.7b reveals the missing reflection peaks. Experimentally,
light reflected by domains tilted beyond the critical tilt will be reflected
internally at the glass/air interface and be scattered laterally, until it escapes
the sample on the sides. Therefore, light reflected by domains tilted above
the critical tilt never reaches the detector: in transmission, this decreases the
transmittance and creates the tail, while in reflection, this light is invisible.
This lateral scattering is visible to the eye when looking at the illuminated
samples. On Figure 6.5, the normalised wavelength λ′c corresponding to the
critical tilt is emphasised, and almost no intensity is captured in reflection
for wavelengths smaller than λ′c (reflection spectra from individual domains
have a small width, and multiple scattering events deflect light in complex
paths, which can explain the small amount of light reflected below λ′c).
This phenomenon justifies the presence of the computation cut-off in the
Monte Carlo algorithm: even after an extremely large number of calculation
steps, walkers in this situation would not leave the virtual film that has no
lateral boundaries, and would be scattered meters away from their incident
location.

Looking at the tilt distributions for particular values of S2 (Figure 6.7b)
shows that most of the tilts are smaller than the critical tilt for S2 between
1 and 0.9. Looking at the disorder profiles for films of increasing thickness
(Figure 6.7c) reveals that films thinner than 300 µm have a minimum S2 of
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0.9 and therefore should not have a noticeable amount of domains tilted
above the critical tilt, while the bulk of thicker films have smaller values
of S2. According to Figure 6.5f, a tail starts to appear in the transmission
spectra for films thicker than 300 or 400 µm, which is consistent with the
analysis of the disorder profiles. Without performing any angular-resolved
measurements, we can use integrated spectra analysed with Fergason’s law
to gain knowledge on the tilt distribution in the films.

6.4 Impact of the anchoring

6.4.1 Comparison with perfectly ordered films

Figure 6.8b shows angular-resolved scattering spectra taken on a thin 60 µm
film (the thinnest film that could be fabricated). The white band centred
around a collection angle of 0° hides the region where the detector of the
goniometre shadows the light source and no data can be acquired. Even
though the film is very thin, scattering signal is visible. This demonstrates
that the anchoring is already not perfect for thin films.

Though the wavelength gives approximate information about the tilt of
the addressed domain, it disregards information (detailed in Section 3.4.1):
Fergason’s law only considers the peak wavelength (and disregards the peak
width); multiple scattering events can occur; domains can have different
pitches. Figure 6.8 shows two 60 µm simulated films that lead to similar
integrated scattering spectra: one is made of several domains tilted according
to the bump profile described earlier (scenario c), and one is made entirely
of a perfect 60 µm monodomain (scenario d). The former gives a scattering
signal similar to the experimental one, while the later expectantly does not
give any scattering signal. This illustrates the fact that an angular-dependent
analysis is needed to complement the analysis of integrated spectra.

For HPC, monodomains thicker than 80 µm (for a pitch p = 450 nm)
reflect 100% of RCP light at the peak wavelength at normal incidence
(Figure 6.9). If HPC films thicker than 80 µm were perfectly ordered, the
extra domains would effectively not interact with light. In the presence of
disorder, domains in the bulk reflect smaller wavelengths than domains at
the interfaces, and the total reflected intensity (integrated over all visible
wavelengths) can increase.
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Fig. 6.8 Anchoring analysis on a thin 60 µm film. a) Total reflectance
and transmittance spectra corresponding to the scenarios b, c and d. b)
Experimental angular-resolved scattering spectra. c, d) Simulated angular-
resolved scattering spectra with c) a polydomain film constructed with the
bump profile and d) a perfectly ordered monodomain film (no tilt) where
the pitch varies according to Equation (6.10) (σp = 0.01) within the virtual
measurement area. The intensity scale is the same for the 3 pseudocolour
plots. The red dashed lines represent Fergason’s law.
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Fig. 6.9 Increase of the peak intensity with the size of one domain, calculated
with PyLlama for p = 450 nm, ñ = 1.433, ∆n = 0.06, in indexed-matched
isotropic media.

6.4.2 Anchoring and angular-resolved scattering

Figure 6.10 illustrates the impact of anchoring on the scattering of thick films
by comparing experimental data to a simulation with the bump profile that
incorporates anchoring, and two simulations with an under-estimated and
over-estimated constant S2. The disorder profiles are shown on Figure 6.10a.
The experimental data (Figure 6.10b) and the simulated data with the bump
profile (Figure 6.10c) show that the scattered intensity is higher at small
angles and quickly decreases when the detector deviates from this position.
However, this high intensity region disappears when S2 is constant and the
scattered intensity becomes more homogeneous (Figure 6.10d and e).
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Fig. 6.10 Anchoring analysis on a thick 650 µm film. a) Disorder profiles.
b) Experimental angular-resolved scattering spectra. c) Simulated angular-
resolved scattering spectra with the bump profile. d, e) Simulated angular-
resolved scattering spectra without anchoring with a constant disorder
d) S2 = 0.9 and e) S2 = 0.7. The intensity scale is the same for the
4 pseudocolour plots. The red dashed lines represent Fergason’s law.

Excluding multiple scattering events that deflect light several times, the
goniometer only captures light that is reflected by domains tilted between
0° and 22.13°. The ODF associated to S2 = 0.9 statistically almost only
produces tilts smaller than the critical tilt (Figure 6.7c) while the tilts
drawn from the ODF associated to S2 = 0.7 have more chances of leading
to total internal reflection, which explains the intensity difference between
Figure 6.10d and e. Therefore, there is a trade-off between disorder and
intensity: too much disorder leads to domains that are tilted beyond the
critical tilt and do not contribute to the reflection, while, as described earlier,
no disorder means that only a small portion of the film interacts with light.
If one could control the internal disorder of an HPC film precisely during
the fabrication process, one could further use Monte Carlo modelling to
optimise the total reflected intensity.

Experimentally, the peak intensity of each spectrum collected by the
detector plotted against the addressed tilt also shows the increase of intensity
coming from less tilted domains. The average and the range of experimental
measurements are plotted on Figure 6.11, along with the simulated results
(with the bump profile) for comparison: the intensity is higher for small tilts
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Fig. 6.11 Peak intensity as a function of the addressed tilt (extracted from
the detector angle). The experimental measurements (‘XP range’) are
bounded by two extremes: ‘XP extreme, high’, showing higher intensity
coming from less tilted domains (in blue) and ‘XP extreme, low’, with a less
convex shape showing higher intensity coming from more tilted domains and
lower intensity coming from the less tilted domains (in green). Simulated
Monte Carlo data is overlayed for comparison. No data can be collected
experimentally at θout close to 0° where the detector shadows the lightsource.

than for large tilts. Interestingly, experimental data does not follow arbitrary
trends within the measurement range; it is bounded by two extreme curves,
one with a very convex shape showing higher intensity coming from less tilted
domains (in blue) and one with a less convex shape showing higher intensity
coming from more tilted domains (in green). These two extreme shapes
may originate from a local increase or decrease of the anchoring between
different regions of the same film. The lower extreme is adequately modelled
by the bump profile; however, it was not possible to further increase the
intensity to match the higher extreme.

The tilt distribution of the domains in ϕ (azimuthal angle) was set as a
uniform distribution between 0° and 360° and measurements were always
taken with the detector orbiting around the film on a band at ϕ = 0, along
the spreading direction (Figure 3.10 shows a schematic of the experimental
instrument and Figure 5.4 shows its simulated version). It is possible that
the tilt distribution in ϕ is not uniform: domains could be aligned with the
spreading direction at ϕ = 0. Since the collection band has a fixed range,
this hypothetical ϕ distribution would scatter more light inside the iris of
the detector at collection angles close to 0° than at large collection angles.
The difference between the higher and lower extremes may originate from
such a ϕ distribution.
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6.5 Modelling imperfections

6.5.1 Pitch variation
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Fig. 6.12 Pitch variation analysis. a) Experimental angular-resolved spectra
of a 650 µm HPC film. b) Simulated angular-resolved spectra with a small
pitch variation (σp = 0.01). c) Simulated angular-resolved spectra without
any pitch variation. d, e) Theoretical pitch variation of individual domains
caused d) by vertical compression without volume conservation and e) by
shear as a function of the tilt before deformation. The tilt distribution
corresponding to σp = 0.01 is underlayed in grey (2000 pitches were drawn).

A small pitch variation was introduced to obtain simulated results in
closer agreement to experimental data.

Figure 6.12a shows an example of angular-resolved scattering spectra
measured on a 650 µm film, and simulations with (Figure 6.12b) and without
(Figure 6.12c) a pitch variation. At equilibrium, the pitch of the mesophase
is determined by the concentration and the temperature (as was explained
in Section 3.1.2) and should theoretically be homogeneous throughout a
given sample. However, spectra obtained while assuming that the film fully
reached equilibrium are too thin compared to experimental data, while a
very small pitch variation (σp = 1% of the average pitch) enables to reach a
better agreement.

During the fabrication of the film, the domains are sheared by the
spatula and compressed when the second microscope slide closes the film
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(the fabrication process is described in details in Section 3.2.2). Figures 6.12d
and e show the pitch p′ that results from compression (Figure 6.12d) or
shear (Figure 6.12e) as a function of the tilt of the domain β prior to the
deformation. Even a small compression or shear may lead to a pitch shorter
or larger than the pitch distribution function that we used, underlayed in
grey for a standard deviation σp equal to 1% of the mean pitch. The model
used here was detailed in Section 2.2.4.
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Fig. 6.13 Timelapse transmission spectra during the self-assembly of an
HPC film. The thickness of the film is 670 µm.

Immediately after fabrication, the mesophase is likely in a very disordered
state; then, the domains assemble into a more ordered system, the pitch
relaxes towards the equilibrium pitch, the domains re-orient with respect to
the interfaces. This translates into a transmission peak becoming sharper
and redder. Figure 6.13 shows timelapse transmission spectra taken on
a 670 µm film (5 s is the estimated time between fabrication and the first
measurement, and the final spectrum, obtained after a few hours, does not
change for more than a few days until it blueshifts because of drying). The
UV peak corresponds to the absorption of glass.

The pitches and tilts before deformation are not known and cannot
be calculated from the pitches and tilts after deformation, given that the
domains self-assemble and their orientation and pitch change. Since the pitch
variation required to obtain a good agreement between the experimental
data and the simulations is very small, an arbitrary Gaussian function was
used as first approximation.

6.5.2 Distortion of the helicoid

The previous sections presented optical measurements and simulations
for unpolarised incoming light. Figure 6.14a and b present integrated
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Fig. 6.14 Polarisation analysis. a, b) Experimentally measured (‘XP’) and
simulated (‘MC’) RCP (solid lines) and LCP (dashed lines) transmission
spectra for a) 65 µm and b) 650 µm films. c) RCP (solid lines) and LCP
(dashed lines) reflection spectra of a single domain with distortion γ cal-
culated with PyLlama (ñ = 1.433, ∆n = 0.006, θin = 40°, p = 450 nm,
100 pitches). d, e) Dark field microsope images of d) RCP and e) LCP
light reflected by an HPC film. An air bubble is visible on the micrographs.
It travels through the film and leaves a trail of distorted domains behind
it. f, g) RCP and LCP spectra taken on the positions indicated on the
micrographs d) and e).
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transmission spectra of a 180 µm and a 650 µm film for incident RCP or
LCP light. The cholesteric domains are right-handed and the experimental
and simulated films expectedly present transmission peaks for incident
RCP light (solid lines). The grey area shows the range of experimental
measurements.

The LCP transmittance of the thin film is slightly higher at λ′ = 1 than
on the baseline, both on experimental and simulated spectra (Figure 6.14a,
dashed lines). This means that the cholesteric film encapsulated between
glass slides transmits slightly more light than the two glass slides alone, and
that the right-handed cholesteric film slightly enhances the transmittance.
Indeed, incident LCP light transmitted by the first glass slide and reflected
by the second glass slide will change its polarisation from perfect LCP to
perfect RCP at normal incidence, and is likely to be reflected back in the
transmission direction by right-handed cholesteric domains.

The simulated LCP spectrum of the thick film differs from experimental
measurements (Figure 6.14b, dashed lines). The simulated LCP spectrum
of the thick film is similar to the LCP spectrum of the thin film, presenting
a very slight increase of transmittance around λ′ = 1. However, the experi-
mental LCP spectrum shows that the thick film can reflect a small amount
of LCP light, with local variations on the same film, and simulations do not
capture this feature; the simulated spectrum exactly follows the curve of
highest transmittance in the range of experimental data.

The individual domains are assumed to be perfect cholesterics in the
construction of the reflectance database (detailed in Section 5.3.2), but
the polarisation-dependent reflectance can be modified by a change in the
rotation of the directors around the helical axis. An arbitrary distortion
impacts the angle of the directors ϕ′(s) as:

tanϕ′(s) = γ tanϕ(s) (6.15)

where γ is the distortion factor. Figure 6.14c shows the RCP (solid lines)
and LCP (dashed lines) reflection spectra of a single cholesteric domain with
various distortion factors at oblique incidence. When the domain is more
distorted, it becomes less polarisation-selective: the RCP reflection peak
decreases and the LCP reflection peak increases. In the film, cholesteric
domains were distorted by mechanical deformations such as shear or com-
pression during the fabrication process, and the pitch variations detailed
in Section 6.5.1 showed that they may not have fully relaxed. Figures 2.6
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Fig. 6.15 Percentage of random walkers that underwent multiple reflections
in the case of a) a 180 µm film and b) a 600 µm film (p = 450 nm)

and 2.7 respectively showed the distortion caused by compression and shear
on a tilted domain.

Figure 6.14d-g illustrates the distortion of cholesteric domains that occurs
after the fabrication process. An air bubble trapped inside the mesophase
is slowly travelling towards the edge of the film. As it travels, it distorts
the cholesteric domains in its way and it leaves behind a trail of distorted
domains. Figure 6.14d and e show micrographs of the same region of an HPC
film under dark field illumination with unpolarised light. On Figure 6.14d,
the outgoing RCP light is collected and the image appears blue in areas
where the cholesteric domains reflect RCP light. Close to no RCP light
is reflected in the tail of the air bubble. On Figure 6.14e, the outgoing
LCP light is collected and the major part of the mesophase reflects almost
no light, while the domains in the tail of the air bubble reflect LCP light.
Figures 6.14f and g show polarised optical spectra taken on the circled areas
on Figure 6.14d and e: far from the air bubble’s trajectory (position g), the
HPC mesophase shows a high reflection peak in the RCP channel, while on
the trajectory of the air bubble (position f), the LCP peak increases and the
RCP peak decreases. This particular situation was not observed frequently
in the films, but it nicely illustrates the impact that distortion of cholesteric
domains can have on their interactions with polarised light.

6.6 Observation on the relevance of the model

Figure 6.15 shows the percentage of random walkers successfully leaving
the virtual film that were subject to multiple scattering events during the
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simulations, in the case of a thin and thick film, which can reach more
than 10%. Using the Monte Carlo method is more accurate than averaging
independent spectra that would not take these interactions into account [114–
116]. However, the random walkers that are scattered multiple times are
reflected at a wavelength close to λ′ = 1, from domains that have a small tilt,
and they might not be considerably deflected. How much do random walkers
that have been reflected multiple times contribute to the total scattering?
How can disorder (in terms of pitch and tilt distribution) be tuned to lead to
more or less multiple scattering? How is this influenced by the birefringence,
which can, when increased, lead to more reflection from tilted domains,
but also to fewer propagation? The Monte Carlo model was compared to
the coherent matrix method in Chapter 5 and to experimental data in this
chapter; future work could be done to compare it quantitatively to models
that only consider one reflection per domain, and also employ it to track the
penetration of light within the depth of the films, to maximise the number
of interactions.

6.7 Concluding remarks

This Chapter presented work on modelling the optical response of polydo-
main HPC films, with emphasis on accurately modelling the interplay of
order and disorder across different levels in the hierarchical structure: the
building blocks of the film are polymers arranged in an ordered way into
cholesteric domains, and a multitude of disordered domains coexist in the
film.

Using Monte Carlo modelling in conjunction with experimental inte-
grated and angular-resolved measurements revealed details on the structural
organisation of the domains within films of various thickness. The term
’disorder’ encompasses distributions of polar and azimuthal angles, the
variation of these distributions throughout the thickness of the film (the
anchoring), as well as pitches of the individual domains. A set of reasonable
distributions for these parameters was laid out, and while they could be
further refined in the future, they enabled us to qualitatively explain key
features experimentally observed. The obtained simulated spectra have the
same order of magnitude than the experimental spectra, both for integrated
and angular-resolved measurements. Additionally, properties of the single
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domains were examined and suggestions were given for future work in order
to obtain a quantitative agreement.

A better understanding of the relationship between the disordered struc-
ture and the optical properties of HPC films thanks to Monte Carlo modelling
paves the way to fabrication of materials with controlled scattering proper-
ties. Furthermore, the same method can be applied to other systems such
as cellulose nanocrystal films whose scattering pattern strongly depends on
the distortion of the domains [26], or to polydomain films made of Bragg
stacks [136].





Chapter 7

Colour mapping of the
pressure response

7.1 Introduction

With the development of new nanofabrication methods, it has become
possible to obtain materials with a wide variety of different optical effects,
tuning not only their visual colour appearance but also their scattering
properties. Directed self-assembly has proven to be a highly promising
route to control architectures of a large variety of nano-photonic building
blocks, from colloids [139, 140] to liquid crystals [17, 141, 142] to block-
copolymers [136, 143]. Scalable self-assembly processes that are sufficiently
robust to be deployed on a square meter scale are scarce, and this limits
the industrial relevance of many new materials. The economical and high
throughput thin film production is preferably performed by a continuous
process such as roll-to-roll (R2R) technology, which is long established in
the conventional printing and coating industries and has been adopted by
modern-day manufacturing of advanced functional devices [144–149] and
structural photonic surfaces [150–152]. However, the implementation of
R2R on self-organised structures is still rarely reported. While challenges
concerning the assembly of nanoparticles on a continuous web process have
been overcome partially in some systems [153–157], it has been non-trivial
to unlock the full functionalities of self-assembled structures at a large scale,
such as their responsiveness to external stimuli [8, 25, 158, 159].

In particular, the colour of the HPC/water mesophase can be tuned
upon the application of pressure [8], which provide an excellent system
to reveal strain deformations. Low-pressure R2R slot-die coating allows
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for the continuous self-assembly of HPC onto a black backing PET layer,
laminated by a clear PET layer. The selected HPC has the lowest available
molecular weight (40,000 g mol−1 as reported by the manufacturer) and has
a low enough resistance to flow at 60 wt%, which is compatible with the
coating process. The pressure responsiveness of the films can be assessed by
the human eye and can be quantified on images captured by commercial
cameras. This processing method is readily implementable for analysing
real time pressure patterns across surfaces, opening the way to applications
in sports apparel, medical imaging, strain monitoring and many other areas.

The fabrication of the HPC laminate, shown on Figure 7.1, was done
by H.-L. Liang. Details about the fabrication method are provided in
Appendix F. In this Chapter, systems used to quantify colours are first
introduced, and then used to characterise the mechanochromic behaviour
of a small-scale HPC sample. Finally, a proof of concept of the pressure
mapping of a human foot on the large scale HPC laminate is given. The
results and analysis presented in this Chapter are my own contribution.

7.2 Colour systems

7.2.1 Introduction to colour measurement

The perceived colour of an object (captured by the human eye or by an
imaging device) depends (1) on its reflection spectrum, but also (2) on the
light source and (3) on the sensitivity of the eye of the observer [160] or on
the camera sensors [161]. Colorimetry, or colour measurement, is a branch
of science that aims to quantify the subjective impression produced by
stimulating the human eye with light scattered by an object illuminated by
a light source. Standards have been established by the French International
Commission on Illumination (CIE, an acronym for Comité international
de l’éclairage) to normalise the light source and the observer. They are
available as ISO standards ISO 11664-1 to 6 and from the British Standard
Institute [162–167]. Unless mentioned otherwise, equations in this Section
are extracted from these standards.

The observer was standardised based on a statistical description of the
human eye’s non-linear response to light [162, 168, 169]. In 1931, the CIE
conducted an experiment in which participants were asked to match patches
of monochromatic light viewed under a solid angle of 2° with red, green
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Fig. 7.1 Roll-to-roll fabrication of a large-scale pressure-responsive HPC
laminate. a) Schematic of the fabrication process. First, the black PET reel
is unwound. HPC is deposited by a slot-die coating technique. UV-curable
glue is deposited on both sides, to seal the laminate and ensure a uniform
thickness. The curing of the glue is triggered by UV light and the clear
PET layer is laminated on top of the film. The wheel is then rewound. b)
Photograph of the produced laminate in front of the roll-to-roll machine.
c) Rolls of three different colours, made by changing the concentration of
the mesophase (60 wt%, 66 wt% and 70 wt% for the red, green and blue
laminates). a) and c) are adapted from [66] under Creative Commons CC
BY.
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and blue lights. From there results, the CIE defined three colour-matching
functions x̄(λ), ȳ(λ) and z̄(λ) representing the sensitivity of the human eye
to monochromatic stimuli in the red, green and blue. The functions are
normalised to have the same integral over the visible spectrum and the values
are dimensionless. They are given as a table in ISO (and BSI) standards
with a spectral resolution of 1 nm. This standard observer is referred to as
‘standard observer 1931 2°’ 1 [162]. Biologically, the human eye possesses
three types of photoreceptors that are sensitive to long wavelengths, medium
wavelengths and short wavelengths (cones), principally used for bright light
vision, and one type that is sensitive to the amount of light (rods), principally
used for night vision. The sensitivity of the three types of cones roughly
corresponds to red, green and blue wavelengths, which explains why the
standard observer is represented by three colour-matching functions in the
red, green and blue regions of the visible spectrum (though the sensitivity
of the eye’s receptors was measured later in time). The spectral sensitivity
of the cones can be mathematically related to the CIE’s colour-matching
function [170, 171].

The light source was standardised by releasing a series of theoretical
spectral power tables S(λ) for virtual light sources, called illuminants,
meant to represent certain lighting conditions. One of them, D65, represents
average daylight illumination and is recommended by the standard in most
situations [163]. The power distribution of the illuminants are normalised to
1 at λ = 560 nm. They are given as a table in ISO (and BSI) standards with
a spectral resolution of 1 nm. The values for D65 are showed on Figure 7.2b.

Tristimulus values X, Y and Z are then calculated by integrating spectra
with weights that represent the standard observer and the illuminant:

X = k
∫

λ
R(λ)S(λ)x̄(λ)dλ (7.1)

Y = k
∫

λ
R(λ)S(λ)ȳ(λ)dλ (7.2)

Z = k
∫

λ
R(λ)S(λ)z̄(λ)dλ (7.3)

where R(λ) is the reflection spectrum of the object and k is a constant that
ensures Y = 100 for object where R(λ) = 1 for all wavelengths. This set of
three values is the basis of all colour systems as they condense the three

1In 1964, a similar experiment was conducted with a solid angle of 10°, thought
to better represent everyday viewing conditions. The associated standard observer is
referred to as ‘standard observer 1964 10°.
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Fig. 7.2 Colour spaces defined by the CIE. a) Colour-matching functions
(standard observer 1931 2°). b) Standard illuminant D65. c) Reflection
spectra whose colour coordinates are represented d) on the xy chromaticity
diagram and e) on the CIE L∗a∗b∗ colour space.

elements at the origin of perceived colours into three single numbers: the
reflectance of the object, the observer, and the light source. However, they
are not practical to use, and a variety of systems have been developed to meet
specific goals – notably, to allow to quantify colour differences. Importantly,
the calculation of tristimulus values X, Y and Z from a spectrum is not a
conversion, as it is not possible to apply an inverse transformation to recover
the spectrum. However, once the tristimulus values are obtained, they can
be reversibly converted to any colour system. The next two sections present
useful colour systems.
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7.2.2 Colour representation for the human eye

CIE 1931 chromaticity diagram

The chromaticity diagram described here can often be found in works that
analyse the colour of samples and is included here because the reader might
be familiar with it. It is not an adequate system to represent the difference
between colours, such as colour variations in a series of measurements [169].

Chromaticity coordinates x, y and z can be calculated as:

x = X

X + Y + Z
(7.4)

y = Y

X + Y + Z
(7.5)

z = 1− y − x (7.6)

where X, Y and Z are calculated with the 1931 2° standard. The 2D diagram
produced by plotting y against x is referred to as CIE 1931 chromaticity
diagram: the term chromaticity refers to the hue and saturation of a colour,
while the lightness is excluded from the 2D diagram. The boundaries of the
diagram can be obtained by plotting all possible chromaticity coordinates
obtained by all possible visible spectra. It has a convex shape because
the additive mixtures of two colours in different ratios are located on the
segment that separates these two colour points. The diagram is represented
on Figure 7.2d.

The chromaticity coordinates calculated for each of the the Gaussian
spectra showed on Figure 7.2c are pinpointed on the chromaticity diagram.
The intersection of a line starting from the white point (chromaticity co-
ordinates of a reflectance spectrum R(λ) = 1) and passing through the
colour point with the curved boundary of the diagram shows the dominant
wavelength of the colour. For spectra (1), (3), (5) and (6), which are thin,
this corresponds to the peak wavelength. Spectra (1) and (4) are centred on
the same wavelength; however, the dominant wavelength of the spectrum
(1) is shifted with respect to the dominant wavelength of spectrum (4) (and
similarly for spectrum (2) and spectrum (3)) due to the spectral variation of
the observer’s colour-matching functions on Figure 7.2a. The closer a colour
point is to the outside boundary, the more saturated it is. Spectra (4) and
(2) are wider than the other spectra and are closer to the white point [169].
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The main drawback of the chromaticity diagram is the fact that it does
not allow us to determine how similar or different in perception two colours
are. In 1942, a study asking participants to match colours to references
showed that each reference colour on the chromaticity diagram could be
circled by a tolerance ellipse inside which all colours are indistinguishable to
the reference, and the orientation and size of the ellipse varies dramatically
between regions of the chromaticity diagram [172]. This led to attempts
to construct new perceptually-uniform colour spaces, where the Euclidean
distance between colour points quantitatively relates to the perceived colour
difference.

CIELAB colour space

The CIELAB system was defined by the CIE in 1976 to answer the need
for a system of colour coordinates where the perceived difference between
two colours equals their distance in the colour space [165]. The system
consists in three colour coordinates: the lightness L∗ (between 0 and 100),
a coordinate on a green-red axis a∗ (green when a∗ < 0, red when b∗ > 0)
and a coordinate on a blue-yellow axis b∗ (blue when b∗ < 0, yellow when
b∗ > 0) [165]. When a∗ = 0 and b∗ = 0, the colour of the object varies
between black (L∗ = 0) and white (L∗ = 100).

The coordinates are calculated as:

L∗ = 116f
(
Y

Yn

)
− 16 (7.7)

a∗ = 500
(
f
(
X

Xn

)
− f

(
Y

Yn

))
(7.8)

b∗ = 200
(
f
(
Y

Yn

)
− f

(
Z

Zn

))
(7.9)

where Xn, Yn and Zn are the tristimulus coordinates of a white reference
depending on the illuminant (for D65, Xn = 95.0489, Yn = 100 and Zn =
108.8840), and

f(t) =

t
1/3, if t > (6/29)3

(841/108)t+ 4/29, otherwise
(7.10)

The difference between two colours 1 and 2 can simply be quantitatively as-
sessed as the Euclidean difference between their coordinates in the 3D colour
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space:

∆E =
√

((∆L∗)2 + (∆a∗)2 + (∆b∗)2)

=
√

((L∗0 − L∗1)
2 + (a∗0 − a∗1)

2 + (b∗0 − b∗1)
2) (7.11)

L∗, a∗ and b∗ are equivalent, in polar coordinates, to L∗, C∗ (chroma,
conceptually close to saturation [173], representing the purity of the colour)
and h° (hue, as an angle on the rainbow colour wheel):

C∗ =
√
a∗2 + b∗2 (7.12)

h° = arctan
(
b∗

a∗

)
(7.13)

As these formulas are based on empirical experiments carried out by
groups of individuals tasked to observe colours, the history of their develop-
ment is complex and many different variants co-existed before the CIE issued
a standard an 1976 [173–175], especially for variations of the numerical
coefficients. The formulas in the standard corresponded the most to the
way humans perceive the lightness, the chroma and the hue of an object in
1976 when the standard was established, and the model is still improved
today. While the main objective of the CIE was to create a colour space
that best describes colours as we perceive them, it also aimed at bringing
uniformity to colour metrics used in the paint, printing, textile and lighting
industries and providing an easy tool.

The chromaticity coordinates calculated for each of the the Gaussian
spectra showed on Figure 7.2c are pinpointed on the chromaticity diagram
on Figure 7.2e. The hue h° is immediately visible on the plot. The hue of the
broad spectra (4) and (2) is shifted compared to their thinner counterparts
(1) and (3). The chroma C∗ of spectrum (4) is lower than spectrum (1) (and
similarly for spectrum (2) and spectrum (3)) due to the spectral variation of
the observer’s colour-matching functions on Figure 7.2a. Interestingly, the
chroma of (6) is very low, because the spectrum approaches the sensitivity
limit of the eye; this was not visible on the chromaticity diagram. On
this plot, the closer the points, the more similar the colour. This makes
it an ideal tool to represent perceived colour variations from a series of
measurements.
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7.2.3 Colour representation for imaging devices

Images recorded by cameras are split into three primary channels, red R,
green G and blue B (noted RGB), usually ranging between 0 and 255 (8 bits).
The values attributed to these channels highly depend on the conditions in
which the physical coloured object was illuminated and on the maximum
intensities measurable by the imaging device before saturation [161, 176]. An
RGB color space was created with the objective to compensate from these
differences and to standardise digital colours, especially when colour infor-
mation travels through different platforms. Standard RGB values are noted
sRGB and can be converted to and from X, Y , Z tristimulus values [177].
Without this standardisation, RGB values are device-dependent.

A ternary RGB plot was created to display colour information in 2D.
The maxima of each channel are set at Rn = (1, 0, 0), Gn = (0, 1, 0) and
Bn = (0, 0, 1) (normalised 8 bit values). On the RGB ternary plot, vectors
representing Rn, Gn and Bn vectors are displayed with a radius equal to
1 and at an angle of 120° from each other, to make an equal distribution.
They are represented as the words ‘red’, ‘green’ and ‘blue’ on Figure 7.3.
This is equivalent, in Cartesian coordinates with α and β as abscissa and
ordinate, to:

(αR, βR) = (1, 0) (7.14)
(αG, βG) = (cos(120°), sin(120°)) (7.15)
(αB, βB) = (− cos(120°), − sin(120°)) (7.16)

A colour with 8 bit RGB values (r, g, b) is expressed in the RGB basis
as rRn + gGn + bBn. Its 2D coordinates (α, β) on the ternary plot can be
expressed in terms of the weights relative to each channel:

α = rαR + gαG + bαB

r + g + b
(7.17)

β = rβR + gβG + bβB

r + g + b
(7.18)

Each point representing a colour is therefore the centroid of the three primary
colours. As an example, a colour point with 8 bit weights R = 200, G = 50,
B = 70 is showed on the ternary plot. The closer a point is to one of the
three primary points, the more weight this channel has compared to the
other.
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Fig. 7.3 Ternary RGB plot. The example point corresponds to R = 200,
B = 50 and G = 75 (the colour of the point matches these values). Its
position is defined by the relative weights of the R, G and B primaries along
the vertices of the triangle.

HSL (hue, saturation, lightness) coordinates are an user-oriented version
of RGB and are conceptually comparable to the L∗, C∗, h° colour space.
They are defined for normalised R, G and B (between 0 and 1) as:

H =



0 if R = G = B = 0

60°
(

G−B
Xmax−Xmin

)
if Xmax = R

60°
(
2 + B−R

Xmax−Xmin

)
if Xmax = G

60°
(
4 + R−G

Xmax−Xmin

)
if Xmax = B

(7.19)

L = 0.5(Xmin +Xmax) (7.20)

S =

0 if L = 0or L = 1
Xmax−Xmin

1−|Xmax+Xmin−1| otherwise
(7.21)

where Xmin = min(R,G,B) and Xmax = max(R,G,B).
The hue H can be read on the sides of the RGB triangle on the ternary

plot (one can recognise the construction of the plot based on three channel
vertices forming 120° angles). It is not quantitatively the same as h° from
the CIELAB colour space, but it also represents the colour component
that varies on a rainbow colour wheel. Two iso-H lines are represented on
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Figure 7.3. The saturation represents the purity of the colour: qualitatively,
the closer the point to the centre, the more equal its weights on the three
channels, the less saturated the colour.

7.3 Macroscopic response to compression

7.3.1 Human-visible change of colour

For spectral measurements, an integrating sphere is used to illuminate
the HPC film with diffuse light, while the reflection spectrum is collected
at normal incidence. The lighting conditions account for the scattering
properties of the HPC mesophase, which can reflect light impinging at
different angles at the same outgoing angle due to the presence of tilted
domains, to better represent real-life situations where the observer looks
at a film at (approximately) normal incidence under diffuse illumination.
Colour coordinates calculated from reflection spectra of compressed HPC
are plotted as projection on the a∗b∗ plane showed on Figure 7.4.

7.3.2 Camera-understandable change of colour

For camera measurements, the camera is facing at normal incidence the
HPC sample under diffuse illumination. Videos are recorded on pressure
loading. An area of 0.5×0.5 mm2 across the centre of the colour changing
region is chosen for measurement, as it is of the dimension similar to the
iris of the sphere in the spectral set-up. Averages of each R, G, and B

channel of all pixels within the region of interest are extracted as the mean
RGB colour of the region of interest, which is then converted to H (hue),
S (saturation), and L (lightness) values. Colour coordinates are plotted in
a ternary diagram on Figure 7.4b with three primary colour axes R, G, and
B, where for a given point the closer to a vertex (R, G, or B) the more
weight the vertex channel has in the composition. The hue H of a point can
be viewed as its projection on the RGB triangle.
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Fig. 7.4 Mechanochromic behaviour as seen by the human eye and as
captured by a camera. a) Colour diagram on the a∗b∗ plane showing the
colour response of HPC when experiencing a pressure sweep. The hue h°
can be mapped with the applied pressures, and pressure increments are
represented in shades of grey. b) Ternary plot showing the colour signal
variation of HPC under a pressure sweep. The hue H is mapped with the
applied pressures. Adapted from [66] under Creative Commons CC BY.
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7.3.3 Colour change with pressure

Both colour charts obtained from spectral and camera data show a clear
trend of hue shifting from red in low pressure zone (1 to 3 kPa) to green
on intermediate pressure (3 to 5 kPa), followed by blue under elevated
pressure (5 to 10 kPa). At 0 kPa, the recorded spectrum is at the edge
of the infrared where the human eye is less sensitive, which explains the
unsaturated colour of the starting point in the data coming from spectra.
The observed increase of hue (h° and H) with pressure corresponds to the
shift of the reflection spectrum towards shorter wavelengths, which results
from an overall shortened cholesteric pitch under pressure. This change
of hue h° spans over almost 360° in the CIELAB colourspace and is easily
detectable by the human eye, while the hue H captured by the camera can
be reversed-analysed to give back pressure values, as will be detailed in
Section 7.4.1. The CIELAB plot particularly well captures a lowering of
the chroma with increased pressure, which can be explained by microscopic
changes within the mesophase.

7.3.4 Microscopic colour changes

At the microscale, vertical compression of locally tilted domains can result
in pitches which are larger than those of the non-tilted domains, leading to
localised redshifts of the reflected colour, as was explained in Section 2.2.4.
In addition, lateral shear flow induced by the increase of pressure of the visco-
elastic mesophase enhances domain misalignment and can expand or shorten
their pitches. The increased variations in the pitch and tilt distributions of
the domains upon external pressure is schematically depicted in Figure 7.5a
and leads to different reflected wavelengths. In terms of colour perception,
a wider spectral distribution of reflected wavelengths is perceived as a less
saturated colour. These blue-shifting and desaturation effects are visible
both in the spectrometer and in the camera data (Figure 7.4), showing the
direct consequence of pressure on the liquid crystal and how this affects the
correlated human- or camera-perceptible colour.

Small areas of different colours are observed in optical microscopy of the
compressed HPC mesophase (Figure 7.5b), covering hues from red to blue at
5.4 kPa and 7.9 kPa, while at low pressure, the colour is relatively uniform.
Spectrally, this translates to a broadening of the reflection spectrum, as
shown in Figure 7.5c, as a result of the previously mentioned phenomena.
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Accounting for the resolution limit of the human eye, a viewing distance
below 35 cm is required to resolve the difference of colour between titled
domains. At further distances, such local colour imperfections merge and the
human eye does not distinguish such microscopic variations. This motivates
the use of our HPC mesophase laminates as large-scale pressure sensors,
which can be used when changes are to be viewed and captured further
away from the sensor and to provide a visual representation of the pressure
distribution.
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Fig. 7.5 Colour deviations towards the blue or the red as well as and
the broadening of the spectra and corresponding colour desaturation. a)
Schematic representation of HPC domains becoming more disordered on
compression. The arrows represent the reflected colour. From top to bottom,
the pitch and tilt distributions become more chaotic: depending on the helix
orientation with respect to the force’s normal, the pitch can deviate and
be either shortened or expanded locally, and under diffuse illumination, a
wider range of wavelengths is reflected. b) optical microscope images and
c) reflection spectra of an HPC sample upon pressure loads (scale bar =
0.5 mm, pressures in kPa). Adapted from [66] under Creative Commons CC
BY.
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Fig. 7.6 Interpolation of continuously-recorded force values with spectra to
pair the pressure with the human-visible colour. a) the HPC colour data
in shape of spectra (smoothed), b) the pressure data for each videoframe,
and c) creation of a HPC colour-mapping scale. Adapted from [66] under
Creative Commons CC BY.

7.4 Calibration and proof of concept

7.4.1 Creation of a colour scale

In order to calibrate the pressure response of the HPC mesophase laminate,
the colour response is measured under a range of pressures using two
complementary methods: 1) a spectrometer used to correlate the spectral
response to the applied pressure in a way that is representative of the human
eye perception of colours; 2) a camera to record the two-dimensional pressure
maps. A colour-shift covering the full the visible spectrum is obtained within
a pressure range from 0 to 10 kPa.

Using the the integrating sphere set-up, spectra were recorded by the
spectrometer during 1000 ms for each spectrum (Figure 7.6a) while the
sample was under increasing pressure. The end-time of the recording of
each spectrum was displayed. The force value given by the force sensor was
recorded over time, with one value every 400 ms approximately. The force
value versus time was interpolated and for each spectrum, the average force
value was calculated by integrating over the recording time (Figure 7.6b,
coloured solid surfaces show the integration time and coloured dashed lines
show the range of forces that have been averaged during this period). The
force value corresponding to each spectrum was converted to a calibrated
pressure in kPa. The hue h° was calculated for each spectrum, plotted against
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Fig. 7.7 Direct pairing of the pressure with the camera-recorded colour.
a) the HPC colour data in shape of video frames, b) the pressure data
with coloured points corresponding to the frames) and c) creation of a
HPC colour-mapping scale. The scalebar is 1 cm. Adapted from [66] under
Creative Commons CC BY.

pressure and interpolated. This interpolation enabled us to determine our
pressure scale (Figure 7.6c) between h° and pressure.

On the camera set-up, video frames were recorded by the camera while
the sample was under increasing pressure (Figure 7.7a show selected frames
extracted from the video). The force sensor sent a force value every 400 ms
and this triggered the recording of both a video frame and a force value;
therefore, the force values were paired accurately with the video frames
(Figure 7.7b, with the 3 individual coloured points corresponding to the
3 video frames). The force value corresponding to each frame was converted
to a calibrated pressure in kPa. The average hue H was calculated on the
region of interest in each frame, plotted against pressure and interpolated.
This interpolation enabled us to determine our pressure scale (Figure 7.7c)
between H and pressure.

7.4.2 Application to pressure-mapping of a foot

The colour-mapping scale was applied to map a foot pressure. The upper
panel in Figure 7.8 shows a frame-by-frame extraction of a footprint recorded
on a roll-to-roll produced red HPC/water laminate from a 9-year-old partic-
ipant. The images are then pixelated into grid of 10 pixels, with average
RGB values of each square calculated and converted to H. The lower panel
in Figure 7.8 shows false-colour pressure maps of the footprint obtained by
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a nominal calibration of H on pressures retrieved from the measurement
shown in Figure 7.6c.

Fig. 7.8 Colour-mapping scale created with the camera applied on the video-
recording of a child pressing the large-scale HPC/water laminate with her
foot. Reproduced from [66] under Creative Commons CC BY.

7.5 Concluding remarks

Applying standardised colour measurement techniques was successful in
capturing the colour change of HPC under pressure, which correlates to
changes in the peak wavelength, but also shape, of the reflection spectra.
As detailed in Chapter 6, the shape of a reflection spectrum is a direct
consequence of the pitch and tilt distributions of the domains inside the
mesophase, and optical microscopy allowed to capture these changes.

Within the context of fabricating a proof of concept mechanochromic
large-scale pressure sensor, the pressure response can be conveniently inter-
preted by the naked eye. In addition, the hue can be mapped in terms of
pressure by a digital camera, and such a system could be implemented into
a smartphone and lead to quantitative pressure measurements after proper
calibration of the device. The widespread availability of the raw material
and uncomplicated R2R process produce a cost-effective solution for such
of our pressure-responsive laminates.
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The pressure response is however disturbed by shear flow within the
liquid material, which can modify the pitch and tilt of the domains, and
also cause the material to accumulate in parts of the large-scale sensor (for
example, on the heel of the foot shown on Figure 7.8). Suppressing flowing
effects would lead to an increase in precision, and solutions have been found
since the publication of this work in 2018, such as the encapsulation of HPC
into cavities in 2019 [178] (the authors tested their encapsulated HPC film
as pressure sensor and the chroma stays constant on their CIELAB plots),
or the fabrication of HPC gels in 2021 [179] (the pressure response has yet to
be characterised). Such systems create a more simple mechanical response
to pressure.

In the future, it would be interesting to model the optical properties
(total reflectance, but also scattering) of compressed HPC films with Monte
Carlo simulations at the microscale. This would require to take into ac-
count non-homogeneous microscopic deformations for each domain inside the
macroscopic sample, and the understanding of the microscopic deformations
from a macroscopic compression stress is not trivial. The modelling of poly-
domain cholesteric films with Monte Carlo methods allows to parametrise
the description of the domains as a function of their depth within the film,
contrary to the simple average of individual spectra. Therefore, Monte Carlo
modelling could be a promising tool to gain understanding on the impact of
macroscopic strains on the hierarchical organisation of HPC films and on
their optical properties.



Chapter 8

Conclusion

8.1 Summary

Photonic structures interact with light to produce a wide variety of visual
effects that directly relate to the nanostructures. The nature of such
structures can range from simple thin films, that enhance the reflection of
particular wavelengths, to complex hierarchical architectures whose optical
response depends on the nature of their building blocks and on their position
and orientation in space. A wide variety of photonic structures, leading to
a multitude of visual effects, are not only found in fabricated materials but
also exist in living organisms with the former benefiting from understanding
the latter. This thesis focused on polydomain cholesteric structures, and in
particular, on hydroxypropyl cellulose (HPC) cholesterics, whose scattering
properties arise from an interplay between the microscopic order within
individual domains and the macroscopic disorder throughout the mesophase.
This work resulted in the development of suitable modelling methods that
were in qualitative agreement with experimental data and led to a better
understanding of the interaction of light with the disordered HPC films.
These methods offer a toolkit that will enable future studies to analyse and
optimise the underlying cholesteric structures in order to obtain specific
visual effects.

Chapter 4 presented PyLlama, an open-source, stable and versatile
Python toolkit that allows the electromagnetic reflection and transmission
properties of arbitrary multilayered stacks to be computed using the transfer
and scattering matrix methods. The code was validated by comparison
with available analytical solutions and its numerical stability was demon-
strated by modelling cholesteric media of varying complexity. Thanks to
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its pre-defined routines, PyLlama is accessible to users without extended
programming experience: even complex multilayer stacks (such stacks con-
taining periodic sub-structures) can be modelled without having to re-write
any optical calculation. It is associated to a physical model for cholesteric
structures that also handles a selection of mechanical deformations. An
early version of PyLlama was used to study the change in the polarisation
selectiveness of distorted cholesteric domains [6], and to export a large
number of spectra for various combinations of cholesteric structures with
arbitrary dephasing [133]. In the future, many additional functionalities can
be added without considerable efforts, such as magneto-optic effects, the
computation of the spatial field distribution in the stack, Bloch modes for
periodic media or ellipsometry, by taking advantage of the calculations that
are already implemented in the core of PyLlama.

Chapter 5 presented how Monte Carlo, a well established statistical
method for the modelling of light transport in scattering samples, was
adapted to polydomain cholesteric films. It also provides details on the
implementation of the first version of the code, such as GPU computation
and the sampling of custom probability distributions. Importantly, this
Chapter demonstrated that coherence effects between the domains can
be neglected when the modelled spectra are compared to experimental
spectra averaged over a few micrometres: in this scenario, a quantitative
agreement between the Monte Carlo method and PyLlama was obtained.
The polydomain Monte Carlo algorithm is versatile and the virtual sample
and virtual optical equipment (integrating sphere, goniometre, etc.) are
easy to customise. The algorithm therefore offers an abundance of modelling
possibilities and can be further improved to take into account polarisation,
absorption, or to record the spatially resolved light transport within the
virtual sample.

Chapter 6 compared experimental optical measurements on disordered
HPC films to simulations made with Monte Carlo. First, the comparison
allowed the model to be validated, since the simulated data qualitatively
agreed with the measurements. Second, the comparison allowed to identify
levers of improvement on many levels: in the implementation of the disorder
(pitch variation, polar tilt variation, azimuthal tilt variation, etc.), in the
material’s properties (notably the birefringence, which may vary with the
molecular weight) and in the impact of neglected effects (such as distortion,
which can impact the polarisation response). This opens the door to future
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work to refine the model and hopefully reach quantitative agreement. Lastly,
making use of the Monte Carlo algorithm allowed for a better understanding
of the interplay between order and disorder in polydomain cholesteric films.
In the future, the same method can be applied to other systems such as
cellulose nanocrystal films whose scattering pattern strongly depends on
the distortion of the domains, or to polydomain films made of multilayer
stacks, and lead to the design of disordered cholesteric films with tunable
scattering properties.

Chapter 7 illustrated the relevance of HPC by showcasing a potential
application that takes advantage of the mechanochromic properties of the
material. Structural colour originates from the interactions between light
and the (disordered) nanoscale structure of HPC films; when mechanical
deformations were applied to the mesophase, this resulted in a modification
of the reflection spectrum corresponding to a visible colour change. Applying
standardised colour measurement techniques, the colour change of HPC
under pressure as it is perceived by the naked eye was successfully captured.
The change in the peak wavelength and in the shape of the spectra was
analysed and compared to the change in hue and saturation. It would
be interesting to keep building on the mechanochromicity study to model
the optical properties (total reflectance, but also scattering) of compressed
HPC films with Monte Carlo simulations.

The modelling tools presented in this thesis were validated against
analytical solutions, against each other or against experimental data. They
offer new tools that will hopefully lead to a better understanding of the
interaction of light with the cholesteric films, and in the future, will allow
the optimisation of the nanoarchitectures in order to obtain particular
visual effects. Additional features could be added to the modelling methods
to extend the range of their applications (for example, PyLlama could
handle thick, incoherent layers, or model ellipsometry measurements, while
absorption could be incorporated into the Monte Carlo algorithm). In
addition, while the modelling methods presented in this work were applied
to disordered hydroxypropyl cellulose films, they can be applied to different
types of cholesteric systems, or more generally, to hierarchical films made
of arbitrary multilayer stacks. The next section gives an outlook on a
selection of potential applications for PyLlama and the cholesteric Monte
Carlo algorithm.
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Fig. 8.1 The angular response of CNC films can be modelled with Monte
Carlo. a) A CNC film at different illumination angles: the colour of the film
is blue at specular angle and red at a large, off-specular angle. Adapted
from [7] under Creative Commons CC BY. b) The reflectance colourmap
shows the Monte Carlo modelling of a dried (vertically compressed) CNC
film where the pitch of the domain depends on the tilt. The high intensity
regions are consistent with analytical formulas that predict the first order
and second order peaks [26], in red dashed lines. The angle of incidence is
−20°.

8.2 Outlook

8.2.1 Modelling mechanical deformations

The Monte Carlo method for polydomain cholesteric films can be applied to
cellulose nanocrystal (CNC) films, whose angular response strongly depends
on mechanical deformations that take place during the evaporation-induced
self-assembly process. As can be seen on Figure 8.1a, the colour of CNC
films strikingly redshift at larger angles of incidence, while the colour of
HPC films blueshifts at larger angles. This behaviour can be explained by
analysing the disorder of the cholesteric domains within the film.

CNCs were introduced in Section 5.5. They self-assemble in water into
cholesteric domains with a large pitch and a large variety of tilts. Upon
water evaporation, the mesophase reaches a gelated state where the domains
are kinetically trapped and cannot further re-organise. For the dish-cast
geometry, subsequent water evaporation to produce a dry film induces a
vertical compression on the kinetically trapped domains, resulting in a
compression of the pitch such that the reflection of visible light can be
achieved for the dry film. Contrary to HPC, mechanical deformations are
not negligible and strongly impact the scattering of the cholesteric system.
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The final pitches of the domains p depend on their tilts at the gelation point,
pre-compression β (Section 2.2.4):

p′(β) = p√
α−2

z cos2(β) + sin2(β)
(8.1)

or on their tilts post-compression β′:

p′(β′) = p
√
α2

z cos2(β′) + sin2(β′) (8.2)

where αz is the vertical compression ratio, p is the pitch of all domains before
compression [26]. The compressed pitches can be combined with Fergason’s
law (Equation (2.10)) to obtain the peak position of CNC domains in a
solid film. Due to distortion of the cholesteric structure upon compression,
a second order reflection peak is also present [26].

As an example of how the cholesteric Monte Carlo method can be applied
in this context, the colourmap on Figure 8.1b shows simulated angular-
resolved scattering spectra for a CNC film (ñ = 1.555, ∆n = 0.062) of
arbitrary thickness (10 domains) and arbitrary disorder (S2 = 0.4) at 20°
incidence. The simulated film is free-standing in air. The compressed pitch
of a non-tilted domain p′(β = 0) is 350 nm and the vertical compression
ratio is αz = 0.1. The pitches of the domains are related to the random
tilts by Equation (8.2) and the individual domains are distorted according
to Equation (2.14): individual domains are modelled accordingly with
PyLlama and combined together with the Monte Carlo algorithm. The
first order and second order peak positions can be calculated analytically
as described above, and are showed in red dashed lines on Figure 8.1. The
analytical formulas agree with the simulated data and show a red-shift of
the reflected wavelength at higher angles caused by the pitch distribution
after compression.

This illustrates the possibility to optically model the scattering properties
of cholesteric films subject to mechanical deformations, when a quantitative
description of the deformation can be obtained; inversely, one could poten-
tially use Monte Carlo modelling to understand the deformation history
from optical measurements. More broadly, the Monte Carlo algorithm can
be used to understand, for example, the impact of compression, shear, or
distortion created by cross-linking on the optical properties a cholesteric
mesophase.
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Fig. 8.2 Schematic showing the self-assembled lamellar structure that can be
formed from a bottle-brush copolymer, which can be optically approximated
as a multilayer stack. A layer corresponds to two identical blocks from two
head-to-tail BBCPs (when there is no interdigitation, as is the case here).
Sketch of the BBCP adapted from [136] under Creative Commons CC BY.

8.2.2 Modelling hierarchical assemblies of arbitrary
multilayer stacks

The Monte Carlo method described in this thesis is not limited to cholesteric
systems, but could be applied to a broad range of hierarchical systems whose
building blocks can be characterised by a matrix method.

For example, bottle-brush block copolymers (BBCPs) are known to
self-assemble into lamellar structures consisting of alternating layers, as
schematised on Figure 8.2. The refractive indices of the two layers depend
on the macromonomer used for the bristles, while the thickness of the layers
depends on the degree of polymerisation and also the packing or interdigita-
tion between polymers. The lamellar structure can be approximated to a
multilayer stack, and as such selectively reflects light around a wavelength
that depends on the refractive index and thickness of the periodic layers.
Consequently, by tuning the chemistry of the BBCP, the parameters can
be controlled such that the reflected colour can be tuned across the visible
spectrum.

Additionally, the visual appearance of polydomain BBCP films can be
tuned by controlling the disorder. Figure 8.3 shows hierarchical assemblies
of PtBA-b-PEO BBCPs ((polynorbor- nene-graft-poly(tert-butyl acrylate))-
block-(polynorbornene- graft-poly(ethylene oxide))) that either display a
metallic or matte visual appearance when cast in the presence of a resin [136].
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a

b

Fig. 8.3 Controlled visual appearance in bottle-brush copolymer films. Dur-
ing cross-linking and drying, the polydomain films are trapped in an ordered
or disordered state. a) Ordered films have a metallic visual appearance. b)
Disordered films have a matte visual appearance. Adapted from [136] under
Creative Commons CC BY.

When the molecular weight of the BBCPs is low (2.1 MDa), the domains
are able to align planarly to the interfaces of the film before becoming
kinetically trapped, which results in ordered, anisotropic films (Figure 8.3a).
However, when the molecular weight is larger, the higher viscosity inhibits
the domains from aligning to the interfaces, which results in disordered,
isotropic hierarchical assemblies (Figure 8.3b).

Such systems could be modelled with the cholesteric Monte Carlo method,
replacing the cholesteric building blocks by a simpler multilayer stack. Since
they enable the precise control of the amount of disorder in the fabricated
films, this would allow the optical response to be precisely paired with the
internal organisation of the films, such that the role of different parameters
controlling the disorder could be investigated.

8.2.3 Towards the engineering of photonic materials
with a custom visual appearance

Being able to model the angular response of hierarchical assemblies of
multilayer building blocks (including cholesteric systems) paves the way
to the design and engineering of photonic materials with a chosen visual
appearance.
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Fig. 8.4 3D rendering of iridescent objects coated with multilayer materi-
als. a) Spectral image generated from reflection spectra from multilayer
stacks. b) 3D rendering of a sphere coated with one of the multilayer
materials modelled with PyLlama, corresponding to the relative thickness
τ = 0.5 (t1 = t2 = 350 nm). Modelling work and figures from Pierre
Hubert-Brierre, Romain Pacanowski and Pascal Barla; the spectra are cal-
culated with PyLlama, the spectral image is displayed as RGB colours with
SpectralViewer [180] and the 3D rendering is done with Malia Rendering
Framework [181]. c) 3D rendering of a car coated with a thin film creating
interferences and iridescent effects. Adapted from [182].

The angular response of a multilayer stack is relatively simple: light
is always reflected specularly (θin = θout). At each angle, the reflection
spectrum (and consequently, the colour) depends on the refractive index
and thickness of its layers. The spectral image on Figure 8.4a shows colours
corresponding to reflection spectra of several multilayer stacks, at θin between
0° and 90°. The stack consists of 5 periods of two layers of refractive indices
n1 = 1.4 and n2 = 1.7 + 1i, respectively. Their thicknesses are defined such
that t1 + t2 = 700 nm and t1 = τ(t1 + t2). The RGB colour of each pixel
of the spectral image is calculated from the reflection spectrum of a given
stack, at a given angle of incidence θin.

Figure 8.4b shows a 3D rendering example of an iridescent sphere, coated
with a (virtual) multilayer material where α = 0.5. The 3D rendering is
generated with Malia Rendering Framework [181] and requires an angular-
resolved spectral characterisation of the material, which is calculated using
PyLlama (Pierre Hubert-Brierre, Romain Pacanowski and Pascal Barla
did the modelling work and kindly provided the figures). More complex
objects can also be rendered in 3D; for example in Figure 8.4c, a ‘VW
Beetle’ car coated with a thin film material has been rendered using the
same software [182]. Here the thin film’s angular response is characterised
with analytical formulas, however an equivalent characterisation could be
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achieved with PyLlama. The thin film creates interferences, resulting in an
iridescent aspect.

In the future, pairing the Monte Carlo method described in this thesis
with 3D rendering tools will enable to visualise objects coated with hier-
archical multilayer materials and to show the impact of disorder on the
angular response, which can facilitate the design of objects with a controlled
visual appearance.
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Appendix A

Designing a fabrication
method for HPC films

The fabrication method was optimised to minimise its impact on the ordering
of the films, which then impacts their optical properties: the aim was to
obtain samples whose scattering properties only depend on their thickness
and the disorder in the bulk and is not dominated by a residual impact from
the fabrication method. This Appendix first shows the early issues when
initial films were fabricated with standard 75 mm× 26 mm microscope glass
slides and the mesophase was spread either by hand or with a blade coater.
Eventually, using wider glass slides to improve the size of the measurement
area and the visual quality of the films also solved the asymmetric scattering
issue.

A.1 Problems with the initial fabrication method

The goniometre measurements in Figure A.1 show that the scattering
response of the samples is not always symmetrical between positive and
negative detector angles, which indicates that more domains, or bigger
domains, are oriented towards a given direction (which is likely to be the
spreading direction, but this was not reported during the fabrication). This
behaviour does not correspond to what is normally expected from cholesteric
samples with planar anchoring. Several hypotheses were tested to investigate
the possible causes (the goniometer alignment and the shape of the mould)
and unsuccessful trials were made to correct the asymmetry post-fabrication.
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a
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θout < 0
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Fig. A.1 The curious asymmetric scattering behaviour of several HPC/water
mesophose samples: a residual impact from the fabrication method domi-
nates the scattering signal. a, b, c, d) Representative examples of goniometre
measurements. The pseudocolour intensity maps are not symmetrical with
respect to θout = θin = 0°. e) Peak intensity plotted against the absolute
value of the detector angle to easily compare both quadrants. The thickness
of the samples are between 200 µm and 600 µm. The spreading direction of
the mesophase was not reported on the samples and some detector angles
are flipped to improve readability of the plots.
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A.1.1 Check of the goniometer alignment

θout ≥ 0
θout < 0

a

b

a b c

Fig. A.2 Check of the goniometre alignment. a, b) Goniometre scans of the
same sample, at the same location. The sample is flipped over between the
two measurements. c) Comparison of the peak intensities for each detector
angle. The sample used here is the sample shown on Figure A.1a.

The goniometer could have been strongly misaligned, which was verified
by flipping a the sample over and repeating a measurement. If the goniometer
is aligned, the signal from 90° to 0° on the configuration in schematics a)
should equal the signal from −90° to 0° on the configuration in schematics b).
Results visible in Figure A.2 show that when the sample is flipped along the
plane of the detector, the signal is exactly reversed, which proves that the
asymmetry really has a source within the samples and that the azimuthal
orientation of the domains inside the sample is indeed not homogeneous.

A.1.2 Check of the shape of the mould

Unparallel microscope glass slides forming a wedge could lead to an asym-
metrical scattering signal. The domains would align parallel to each slide
and the angle of incidence (defined on the set-up relatively to the bottom
glass slide) would not be at 0° with respect to the top or bottom glass slide.
The thickness of a sample giving an asymmetrical angular response was
measured along its length, displayed on Figure A.3b. The experimental
errors are caused by glue from the double-sided tape of the spacer that
was folded over the gap, or from cuts in the glass (made when the tape
surrounding the outer edges was removed). There is no sharp increase in
the dimensions of the gap between the microscope slides in the direction in
which the asymmetry is seen to increase, as shown on Figure A.3d and f.
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Fig. A.3 Check of the thickness of the film. a) Location of the measurement
spots: the measurements are done on the coloured area below the ticks.
The sample used here is the sample shown on Figure A.1a, which dried
during the time between the measurements shown on separate figures. b)
Thickness of the sample measured on the ticks. c, d) Goniometer maps on
two chosen areas. e, f) Peak intensity profiles on the 7 marked area. The
asymmetry increases towards the left, while the thickness stays stable.

A.1.3 Check if this can be fixed

The ideal solution to remove any residual effect from the fabrication process
would be to fill the films with an HPC/water solution at low concentration,
in the isotropic regime (according to the phase diagrams on Figure 3.2,
under 40 wt%), and to evaporate water afterwards in order to reach a
concentration in the anisotropic regime. However, this option would offer
very little control on the pitch.

As explained in Section 3.1.2, HPC is soluble in water under its LCST
and phase-separates above this temperature. The exact value of the LCST
depends on the concentration and is difficult to determine: values vary
between the sources [68]. However, above the LCST, the HPC/water mixture
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a
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θout ≥ 0
θout < 0

Before heating 5 min later

2 h later
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c d

Fig. A.4 Trial to re-arrange the domains by heating. Angular-resolved
scattering maps a) before heating, b) 5 min after heating and c) 2 h after
heating. d) Comparison of the peak intensities. The sample used here is
the sample shown on Figure A.1a, which dried during the time between the
measurements shown on separate figures.

noticeably becomes cloudy because part of the mixture phase-separates into
aggregates that scatter light.

A film showing an asymmetric scattering pattern was heated with a heat
gun above the LCST for several minutes, with the hope that this internal
rearrangement would, upon cooling, lead to an internal organisation that
would lose memory from the fabrication process. As shown on Figure A.4,
the domains took several hours to re-arrange, but unfortunately, they did
not seem to have changed their organisation.

A.2 Automatic spreading

A bench-top blade coater was used to prepare a series of films at increasing
coating stage, with the hope that the internal domain ordering could be
controlled. The blade coater consists in a flat stage (onto which the bottom
glass slide with the spacers is attached) moved horizontally by a motor
(Reliance Cool Motion Stage) at a chosen speed, under a coating blade
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Fig. A.5 Impact of the blade coating speed on the light scattering. a, b)
Angular-resolved scattering maps of samples coated with a speed of a)
2.54 mm s−1 and b) 30.48 mm s−1. The coating direction relative to the
positive and negative detector angles is indicated by the arrow and is the
same for all the samples. c, d) Peak intensity (averaged over 5 measurements)
captured by the detector at positive (solid lines) or negative (dashed lines)
angles for c) slow speed (quite symmetrical) and d) high speed (quite
asymmetrical). The coating speeds are indicated in millimeters per second.

(BEVS 1806A/50, 5 cm wide). The gap between the blade and the stage
can be adjusted, and was set at the thickness of the glass slide and spacer.
The thickness of the films (and spacers) is about 180 µm and the HPC
concentration is 65 wt%.

Samples coated at low speed did not display a notable asymmetrical
scattering signal, while samples coated at high speed displayed a high
asymmetrical signal. The high intensity signal was captured in the coating
direction, which is consistent with the hypothesis that the directionality
induced during coating is responsible of the asymmetrical scattering. Exam-
ples of angular-resolved scattering measurement are shown on Figure A.5a
(lowest used speed) and b (highest used speed) and peak intensity values
are shown for a range of speeds on Figure A.5c for low speeds and d for
high speeds. The measurements are carried a few hours after the films were
fabricated, which indicates that the asymmetry will not recover with time.
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In conclusion, the cause of the asymmetrical scattering has been identified,
and the strength of the asymmetry can be controlled, down to almost no
asymmetry when the coating is performed at low speed.

A.3 Suitable fabrication method

2 cm

2 cm

spacer
dry area

unsuitable
area (bubbles)

spacer

measurement

measurement

a

b

Fig. A.6 Comparison between the initial and improved samples. a) Initial
sample geometry. The spacer surrounds the HPC mesophase that is inserted
inside the cavity. The HPC dries from the outside in. The area that is
suitable for measurement is small. b) Improved sample geometry. The HPC
mesophase shows a homogeneous colour on a large measurement area. Both
photographs show representative examples and the samples are less than a
day old. The measurement areas are circled in white dashed lines.

The suitable fabrication method is described in Section 3.2.2. Wider
glass slides are used to fabricate the films, with the aim to improve the shelf
life of the samples by embedding a larger quantity of mesophase and to
provide a larger measurement area. They are slightly wider than the blade
coater and did not fit under the blade.

Early films were fabricated with standard 75 mm× 26 mm microscope
glass slides and a blue-shifted colour started to appear on the edges of the
cavity a few hours after the fabrication of the samples, as can be seen on
Figure A.6a; early measurements were carried outside the blue-shifted area,
and outside areas presenting visible defects, which only left a small area
available for measurements. Due to the visco-elasticity of the mesophase, the
cavities were difficult to fill and where either underfilled and incorporated
a lot of air, or overfilled and unsuitable for measurements as the two glass
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Fig. A.7 Drying of the samples. a, b, c, d) Transmission spectra (taken with
the integrated sphere) taken 4 days (blue) and 9 days (orange) after the
fabrication of the samples, for 4 different individual samples. e) Comparison
of the pitch after 4 and 9 days. 3 measurements were taken per sample and
per day.

slides were not parallel (such samples were discarded immediately). To avoid
overfilling the films, the spatula had to be pressed as hard as possible on the
films during the coating of HPC, which likely caused a high directionality
in the alignment of the domains, responsible for the asymmetric scattering
signal.

Using wider 76 mm× 52 mm microscope glass slides enabled to create a
larger measurement area, visible on Figure A.6b. Importantly, the spacers
were only laid at the long edges of the films, and not on the short edges.
Leaving the two short sides open enabled to completely fill the films and to
remove the excess HPC, which made the fabrication method more robust.
Since the films were almost always perfectly filled and the coating could be
done very gently, which lead to a disappearance of the asymmetric scattering
signal.

In addition, HPC would first dry on the short edges, and dried HPC
proved to be the most efficient sealant to prevent future drying (compared
to various tapes, glues and bathroom silicon sealants), which lead to more
stable samples (no visible colour change for several days instead of a few
hours). Figure A.7 1 shows that the samples are relatively stable even 9 days

1The average pitch as a function of the thickness shown on Figure A.7e is a subset
of the values used on on Figure 6.3. On Figure A.7, each data point corresponds to an
individual sample among those that were measured twice to evaluate the shelf life. On
Figure 6.3e, each data point corresponds to a thickness category, where films made with
the same spacer are considered as repeats of the same film.
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after the fabrication, though the thinnest samples have started to dry a little
bit (the spectra are blueshifted but their shape does not seem to be altered).
Measurements shown in the main text of this thesis are done between 2 and
4 days after the fabrication of the samples.

Dry hydroxypropyl cellulose powder (HPC SSL SFP 2, food grade,
40,000 g mol−1 as reported by the manufacturer) was obtained from Nisso
Chemical Europe.

2Super Special Low, Super Fine Powder





Appendix B

Analysis of the partial waves

The four partial waves in a layer can generally be separated into a forward
(+z) propagating pair and a backward (−z) propagating pair, where each
pair consists in a partial wave rather polarised along the x-axis and a partial
wave rather polarised along the y-axis [47].

The main scope of the partial waves analysis is to identify the expo-
nentially decaying and growing waves and sort them accordingly, which is
important for the scattering matrix method. This can be done easily from
the imaginary component of the eigenvalues (or wavevector) qj ≡ Kj,z.

Here, we chose to rely instead on the Poynting vector along the propaga-
tion direction z, Sj,z (we discard here the layer label i), defined as

Sj =


Sj,x

Sj,y

Sj,z

 =


Ej,yHj,z − Ej,zHj,y

Ej,zHj,x − Ej,xHj,z

Ej,xHj,y − Ej,yHj,x

 (B.1)

with Ej,z and Hj,z expressed in function of Ej,x, Ej,y, Hj,x and Hj,y,

Ej,z = −ϵzx

ϵzz

Ej,x −
ϵzy

ϵzz

Ej,y −
Kj,x

ϵzz

Hj,y

Hj,z = Kj,xEj,y

(B.2)

The direction of the partial wave is then given by the sign of the real part of
Sj,z, when real, and by the sign of the imaginary part of Sj,z, when complex.
For the sorting of the exponentially decaying and growing waves, we have
observed that this procedure was fully equivalent to that with Kj,z

1.

1The sorting with Kj,z is implemented and commented in the PyLlama code for the
interested user.
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Fig. B.1 Schematic of the analysis of the partial waves (eigenvalues Kj,z

and eigenvectors [Ej,x, Hj,y, Ej,y,−Hj,x]). a) An isotropic entry half-space.
b) A uniaxial crystal (anisotropic) whose principal axes are oriented along
the laboratory axes x and y. c) A uniaxial crystal whose principal axes are
oriented at an arbitrary angle from the laboratory axes; the rotation angle
of the crystal is 30° here.

An inspection of the two waves within each pair can reveal the partial
wave polarisation. If the material is anisotropic (without the crystal axes
along the (x, y) axes), each partial wave pj is analysed by calculating the
ratio C(pj):

C(pj) = |Sj,x|2

|Sj,x|2 + |Sj,y|2
(B.3)

and comparing it to its pair. If C(p1) > C(p2), p1 describes a wave rather
polarised along the x axis and p2 describes a wave rather polarised along
the y axis. If the material is isotropic or anisotropic with the crystal axes
aligned with the laboratory axes, this corresponds to p- and s-polarised
waves, respectively. According to Ref. [93], in these cases, the two partial
waves within each pair can be analysed with their electric field Ej instead
of their Poynting vector Sj:

Ciso(pj) = |Ej,x|2

|Ej,x|2 + |Ej,y|2
(B.4)
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Fig. B.2 Illustration of the necessity to sort forward- and backward-
propagating partial waves according to the direction of the Poynting vector.
a) Schematic of the situation. b) Reflectance plots for p and s polarisations
and associated critical angles of total reflection according to Ref. [113]
(vertical dashed lines). c, d) Below the critical angle for p-polarised waves
(gray shaded area), the Poynting vector (describing the direction of the
energy flux) and the wavevector (describing the direction of the wave front)
have opposite signs.

Figure B.1 illustrates the analysis and sorting of the partial waves in three
particular cases (all encountered when dealing with a cholesteric structure):
an isotropic layer, a uniaxial crystal (anisotropic) whose principal axes are
oriented along the laboratory axes x and y, and a uniaxial crystal whose axes
are not aligned with the x and y axes. First, the analysis of the direction
of the Poynting vector Sj,z (left column) enables to sort between forward
(plotted in blue) and backward (plotted in orange) partial waves. Note that
this is equivalent to sorting according to the direction of the wavevector
Kj,z (fifth column). Second, the direction of the electric field (third column)
or of the Poynting vector (second column) along the x or y axes enables to
identify the partial waves individually (plotted with different dashes). In
each plot, the positive direction of the z axis is displayed in the bottom-left
corner for clarity. Each segment has been normalised to the same length.
The elements that are effectively used to sort the partial waves have a thick
black border and the others are displayed to provide a more complete picture
of the situation.

The wavevector Kj,z and the Poynting vector Sj,z offer different infor-
mation on the partial waves, indicating respectively the directions of the
wave and of the energy flux. This is illustrated in Fig. B.2, where we
consider a slab of uniaxial crystal whose director lays in the (xz) plane
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(see Figure B.2a). In such situations, p- and s-polarised incident waves can
have different angles of total reflection (see Figure B.2b). Rivière provides
analytical formulas for these critical angles [113], reported here as vertical
dashed lines. In particular, when the optical axis of the crystal lays at 45° in
the (xz)-plane, the critical angle of total reflection for p-polarisation is 49.9°.
Interestingly, at slightly smaller angles (gray shaded area on Fig. B.2c-d), the
partial wave j = 4 exhibits real wavevector and Poynting vector of opposite
signs, Re[Kz] > 0 and Re[Sz] < 0. This has no effect on the predictions
of the matrix methods because the imaginary part of the corresponding
eigenvalue is zero.



Appendix C

Implementation of PyLlama

C.1 Class Model

In principle, a direct implementation of the theory behind the transfer matrix
or the scattering matrix methods is sufficient to obtain the reflectance and
transmittance for a multilayer stack once the layers have been properly
constructed. However, the construction of the layers from scratch can
become tedious. We designed the class Model and its children as user-
friendly routines that build Structures made of appropriate Layers and
HalfSpaces. Model is a parent class in which we set features that are
common to all models and we wrote a few children classes, SlabModel,
StackModel, StackOpticalThicknessModel and CholestericModel. The
user can therefore write a custom layer-building block of code, without
having to re-write any of the underlying theory, with suitable parameters
that are relevant to the physical stack being modelled.

A Model essentially represents an empty multilayer stack, consisting
in two semi-infinite media separated by no layer. The idea behind the
code architecture is that the children classes of Model contain additional
parameters used to build a Structure that is relevant to the stack, for
example:

• SlabModel represents a slab of homogeneous material and its pa-
rameters are its permittivity (optionally calculated from an inputted
permittivity and a rotation angle (in radians) rotangle_rad around an
arbitrary axis rotaxis) eps, its thickness (in nanometers) thickness.

• StackModel represents an arbitrary multilayer stack and its param-
eters are a list of permittivities eps_list and a list of thicknesses
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thickness_list corresponding to its layers, as well as a number of
periods N_per that could in principle be set to one if the lists of
permittivities and thicknesses contain an item for each layer.

• StackOpticalThicknessModel represents a stack of isotropic layers
which all have the same optical thickness and its parameters are a
list of refractive indices n_list and the total thickness of the stack
total_thickness.

• CholestericModel represents a cholesteric material made of birefrin-
gent units and its parameters are a Cholesteric object represent-
ing the (potentially distorted) helicoidal architecture cholesteric,
the extraordinary and ordinary refractive indices of the birefringent
units n_e and n_o and the number of repeating units where one
unit is cholesteric. Our CholestericModel class interacts with our
Cholesteric library: a Cholesteric instance is a parameter to build
a CholestericModel.

Each children class of Model contains a redefinition of the parent func-
tion Model.build_structure() that overrides it and creates Layers in a
routine that uses the model parameters. The user manual contains tutorials
explaining how to create custom children classes appropriately.

C.2 Class Spectrum

The classes Structure, Layer, HalfSpace and Wave contain every function
that is necessary to calculate the reflectance of a mutlilayer stack at a
specific wavelength, and the class Model and its children enable to build
Structures easily from appropriate parameters.

In order to enable the use of our code without requiring extensive
programming skills and/or manipulation of the theoretical concepts to
calculate reflection spectra for a given multilayer stack, we embedded our
models inside the class Spectrum that provides a level of automation to the
user to calculate the reflectance and transmittance for a range of wavelengths
(to get a full spectrum) and export the data for further analysis in Python or
in MATLAB, while the optics calculations are occurring in the background.
The user who decides to write custom models can integrate them to the
class Spectrum too.
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Spectrum contains a list of wavelengths inputted by the user, a dictio-
nary whose keys correspond to the model parameters and whose values
correspond to the values assigned to these parameters inputted by the
user, and an empty dictionary which will contain the calculated reflection
spectra. The function Spectrum.calculate_refl_trans() allows to cal-
culate reflection spectra in the linear polarisation basis or in the circular
polarisation basis with a choice of the matrix method with the param-
eter, and with a display of the calculation progress with the parameter
talk=<False|True>. Results for (potentially both) polarisation bases are
then added to Spectrum.data. The function Spectrum.export() allows
to export the content of Spectrum.data for further processing in Python or
in MATLAB. Its argument is a filename path_out which extension should
be .pck for an export with Pickles and further use in Python or .mat for
an export in MATLAB-compatible format.

When pairing Model and its children with the class Spectrum, spectra
from complex structures are straightforward to obtain even without much
experience in programming. The custom Models created by the user can also
be with the class Spectrum. The user manual contains tutorials explaining
how to incorporate custom children classes appropriately.





Appendix D

Density of the HPC/water
mesophase

The density of the HPC/water mesophase at 68 wt% was measured using
the following experimental set-up (shown on Figure D.1a. A syringe pump
delivers the mesophase at a constant volume rate of 0.5 ml/min onto a
scale. A video camera faces the scale and records the delivered mass over
time, shown on Figure D.1b. The data was linearly fitted to calculate the
mass rate, yielding the value of approximately 0.568 g/min. Knowing the
volume rate of HPC/water delivered by the syringe pump, the density of
the mesophase is approximately 1.14 g ml−1. This value is in the same order
of magnitude as a density of 1.20 g ml−1 reported elsewhere for an unknown
HPC supplier (probably Klucel) and an unknown concentration [27]. The
same experiment was conducted on different concentrations:

• 62 wt%: 1.12 g ml−1

• 64 wt%: 1.13 g ml−1

• 66 wt%: 1.14 g ml−1

• 68 wt%: 1.14 g ml−1
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Fig. D.1 Measurement of the density of the HPC/water mesophase. a)
Experimental set-up: a syringe pump delivers the HPC/water mesophase
at a known constant volume rate onto a scale. A video camera facing the
set-up allows to record the received weight over time, shown on b).



Appendix E

How to slice a cholesteric
domain into layers

E.1 Number of layers

A cholesteric liquid crystal domain is a continuous material with a permit-
tivity tensor that rotates around the helical axis (more details were given in
Section 2.2.2). For modelling purposes, it is divided into layers. Fewer layers
(per pitch) increase the computation speed with PyLlama, while more layers
increase the precision. On Figure E.1a, the peak reflectance of a cholesteric
domain made of 50 pitches is plotted as a function of the number of layers
that constitute a single pitch (the total number in the system is the number
of layers indicated on the plot multiplied by 50). The refractive indices are
ne = 1.436 and no = 1.430.

The reflectance converges towards a particular value that can be ana-
lytically calculated by de Vries [42] at normal incidence, according to the
following formula:

R2 = (1− q2)2(sin(δ))2

(1− q2)2(sin(δ))2 + 4q2 (E.1)

where the parameters are:
• q = λ′f +m′

• λ′ is the wavelength normalised by ñp, as we defined it in this work:
λ′ = λ/ñp

• m′ is a parameter that defines whether or not the (normalised) wave-
length falls into the bandgap where light circularly polarised in the
same sense as the cholesteric structure is reflected. It it defined by
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N = 4 N = 40a b c
analytical

Fig. E.1 Resolution of the cholesteric structure. a) Peak reflectance as a
function of the resolution, and selected reflection spectra for b) N = 4 and
c) N = 40. The system contains 50 pitches. The reflectance is unpolarised.

de Vries as a solution to the equation:

f = 1− α−m′2 − λ′2
2m′λ′ = 0 (E.2)

This equation has two solutions for m′2 (m′1 and m′2) and four solutions
for m′; their meaning is detailed in de Vries’s publication [42]

• α = (n2
e − n2

o)/(n2
e + n2

o) is the refractive index contrast
• δ = 2πm′1dñ/λ′ is the phase shift through the film
• d is the thickness of the film
With 30 layers per pitch, the reflectance at λ′ = 1 (Bragg wavelength)

reaches 98% of the analytical value. With 40 layers per pitch, it reaches
99% of the analytical value. 40 layers were used to construct the cholesteric
structures with PyLlama.

For N = 2 and N = 4 the system consists in a multilayer stack with
two alternative layers; at N = 4, there are therefore 100 layers in the stack.
This particular configuration causes a brutal jump in the peak reflectance.
Interestingly, the peak does not look drastically different than the cholesteric
peak; however, there will be no response to circular polarisation with the
system of 4 layers, as each layer’s permittivity is rotated at 90° from the
other.

E.2 Thickness of the layers

Figure E.2 shows spectra calculated from cholesteric structures for which
the sampling of the pseudolayers was done randomly (all the layers have a
different thickness), compared to a standard cholesteric structure for which
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Fig. E.2 Random sampling of the size of the layers. The reflectance is
unpolarised.

each layer has the same thickness. The number in the caption indicates
the number of layers per pitch, which is an exact value for the standard
cholesteric and an average value for the random cholesterics. In randomly
sampled cholesteric structures, there is no true periodicity: there is no
periodic pattern that repeats itself 50 times. However, these structures still
produce a cholesteric peak, as they sample the same periodic permittivity.

Sampling a cholesteric into layers that constitute a repeated periodic
pattern is more efficient in terms of number of layers, as an average of
80 layers per pitch are required for a randomly sampled cholesteric to reach
the reflectance of a standard cholesteric made of 40 layers of the same size
per pitch.

Computationally, a periodic pattern is also faster (more details are given
in Section 4.3.3): the computation time for the standard cholesteric is 5 s,
against 450 s for the randomly sampled cholesteric with 80 layers on average
per pitch and 210 s for the same system with 40 layers on average.





Appendix F

Details on the roll-to-roll
fabrication of HPC laminates

The HPC laminates mentionned in Chapter 7 were fabricated by H.-L.
Liang according to the method described below (reproduced from [66]
published under Creative Commons CC BY, more details can be found in
the publication).

F.1 Materials

Polyethylene terephthalate (PET) rolls (PMX727-clear, PMX290-black,
75 µm thick, 140 mm wide) were purchased from HiFi Industrial Film, Steve-
nage, UK. UV curable pressure sensitive adhesive (UV PSA, Kiwoprint
UV92) was purchased from The Screen Machine Supply, Milton Keynes, UK.
Hydroxypropyl cellulose (HPC) is purchased from NISSO at the SSL grade.
HPC and water mixtures were prepared in a planetary mixer. To ensure a
bubble-free coating, degassing of the mixture was obtained by high speed
centrifugation (14K rpm in Sorvall RC-5C) over a minimum of 2 hours.

F.2 Slot-die coating

The slot-die spacer consists of a stack of 8 laser-cut pieces of 125 µm PET
and is configured for a 100 mm coating width. The mesophase flow rate
was measured as 14 ml/min from the peristaltic pump and dropped to
7.5 ml/min after the liquid reservoir (pressure dampener) which gives the
final feed rate into the slot-die. The coating gap (distance between the
slot-die lip and the substrate) was set to 1.2 mm.
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F.3 Edge sealing adhesive deposition and cur-
ing

Two stripes of 10 mm wide UV PSA were deposited through 3D printed
nozzle dispensers using a syringe pump at a flow rate of 0.8 ml/min. The
nozzles were positioned for adhesive laydown adjacent to the two edges of the
coated mesophase wet film. The adhesive then passed under a florescent UV
lamp (power 20 W, wavelength 365 nm) and was partially cured. This curing
effect can be observed as a colour change from yellow to white cloudy (or
clear) and an increase in tackiness. The HPC mesophase area was shielded
from UV exposure by a Perspex mask covered by UV blocking film Amber
81.

F.4 Lamination

The lamination gap is determined by stainless feeler gauges with an ini-
tial setting of 850 µm considering the total substrate thickness. The gap
is fine-tuned during actual operation. The final laminate is designed to
be air entrainment-free without mesophase overflow affecting the sealing
performance.
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